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Introduction
In this chapter, an overview is presented of the concepts underlying the work in this
thesis. First, it briefly introduces formal methods and describes the software surgery
methodology that binds the individual chapters together. It then familiarizes the reader
with the tools and techniques used in the thesis by means of a running example. And
finally, it describes the structure of this thesis.
1.1 Introduction to Formal Methods
Formal methods in software engineering are mathematical techniques used for spec-
ification, transformation, verification and generation of software. The need for these
methods is rooted in the desire to create robust and reliable computer programs.
Since any mathematical method used in software engineering could be called a for-
mal method, no attempt is made to be exhaustive. However, a general taxonomy on
these methods can divide them in several groups.
Formal methods can be used for analysis and specification of systems. Model based
specifications, as well as declarative and algebraic specifications, fit under this category.
Formal methods can also be used for proving properties on the specified models. These
proofs can be performed automatically, using model checkers, or interactively by means
of proof tools. Another set of formal methods is used to derive implementations from
specifications. This can be done by refinement or extraction.
This introduction sets out to make a case for the use of formal methods. It will
discuss the formal methods applied in this thesis and it will then outline a methodology,
called software surgery, which is used as the driving force behind the other chapters of
this thesis. A running example, the Dutch national flag algorithm, is used to introduce
the reader to the formal methods that are used in subsequent parts of this thesis.
1.1.1 The Need for Formal Methods
The ever increasing reliance on software in all aspects of modern life makes reliabil-
ity of software especially salient. Reliability is important when the cost of failure is
expensive in monetary terms. It is even more important when human safety is at risk.
Software is ubiquitous in areas that impact human life. For instance, modern transporta-
tion is enabled by the use of software and medical systems rely on embedded software.
In a study [NIS02] commissioned by the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology in 2002, the cost to the United States’ economy of software bugs was estimated
to be almost 60 billion dollars annually. Other recent studies [Lev04, WDS+10, JH07]
highlight the role of software failure in accidents that caused loss of life or that had huge
monetary consequences. For instance, the crash of Air France flight 447 in 2009, which
killed 228 people, was partly due to discrepancies in the indicated air speed readings.
The studies also show that miscalculated radiation doses at the National Oncology Insti-
tute in Panama caused the death of at least 18 persons in 2001. In 2003, the power grid
in the United States and Canada shut down at an estimated cost of 13 billion dollars.
One the contributing causes was determined to be faulty energy management software.
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The flood of costly software failures has not abated since the above accidents have
been analyzed. A bug in an automatic trading program cost its proprietor 440 million
dollars in 30 minutes when it was deployed on August 1st 2012 [Tho12]. Also, closer to
home, outdated software and a sloppily designed network architecture, allowed hackers
from Iran to access Diginotar, a Dutch root certificate authority [Lea11]. This break-in
potentially exposed private communication of Iranian citizens to third parties. It also
raised doubts about the current security model that is used for secure communication
on the internet.
Recurrent causes of these failures are: a lack of guards against unexpected or im-
proper input and a mismatch between (implicit) specification and actual software. A lot
of these faults could have been prevented by a careful adherence to strict coding and
design standards, as well as thorough reviews. However, these methods face limitations
in both the unexpectedness of some events and the sloppiness of human reviewing and
testing.
1.1.2 Varieties of Formal Methods
The core idea behind formal methods is to guarantee the behavior of a computing sys-
tem using rigorous analysis or construction approaches. The behavior is described with
a specification, preferably mathematical in nature. Using these formal techniques raises
two fundamental questions about the relationship between a computing system and its
formal description:
• Is the mathematical description of the model indeed what truly captures the in-
tended behavior of the system? In order to answer this question, the model needs
to be validated.
• How can we obtain from the specification an implementation that satisfies the
specification? Or as a corollary: Given an implementation, how can we make
sure it guarantees a certain specification? In order to answer this question, the
implementation needs to be verified.
In this thesis, the emphasis will be on the second question, and more specifically, on how
to mathematically guarantee that an implementation satisfies its specification. There are
two predominant approaches that try to provide mathematical certainty: model check-
ing and theorem proving. The first method uses brute force, combined with clever
algorithms to achieve that goal, while the second method provides a context in which
one can reason mathematically about specifications and implementations.
Both methods have in common that they need a formal description for both the im-
plementation, or aspects of the implementation, and the specification. To relate the ac-
tual computer program with its model we use an analogy, aptly called software surgery.
1.1.3 Software Surgery
The software surgery analogy has been coined by Smetsers and Van Eekelen in an arti-
cle [SvE08] where they describe a methodology whereby the quality of software is im-
proved by combining model checking with theorem proving. The articles in this thesis
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can be seen as applications of the software surgery technique, as well as contributions
to the development of this methodology.
Code Model Specification
validation
conversionabstraction
certified code generation
counter example
Figure 1.1: The Software Surgery methodology.
Because most programs are too large to completely verify, first the software system
is analyzed and potential problem areas are identified. Formal specifications are con-
structed for these problem spots. These models can be obtained directly from the source
code or derived from less formal requirement documents. However, due to state space
explosion, it may be advisable to use abstraction techniques to reduce the number of
different states. These techniques employ either domain knowledge to filter out the
relevant parts of the model, or use a symbolic evaluation approach to compress state
information. Subsequently, the formal model is verified by a model checker. If defects
are found, the verification tool usually provides a counter example. This counter exam-
ple can be used to fix the model and the source code. The solutions are again subjected
to verification with the model checker. These models are then converted into models
suitable for a theorem prover. A full formal proof of the specification is performed on
these models. From the verified models and their proofs code is generated. Since this
code directly corresponds to the verified models it will be highly reliable.
Not described in the original software surgery paper is the possibility of generating
annotations alongside the code. These annotations can be used as input to verification
tools that can verify the generated program. This is an additional safeguard that protects
against errors that may have been introduced during the code generation process.
In this thesis, elements of this approach are employed in order to obtain formally veri-
fied software. The second chapter takes a system that previously has been verified for
a limited number of states using model checkers and proves it correct with a theorem
prover. It then uses code generation to validate the model. The third, fourth and fifth
chapter elaborate on the combination of model checking and theorem proving. An ex-
cerpt from an existing software library is translated into a model and verified for a finite
number of states using model checkers: Uppaal and Spin. This results in errors that are
corrected. Subsequently, the model is translated into a PVS model and verified com-
pletely. The final chapter introduces a method to generate annotated Java code from
verified PVS models. The annotations can be used to certify the translation into Java.
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1.2 Model Checking in Spin
Model checking is a technique where the specification is expressed as a finite state
model. Usually these finite state models are expressed as automatons. Properties are
defined with temporal logic. Using an exhaustive search of the state space, these proper-
ties are then verified for all states in the model. Although many state transition systems
suffer from state explosion, efficient algorithms have been developed that can mitigate
the effects of it [BK08, CGL94].
The Spin tool is a model checker developed by Holzmann [Hol97] in the early
1980’s, but continues to evolve, keeping up with the new developments in the field
[BA08]. The systems that are verified are described in a language called Promela.
This language offers constructs to create asynchronous distributed algorithms as non-
deterministic automata. Verification properties are specified using linear temporal logic.
It is an extension of classical first order logic with temporal modalities. These modali-
ties are used to qualify a statement with temporal properties. It can be used to express,
for instance, that a property eventually will become true, or that some condition holds,
until another condition becomes true.
In the third chapter of this thesis Uppaal [LPY97] is used. In chapter four and
five Spin was preferred because of its modeling language, which is close to an imper-
ative programming language, and its very efficient state space representation. Other
frequently used model checkers that are referred to in this thesis are: Java Pathfinder
[VHB+03], mCRL2 [GMR+06] and (Cadence) SMV [McM93]
In the remainder of this section, the Spin model checker and its specification lan-
guage Promela will be introduced by means of an example algorithm: the Dutch na-
tional flag algorithm devised by E.W. Dijkstra [Dij76]. The algorithm presupposes that
there is an array with three types of elements. These elements correspond to the colors
of the Dutch national flag. The program sorts the array in such a way that elements of
the same color are grouped together, mimicking the three bands of the Dutch national
flag.
1.2.1 Specifying a Model
The Promela language uses variables to store information of the entire system or local
to a process. Variables declared outside a process are considered to be global. Variables
can be declared on basic types like booleans, integers and bytes. The latter represent-
ing characters. Simple arrays are also permitted. An mtype variable can be used for
symbolic enumerated values. As an example the declaration of the colors of the Dutch
national flag is given as an mtype. Also, an array is defined on which the sorting can be
done.
mtype = { blue , white , red }
mtype arr[N ] ;
Programs in Promela are run as one or more processes. To allow for structure in the
definition of the specification, inline functions are used.
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The following function defines the switch of the array values occurring at the position
of the value of the variables x and y in a global array.1
i n l i n e swap(x , y)
{
in t temp ;
temp = arr[x ] ;
arr[x] = arr[y ] ;
arr[y] = temp ;
}
In the Promela language, control flow statements employ guards. These guards are
Boolean expressions that are evaluated for all possible branches within the control flow
statement. If more than one guard evaluates to true, a non-deterministic choice is made
between the branches with a valid guard. On the other hand, if none of the guards
evaluate to true, the process blocks, until one of the guards becomes valid. This applies
to all the usual constructs, like the if .. → .. else statement and the the for and the do
loop. For convenience, the for .. in construction is provided. It executes a block of
statements for all elements in an array.
The following program initializes the global array that holds all the colors of the
Dutch national flag. Since all guards always hold, the elements are randomly assigned
a color.
i n l i n e initArr ( )
{
in t idx ;
for (idx in arr ) {
i f
: : true −> arr[idx] = blue ;
: : true −> arr[idx] = white ;
: : true −> arr[idx] = red ;
f i ;
}
}
The main part of the algorithm is defined as a process using the proctype keyword.
This implementation only uses one process. First the elements of the array are assigned
random colors. The main part of the algorithm traverses the array. Each element is
assigned a position according to its color. After that, boundaries of the parts of the
arrays that are correctly sorted are adjusted. The break statement that is called when
the condition of the loop is no longer valid, tells the process to exit the loop.
#define N 10
proctype dutchFlagSort( )
{
initArr ( ) ;
in t lo = 0;
1 Arrays are not allowed as parameters of an inline function.
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in t hi = N−1;
in t mid = 0;
do : : mid <= hi −>
i f
: : arr[mid] == red −> swap(lo ,mid ) ; lo++; mid++;
: : arr[mid] == blue −> swap(mid , hi ) ;hi−−;
: : e l s e −> mid++;
f i ;
: : e l s e −> break ;
od ;
amIsorted ( ) ;
}
At the end of the algorithm a helper function amIsorted is used to check whether the
array is properly sorted. The amIsorted function iterates through the array and will
throw an assertion if the colors of the Dutch national flag are out of order.
Theassert statement is used in Spin to verify safety properties of the model. At the
position of the statement the property that it asserts should always hold.
i n l i n e amIsorted( )
{
in t idx ;
mtype previous = red ;
for(idx in arr) {
assert ( previous != white | | arr[idx] != red ) ;
assert ( previous != blue | |
(arr[idx] != white && arr[idx] != red ) ) ;
previous=arr[idx ] ;
}
}
1.2.2 Checking the Model
Verifying the model within the Spin model checker shows that indeed, for all reachable
states it cannot find a failed assertion. The output of the model checker also shows how
efficient modern day model checkers are. Although it contains almost 1.6 million states,
the entire model is checked within a second.
State-vector 56 byte, depth reached 169, errors: 0
1584744 states, stored
58983 states, matched
1643727 transitions (= stored+matched)
0 atomic steps
hash conflicts: 97773 (resolved)
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unreached in proctype dutchFlagSort
(0 of 61 states)
pan: elapsed time 0.83 seconds
No errors found -- did you verify all claims?
If we inadvertently had introduced a mistake, would the model checker have found it?
This can easily be checked by changing the model slightly. By mistake we initialize the
middle pointer at the element 1, instead of the 0.
in t lo = 0;
in t hi = N−1;
in t mid = 1;
Checking this with Spin immediately finds a problem and generates an error-trail. This
trail can be used to pinpoint the exact problem. In this case it has found a violation
of the assertion when it had initialized the array at position 0 with the color blue. The
sorting subsequently bypasses this element and generates a failure when it is checked
whether the array is monochrome. The output of Spin shows that it did not need to do
much checking to find this mistake.
(Spin Version 6.2.2 -- 6 June 2012)
Warning: Search not completed
+ Partial Order Reduction
State-vector 56 byte, depth reached 162, errors: 1
236 states, stored
0 states, matched
236 transitions (= stored+matched)
0 atomic steps
hash conflicts: 0 (resolved)
pan: elapsed time 0 seconds
To replay the error-trail,
goto Simulate/Replay and select "Run"
1.3 Theorem Proving with PVS
Theorem provers, also known as proof assistants, are closer to the traditional mathe-
matical proving paradigm than model checkers. Because the logics they use are un-
decidable, they require user interaction to complete a proof. Proof assistants apply
heuristics, often called tactics, and decision procedures to partially automate the proof
construction.
The Prototype Verification System (PVS) is an integrated environment for the inter-
active development and analysis of formal specifications [OS08]. This theorem prover
is used throughout this thesis. Other notable theorem provers are Coq [BC04], HOL/Is-
abelle [NPW02] and ACL2 [KM08].
In the remainder of this section, the theorem prover (PVS) is introduced by means of
the Dutch national flag algorithm. All the necessary language constructs are explained
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and a small proof is constructed. From the PVS-model an executable annotated Java
program is generated.
1.3.1 Specifying a Model
The specification language of PVS is based on classical, typed higher-order logic. It
allows quantification over propositions and predicates. It also means that functions can
take other functions as arguments and return functions as values.
In PVS the specifications are logically organized in theories. These theories can
import other theories and can be parameterized. The Dutch national flag algorithm has
one parameter, the number of of elements in the array: N.
dutch_flag[N:posnat] : THEORY
The PVS specification language is strongly typed. The type system contains basic types,
function types, tuple types, record types as well as abstract datatypes. An example of
the latter is the enumerated type color, used in the example.
color : TYPE = {Red, White, Blue}
One aspect of the type system is that subtypes can be defined as a predicate over a
supertype. These subtypes restrict the elements of the supertype. For instance, the type
idx is a restriction on the natural numbers, telling them to be below the constant N.
idx : TYPE = below(N)
An example of a function definition is the swap function. It takes three arguments. The
first argument is an array with a function type, mapping indices below N to colors. Note
that in PVS arrays are treated as functions. The second and third argument are the
indices of the elements that are to be swapped. The WITH statement in the expression
signifies which substitutions are to take place in the array. At position i the value of a(j)
is to be substituted, while at position j the value of a(i) is put.
swap(a:[idx → color] , i:idx, j:idx) : [idx → color] =
a WITH [ (i) := a(j) , (j) := a(i) ]
Another feature of the type system used in PVS is the possibility to define dependent
types. A dependent type depends on a value. In the header of the main function of the
Dutch national flag algorithm several dependent types are used. One of them requires
the argument lo to be smaller than earlier provided argument mid.
flag( mid:upto(N)
, lo:upto(mid)
, hi:{(x:upto(N) )|mid≤x}
, arr:{(a:[idx→color] ) | monochrome(a, 0 , lo, Red)
∧ monochrome(a, lo, mid, White)
∧ monochrome(a, hi, N, Blue)}
) : RECURSIVE {(a:[idx → color] ) |
∃ (lo:upto(N) ): ∃ (hi:{x:upto(N)| lo ≤ x}) :
monochrome(a, 0 , lo, Red)
∧ monochrome(a, lo, hi, White)
∧ monochrome(a, hi, N, Blue)
∧ permutation?(arr,a) }
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The function header provides the arguments and requires the array to be partly mono-
chrome. It also defines the function as recursive with a return type that ensures the result
to be monochrome over its entire range. This type definition proves the essence of the
Dutch national flag algorithm and will generate a type correctness condition (TCC) that
will have to be proven. To be entirely correct, an extra invariant on the array is defined.
This invariant states that the resulting array is a permutation of the initial array. This
will prevent flaws in the algorithm like changing the elements in the array to one color
to make it monochrome.
The function body of the above function header is as follows:
IF (mid < hi)
THEN
CASES arr(mid) OF
Red : flag(mid+1,lo+1,hi,swap(arr,mid,lo) ) ,
White : flag(mid+1,lo,hi,arr) ,
Blue : flag(mid,lo,hi-1,swap(arr,mid,hi-1) )
ENDCASES
ELSE arr
ENDIF
Because PVS requires functions to be total, i.e. defined on all elements of its domain,
it must be proven to terminate for all possible inputs. For recursive functions, termi-
nation must be proven with a MEASURE. This measure defines a well founded order that
decreases with all recursive function calls. Since the order is well founded the function
must necessarily terminate. PVS generates TCCs from the measure for all recursive
function calls.
The definition of monochronicity of an array is expressed with a predicate over a
range of the array that specifies that all elements in that range are of a certain color.
monochrome(a:[idx → color] , i:upto(N) , j:upto(N) , c:color) : bool =
∀ (k:idx) : i ≤ k∧ k < j ⇒ a(k) = c
Some parts are left intentionally unspecified, like init : [idx → color] , the initial
array. The lack of a specification beyond the type of the array disallows assumptions
about the content of the array. The algorithm should also hold for the Indonesian na-
tional flag, or, trivially, for an array of just one color.
permutation?(a1:[idx → color] , a2:[idx → color] ) : bool =
∃ (permutation: { pi :[ idx → idx ] | bijective?(pi) }) :
∀ (i:idx) : a1(i) = a2(permutation(i) )
Two arrays are permutations of each other if there exists a bijection between the two
arrays. This definition can be used to prove behavioral lemmas like the identity rule.
permutation_id : LEMMA
∀ (t:[idx → color] ) : permutation?(t,t)
Along with transitivity, reflexivity and a swap rule, these lemmas are powerful enough
to prove that the Dutch national flag algorithm is indeed correct with respect to its
specification.
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1.3.2 Verifying the Model
The PVS theorem prover uses sequent calculus to prove its theorems. In sequent cal-
culus logical formulas are organized in a syntactical arrangement called sequents. Let
A and S represent logical formulas, then a sequent is of the form A1, A2, . . . , An `
S1, S2, . . . , Sn. This representation is equivalent with the logical formula A1 ∧ A2 ∧
. . .∧An =⇒ S1 ∨S2 ∨ . . .∨Sn. A sequent consists of antecedents (hypotheses) and
succedents (conclusions). In the PVS proof environment the antecedents are displayed
at the top part of the screen. On the lower half, the succedent formulas are placed.
PVS provides proof commands to transform the sequent calculus statements. These in-
ference rules are applied interactively under user guidance, but with strong automation
support from within the prover. This builds a proof tree of sequents with at the top of
the tree the lemma that is to be proven. On completion of the proof, all the sequents at
the leaves of the tree will be axioms.
As an example we show how to prove one of the type correctness conditions that
PVS generates. The example is atypical for most proofs, because the proof commands
do not split the sequent tree. This particular TCC is due to the type constraints on the
variable arr, the array we are sorting on. It is defined as being partially sorted, at the
invocation of the recursive function, therefore at each recursive call it has to be verified
that in that particular execution branch the supplied value ofarrwill respect the type of
arr.
We start out with the sequent:
|-------
{1} FORALL (mid: upto(N), upto(mid),
hi: {x: upto(N) | mid <= x},
arr:
{a: [idx -> color] |
monochrome(a, 0, lo, Red) AND
monochrome(a, lo, mid, White) AND
monochrome(a, hi, N, Blue)}):
arr(mid) = White AND (mid < hi) IMPLIES
monochrome(arr, 0, lo, Red) AND
monochrome(arr, lo, 1 + mid, White) AND
monochrome(arr, hi, N, Blue)
The command (skosimp*)2 eliminates the universal quantifier by instantiating the quan-
tified variables with unique constants. A process that is known as skolemization. It also
logically simplifies the the sequent. This leads to the next sequent:
{-1} arr!1(mid!1) = White
{-2} (mid!1 < hi!1)
|-------
{1} monochrome(arr!1, 0, lo!1, Red) AND
monochrome(arr!1, lo!1, 1 + mid!1, White) AND
monochrome(arr!1, hi!1, N, Blue)
2 Proof commands are in Lisp notation.
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The logical simplification has resulted in two antecedents in this sequent that contain
information on the instantiated constant mid!1.
The command (typepred arr!1) will make the type information of the constant
arr!1 explicitly available to the proof engine. Since it is known that arr!1 is partially
monochrome, this information is added to the antecedents.
{-1} monochrome(arr!1, 0, lo!1, Red)
{-2} monochrome(arr!1, lo!1, mid!1, White)
{-3} monochrome(arr!1, hi!1, N, Blue)
[-4] arr!1(mi!1) = White
[-5] (mid!1 < hi!1)
|-------
[1] monochrome(arr!1, 0, lo!1, Red) AND
monochrome(arr!1, lo!1, 1 + mid!1, White) AND
monochrome(arr!1, hi!1, N, Blue)
Applying propositional logic at this point simplifies the sequent. The decision proce-
dure is invoked by the (prop) command. After the simplification we proceed by ex-
panding the function definition of the monochrome predicate into the sequent by means
of the command (expand monochrome) . Meanwhile, we hide the the antecedents at posi-
tions -1, -3 and -5, because they are not needed in the remainder of the proof, by means
of the (hide -1 -3, -5) command.
{-1} FORALL (k: idx): lo!1 <= k AND k < mid!1 IMPLIES
arr!1(k) = White
[-2] arr!1(mid!1) = White
|-------
{1} FORALL (k: idx): lo!1 <= k AND k < 1 + mid!1 IMPLIES
arr!1(k) = White
Again, the (skosimp*) command is used to instantiate the universal quantifier in the
succedent. This introduces the constantk!1. Simplification yields two extra hypotheses.
{-1} lo!1 <= k!1
{-2} k!1 < 1 + mid!1
[-3] FORALL (k: idx): lo!1 <= k AND k < mid!1 IMPLIES
arr!1(k) = White
[-4] arr!1(mid!1) = White
|-------
{1} arr!1(k!1) = White
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Since we are trying to prove thatarr!1(k!1) is white, we instantiate the universal quan-
tifier in antecedent -3 with k!1. This is done with the (inst -3 k!1) command.
(skosimp*)
(typepred t!1)
(prop)
(expand monochrome)
(skosimp*)
(inst -4 k!1)
(assert)
Figure 1.2: An example proof tree.
The proof command (assert) uses deci-
sion procedures for equalities and linear
inequalities, combined with logical sim-
plification. It deduces that if k!1 = mid!1
then antecedent -4 proves that succedent
1 holds. Otherwise, k!1 must be smaller
than mid!1, but then the antecedent at po-
sition -3 implies that arr!1(k!1) is white.
Simplifying, rewriting, and
recording with decision
procedures,
Q.E.D.
The proof environment is able to con-
struct graphical representations of the
proof trees. It shows, with a quick
glance, how the proofs are structured.
Due to the simple nature of this exam-
ple, the proof tree in Figure 1.2 is only
a twig.
1.3.3 Generating Code from PVS
The models used for verification are transformed into an executable program, preserv-
ing the properties that are proven.
PVS uses classical higher-order logic for its proofs and specifications. It allows
for both proofs and specifications that are not constructive. Therefore, code generation
is inherently restricted to a subset of the specification language. An important issue
is whether the generated code is correct with respect to the original model. One can
either certify the compiler that generates the code [Ler09, Chl10], or generate proofs
alongside the generated code that show that the generated code satisfies the specified
properties, also known as translation validation [PSS98].
In the software surgery analogy we would like to be able to generate code that can
be used as part of an existing body of code. A possible target language is Java, as it is a
ubiquitous language in the software engineering world.
The Java Modeling Language (JML)[CKLP06] is a behavioral interface specifica-
tion language that has been built on top of Java. In the language, both the interface
and the behavior of a method are described. The interface specification contains all the
information needed by other parts of a program to use the specified part. The behavior
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describes the set of state transformations it can perform. All specifications are Java
comments, therefore the program can be compiled using a regular Java compiler. The @
sign distinguishes the JML statements from ordinary comments.
The JML, or Java Modeling Language, uses Hoare style pre- and postconditions, as
well as invariants. The preconditions must be satisfied before a function method can be
called. The postcondition describes a property that holds after the method has returned.
For instance, the main function of the familiar Dutch national flag algorithm would be
given a requires and ensures clause, corresponding with the pre -and postconditions
respectively.
/∗@ requires upto (mid ,N) && upto ( lo ,N) && low <= mid && upto (b ,N)
@ && mid <= hi && array ( arr ) && monochrome( arr ,0 , lo ,0 )
@ && monochrome( arr , lo ,mid ,1 ) && monochrome( arr , hi ,N, 2 ) ;
@ ensures ( array (\ resu l t ) && (\ exists i n t h i ; (\ exists i n t lo ;
@ monochrome(\ resul t ,0 , lo ,0 )
@ && monochrome(\ resul t , lo , hi ,1 )
@ && monochrome(\ resul t , hi ,N, 2 ) ) ) ) ;
@ ∗ /
public in t [ ] flag( f i n a l in t mid ,
f i n a l in t lo ,
f i n a l in t hi ,
f i n a l in t [ ] arr) {
i f (mid < hi) {
i f (arr[mid] == 0) {
return flag(mid+1 ,lo+1 ,b ,swap(arr ,mid ,lo ) ) ;
} e l s e {
i f (arr[mid] == 1) {
return flag(mid+1 ,lo ,hi ,arr ) ;
} e l s e {
return flag(mid ,lo ,hi−1,swap(arr ,mid ,hi−1));
}
}
} e l s e {
return arr ;
}
}
The above Java program with JML specifications was generated from the earlier given
PVS model. The tool that performed this extraction and a more detailed explanation of
the translation is given in Chapter 5 of this thesis. The resulting Java program and spec-
ification can be checked with a tool like Krakatoa or KeY. The verification conditions
generated by Krakatoa will be automatically discharged by the fully automated theorem
prover Simplify [DNS05].3
3 The Krakatoa verification condition generator can interface with external tools such as Simplify.
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1.4 Contributions and Organization of this Thesis
This section describes the organization of the remaining of this thesis and highlights
the contributions of the author. All articles have been collaborative efforts, where the
author of this thesis has been the main author on three of them. For two of them he was
a major contributor. His specific contributions will be described when introducing the
two articles in this section.
The chapters of this thesis are peer-reviewed published scientific papers that have
been slightly revised: the layout is unified, small corrections have been made, the bibli-
ographies have been joined at the end of the thesis and footnotes have been updated or
added such that every chapter refers to a site where the actual code and models of the
chapter can be found.
The Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are closely related, describing various formalizations of
an industrial readers-writers locking algorithm. Chapter 4 can be seen as an extended
version of Chapter 3. As a consequence, the Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.5.1, 4.5.4, and 4.6
have a significant overlap with 3.1, 3.2, 3.4.1, 3.4.4 and 3.5 respectively. However, the
models used for model checking are different: Chapter 4 uses Spin where Chapter uses
Uppaal. Furthermore, the PVS model in Chapter 4 is very different from the PVS model
in Chapter 3. The PVS model in Chapter 3 is directly modeled from an abstraction of the
code whereas the PVS model in Chapter 4 is derived in a more structured way starting
with the Spin model. Finally, as reflected in the chapters’ title, Chapter 4 covers both
deadlock and starvation properties while the focus of Chapter 3 is on deadlock only.
Chapter 5 draws lessons from Chapter 4 introducing a framework that aims to make
it easier to perform similar studies for other concurrent code than the readers-writers
problem. It defines a translation from Promela to PVS. It also defines PVS lemmas and
theorems that can be applied in general. The model from the previous chapter was used
as inspiration to derive the elements of the framework. The framework was not used
to redo the proof of the model from Chapter 4, however, due to its derivative nature
applying the framework to that problem would result in relatively small differences. To
illustrate the application of the framework to a new problem it is applied to the classic
bakery algorithm.
Below a short summary is given of each of the chapters.
Chapter 2: Machine Checked Formal Proof of a Scheduling Protocol for Smart-
card Personalization
In this chapter, a case study is discussed. The case study describes a personalized
smartcard machine that has been subject of extensive verification efforts using model
checkers. We constructed a generalized executable model to show how we use a model
checker to overcome state space explosion. The author of this thesis was the main
author of this paper. The results have been published and presented by the author at the
12th International Workshop Formal Methods for Industrial Critical Systems in Berlin,
Germany in 2007 [LSvE07].
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Chapter 3: Reentrant Readers-Writers – a Case Study Combining Model Check-
ing with Theorem Proving
In this chapter, we combine model checking and theorem proving as described in the
introduction. From Qt, a widely distributed software and application framework, we
isolated a part of the code that implements reentrant read/write locks. These are classic
read/write locks that can be called in a nested fashion. In this code, a bug, a deadlock
situation, was identified using the model checker Uppaal. A solution was proposed and
checked for a finite number of states using the model checker. A general model of the
solution was constructed and verified using the theorem prover PVS. The author has
contributed the general model and its verification to this article, which was published
and presented at the 13th International Workshop Formal Methods for Industrial Critical
Systems in L’Aquila, Italy in 2008 [vGLSvE09]. This paper received from the EASST,
the European Association of Software Science and Technology, the FMICS2008 Best
Paper Award recognizing it as the Best Software Science Paper.
Chapter 4: Deadlock and Starvation Free Reentrant Readers-Writers - a Case
Study Combining Model Checking with Theorem Proving
In this chapter, we expand on the previous model in two ways. Firstly, instead of more
abstract models, specifications are created that are closer to the original code. Sec-
ondly, besides looking at possible deadlocks, starvation was included in the verifica-
tion as well. A second bug was identified using the model checker Spin. A solution
was proposed and checked. A general model was then verified with PVS. The author
contributed the general PVS model and the accompanying proofs to this journal ar-
ticle that appeared in the Science of Computer Programming issue of February 2011
[vGLSvE11].
Chapter 5: A Proof Framework for Concurrent Programs
This chapter builds upon the previous two. In it we present a proof framework for veri-
fying concurrent programs. It defines a translation between Promela and PVS models,
that in principle can be automated. The framework is illustrated with an example ver-
ification of the bakery algorithm and was used to verify PVS models generated from
Promela code developed in the previous chapter. The author of this thesis was the
main author of this paper. The results were published and presented by the author at
the 9th International Conference on Integrated Formal Methods in Pisa, Italy in 2012
[LSvE12b].
Chapter 6: Generating Verifiable Java Code from Verified PVS Specifications
In the final chapter, a translation from PVS models to annotated Java code is presented.
Verified models are used to generate annotated Java code that can be checked for cor-
rectness using other tools. This tool was developed by in collaboration with the formal
methods group at NASA Langley research center, during visits by the author to the
center. The author of this thesis was the main author of this paper. The results were
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published and presented by the author at the 4th NASA Formal Methods Symposium
in Norfolk, United States of America in 2012 [LSvE12a].
Appendix: Technical Background for Java Generation from PVS
The appendix contains a technical background for many of the features described in
Chapter 6. The appendix provides a description of the intermediate Why-like language
used to transition from PVS to Java, as well as more details on the translation of specific
language elements. The appendix is based on an unpublished internal NASA report of
which the author of this thesis was the main author.
CHAPTER 2
Machine Checked Formal Proof of a
Scheduling Protocol for Smartcard
Personalization
Revised version of
Machine Checked Formal Proof of a
Scheduling Protocol for Smartcard Personalization.
In: Proceedings of the 12th International Workshop on
Formal Methods for Industrial Critical Systems (FMICS 2007).
Berlin, Germany, July 1-2, 2007.
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Abstract Using PVS (Prototype Verification System), we prove that an indus-
try designed scheduler for a smartcard personalization machine is safe and opti-
mal. This scheduler has previously been the subject of research in model checked
scheduling synthesis and verification. These verification and synthesis efforts had
only been done for a limited number of personalization stations. We have created
an executable model and have proven the scheduling algorithm to be optimal and
safe for any number of personalization stations. This result shows that theorem
provers can be successfully used for industrial problems in cases where model
checkers suffer from state explosion.
Keywords: verification, theorem proving, cyclic scheduling, simulation, PVS
2.1 Introduction
Formal methods provide the kind of rigor in software engineering that is needed to
move the software development process to a level comparably to other engineering
professions.
There are many kinds of formal methods that can be employed at different stages of
the development process. In the specification phase, a model can be constructed using
some kind of formal language. This model can be used as a starting point for model
based testing. Model checking, which proves properties for the entire state space of a
finite part of the formal model by means of an exhaustive test, can eliminate a lot of
errors. Both model based testing and model checking can be performed automatically.
Theorem proving can be used for full verification of models that can have an infinite
number of states. However, employing theorem proving is considerably more costly
than the earlier mentioned methods.
Formal verification of models is gaining ground within the industrial world. For in-
stance, Cyberne´tix participated in the AMETIST project, in order to improve the quality
of their systems. This project’s aim was to develop modeling methodology supported
by efficient computerized problem-solving tools for the modeling and analysis of com-
plex, distributed, real-time systems. A personalization machine was one of the case
studies supplied by Cyberne´tix. This machine consists of a conveyor belt with stations
that personalize blank smartcards. The number of stations is variable.
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The AMETIST participants modeled the machine in several model checking environ-
ments: Spin, Uppaal and SMV. However, within these systems, the models were checked
and proven optimal and safe with respect to an ordering criterion for only a limited num-
ber of personalization stations. The most important reasons why it is interesting to look
at the case study using other formal methods besides model checking are:
• In some production configurations the number of stations exceeds the amount
of stations the model has been checked for. So there is not yet complete assur-
ance that the scheduling algorithm is indeed safe and optimal for actually used
configurations.
• Model checking is limited to a finite state space. Although there are methods
allowing model checking to abstract away from the data or even to employ in-
ductive reasoning on the model, so far no one has generalized to N stations. A
stronger result would be to prove that for any number of stations, the scheduling
algorithm is safe and optimal.
• Using a theorem prover to prove that a suitable invariant is correct usually gives
more insight into why the machine satisfies its safety and optimality properties,
instead of just checking them automatically.
In this paper we will present a formalized model of the machine in PVS (Prototype
Verification System) [ORS92]. This is an environment for precise specification and
verification of models. The specification language is based on simply typed higher-
order logic, but the type system has been extended with subtypes and dependent types.
PVS also employs decision procedures to assist the user in a verification effort. These
procedures take care of the bureaucracy associated with a formal proof and are usually
able to discharge obvious proof obligations automatically. The specification language
also allows for simulations and other means of animating the model if the model is
composed out of an executable subset of the specification language.
We will come up with an invariant and use PVS to prove that this invariant holds
for the model. This invariant is strong enough to prove all safety criteria and to prove
that the algorithm guarantees optimal throughput for any number of personalization
stations. We will also provide a simulation package. This makes it possible to verify
that the model behaves as one would expect from a regular machine and which could
form the basis of software that actually runs the machine.
In this article we present the smartcard personalization machine in section 2.2. The
model of the machine is decribed in section 2.3 and we show by means of a simulation
that this model is valid in section 2.4. Then, in Section 2.5, the invariant is presented,
followed by its proof in section 2.6. Safety and optimality are deduced from that invari-
ant in Section 2.6. A summary of related work by other people is given in Section 2.7.
An overview of future work can be found in Section 2.8. All code and proofs referred
to in this paper are available.1
1 http://www.cs.ru.nl/˜leonard/papers/cybernetix/cybernetix.tar.gz
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2.2 Personalization Machine
A smart card personalization machine takes blank smart cards as input and programs
them with personalized data. Subsequently, the cards are printed and tested. Typically,
a machine has a throughput of several thousands of cards per hour. The machine has a
conveyor belt transporting the cards. There is an uploader station putting cards onto the
belt and an unloader station taking them off again. Directly above the belt are posts that
can manipulate the cards, either by lifting them off the belt, like personalization sta-
tions, or by processing the cards while they remain on the belt, like graphical treatment
stations. An example configuration is given in figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Example of a standard configuration.
There are different kinds of operations possible on the cards:
• Personalization stations program the chip on the card. These stations are able to
detect if a card is defective. Cards need to be lifted into a personalization station
by a lifting device.
• Graphical treatment stations are either laser engravers or inkjet stations. They
can graphically personalize the cards. Graphical treatments happen while the
card remains on the belt.
• Flipover stations can turn cards over to allow a graphical treatment of both sides
of a card.
• Test stations determine whether the chip that is on the card functions properly.
• Rejection stations are used to extract cards that have been judged to be defective.
Due to the high number of cards that need to be personalized and the way the ma-
chine is structured, there are several requirements that need to be met by the smartcard
personalization system:
• The output of the cards should happen in a predefined order, since further graph-
ical treatment of the card may depend on the kind of personalization that has
been received by the card. In the remainder of the paper we shall refer to this
requirement as safety.
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• The throughput of the machine should be optimal.
• The machine should allow for defective cards to be replaced.
• The system should be configurable and modular. The number of personalization
and graphical treatment stations can vary according to the needs of the customers.
Neither is the placement of the stations fixed. This means that the personalization
stations can be spaced or appear interleaved with graphical treatment stations.
Cyberne´tix has developed and patented a scheduling protocol called “Super Single
Mode”. This particular scheduling protocol puts each time unit a new blank card on
first position of the belt for N consecutive time units, where N is the number of per-
sonalization stations. After N time units, it leaves the first position of the belt empty
for one time unit and then repeats itself by putting N new cards on the belt followed by
leaving one slot empty.
2.3 PVS Model of the Personalization Machine
In the previous section, we have given a general description of the personalization ma-
chine. In this section we will discuss the model we have developed.
The personalization machine is modeled as a conveyor belt that transports cards
underneath a set of M personalization stations. Each of these stations can pick up and
drop cards onto the conveyor belt. The belt is synchronized with the personalization
stations in order to enable picking up and dropping the cards.
Figure 2.2: A simplified machine with 4 stations.
Since we are interested in the scheduling mechanism, the model that has been con-
structed can ignore several aspects of the machine, similarly to other studies [GV04,
Ruy03, HKW05].
• For the scheduling algorithm it is not relevant how the cards end up on the belt
or how they are taken off. This means that the loader and unloader can be safely
omitted from the model.
• We assume that no cards are defective. This means that there is no need to model
neither the testing stations nor the stations that take rejected cards off the belt.
Although this reduces the interest of the example, only the study by Gebremichael
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[GV04] addressed the failed cards by creating a special “faulty” card mode. This
can be added to the generalized model without too much effort in a later stage.
• The graphical treatment and flipover stations have also been omitted. These sta-
tions do not take cards off the belt, so they cannot interfere with the ordering on
the belt. Also, the processing time is magnitudes smaller than the processing time
of the personalization stations. They have a negligible impact on the throughput
of the system.
• The loading and offloading time of the personalization stations is also much
smaller than the personalization time and not included into the model.
Figure 2.3: Personalization run in super single mode.
When the machine is started, the belt and all the personalization stations are empty. In
figure 2.3 we show the transition of a four station personalization machine through time.
At each transition, the belt is moved one slot and subsequently the cards are dropped
or lifted from the slots when needed. The arrows indicate the move a card is about to
make. The numbers above the stations indicate the kind of personalization produced by
that station and can also be found on the card after a station has finished personalizing
and has dropped the card back onto the conveyor belt.
At first, when the time that has passed is smaller than 9, the system is in an initial
state where all the stations fill up with cards being processed. At t=9, the system starts
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a cycle that lasts for five transitions. As one can see in figure 2.3, the state at t=14 is the
same as at t=9. The state of the machine as depicted in figure 2.2 can be found in the
table at t=12.
Our aim in constructing a PVS model is to verify that the scheduling algorithm
satisfies the following criteria:
• The personalized cards should leave the machine in the order of the occurrence
of the personalization stations. Cards personalized by station 0 should appear at
the last slot on the belt before the card personalized by station 1. No other sorting
mechanism may exist in the system.
• The throughput of the machine should be optimal.
The Belt
The model encodes the conveyor belt using an algebraic data type. A slot on the belt
can either contain no card: empty, contain a smartcard that has yet to be personalized:
new_card, or contain a personalized card: personalization. The personalization is mod-
eled as a natural number that corresponds to the relative position of the personalization
station with respect to the conveyor belt. This means that cards leaving the left most
station get 0, and the rightmost M.
In PVS, algebraic data types are specified by providing the constructors as well
as recognizers and accessors. The constructors empty, new_card and personalization
are used to build the objects of that data type. The recognizers (empty?,new_card? and
personalization?) are used to determine which kind an expression of the slot type is
and the accessor number can be used to extract the personalization_nr, in case of a
personalization.
slot : DATATYPE
BEGIN
empty : empty?
new_card : new_card?
personalization (number : personalization_nr) : personalization?
END slot
The conveyor belt is modeled as an array of 1 +M of these slots. Each slot is indexed
by a natural number from 0 up to M. In PVS, these restrictions on values which can be
held by an object can be expressed elegantly using dependent types: types dependent
on values. For example, the (finite) subset {0, . . . ,M} of the natural numbers can
be described as below(n:nat) : TYPE = ${$ m : nat | m < n $}$. In this case, the
predicate on the natural numbers is below(1+M) .
beltposition : TYPE = below(1+M)
The Stations
The relevant information to model a personalization station is whether a station is pro-
gramming a card and if so, how far the personalization process has progressed. A timer
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is used to model this. The value 0 is assigned to a station to indicate that a station is
empty and not working on a card. Once a station starts personalizing, the value is in-
creased to 1 and incremented each time slot until it reaches the time needed to complete
the personalization process. At that time, the machine will start looking whether it can
drop the card or not. Theoretically, the machine can keep incrementing the timer as long
as the card has not been dropped. Therefore, we model the timer by a natural number.
timer : TYPE = nat
Since we have one less personalization station than there are slots on the belt, the sta-
tions are modeled as an array of M of these timers.
stationposition : TYPE = below(M)
The Machine
The entire machine is rather straightforward. The machine is viewed as an array of
M stations combined with an array of 1 + M belt-slots. A global timer is used to
synchronize actions on the belt and in the stations. In PVS this is modeled using a
record type:
machine_state : TYPE =
[# stations : [stationposition → timer] ,
belt : [beltposition → slot] ,
global_timer : global_timer
#]
In figure 2.4 the machine as earlier depicted in figure 2.2 is shown as a representation
of the PVS model.
Figure 2.4: Model of the simplified machine from figure 2.2.
The behavior of the machine is described by a functionf_next. This function transforms
a machine state into the next machine state by operating the belt slots and stations for
each position and by increasing the global timer. The next state of a station and belt at
a certain position is determined by the content of the previous belt slot or the previous
station.
• In the case of a station, the next state can only be determined by the content of
the belt that is situated to the left and below the station. In the model, they are
indexed by the same position number.
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• In the case of the belt, the next state at a certain position is determined by the
content of either the station directly above the belt or the previous belt position.
Both are indexed by the position minus one.
The f_next function constructs the next state out of the current state by creating a new
record of type machine_state:
f_next(ps:machine_state) : machine_state =
(# stations := f_operate_station(ps)
, belt := f_operate_belt(ps)
, global_timer := global_timer(ps)+1
#)
The behavior of the machine is best described by discerning three different situations:
1. We have an empty station and a new card is available on the previous slot on the
belt. In this case, we move the card from the belt into the station and start per-
sonalizing. As a consequence, the belt position becomes empty and the station’s
timer is started.
2. The timer in the station indicates that the card has been personalized and there is
an empty spot on the belt. This means the personalized card, which is designated
by its position, can be dropped onto the belt, leaving an empty station. At the
same time the timer is reset.
3. If none of the above applies the contents of the belt are just shifted one position.
If the station at the position is personalizing we adjust the timer by one tick to
denote the progress of time.
The function operating on each station checks whether the timer of the station needs to
be started, reset or increased, depending on whether it is done personalizing cards or
ready to take in a new card:
f_operate_station(ps:machine_state) (spos:stationposition) : timer =
LET station = stations(ps) (spos) , belt = belt(ps) (spos) IN
IF empty?(station) ∧ new_card?(belt)
THEN start_timer
ELSIF done?(station) ∧ empty?(belt)
THEN reset_timer
ELSIF ¬empty?(station)
THEN increase_timer(station)
ELSE wait(station)
ENDIF
The function that operates the belt reacts to basically the same conditions as the previous
function with exception of the first belt position. There the cards must be scheduled
according to the scheduling algorithm:
f_operate_belt(ps:machine_state) (bpos:beltposition) : slot =
IF bpos=0
THEN schedule(global_timer(ps) )
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ELSE
LET station = stations(ps) (bpos-1) , belt = belt(ps) (bpos-1) IN
IF empty?(station) ∧ new_card?(belt)
THEN lift
ELSIF done?(station) ∧ empty?(belt)
THEN drop(bpos)
ELSE move_belt(belt)
ENDIF
ENDIF
The behavior of the system strongly depends on the time a personalization station needs
to finish. If the personalization time exceeds the number of personalization stations, the
safety property will not be satisfied, because it will mean that a blank card will reach
the end of the conveyor belt before one of the stations will be able to pick it up. If the
personalization time is smaller than M, there will not be an empty spot available to drop
the card. This spot will only arrive after M time units, so it makes sense to have the
personalization end at that time.
done?(t:timer) : bool = t=M
The Scheduler
The scheduler is a process that puts the cards onto the first spot of the conveyor belt in a
cyclic fashion. It places M new cards on the belt followed by an empty spot. In order to
keep track of when an empty space should be left on the belt, the global timer is used:
schedule(global_timer:global_timer) : slot =
IF mod(global_timer,1+M) = 0
THEN empty
ELSE new_card
ENDIF
2.4 Validating the Model
In Section 2.3, we developed a model of the personalization machine. When modeling
a system, the key question is whether it faithfully represents the original machine. In
order to show this is indeed the case, we need to be able to execute our model and
make a visual representation that mimics the behavior expected from a personalization
machine. This approach provides us with several benefits:
• To prove the safety property of the machine an invariant is needed. Visualizing
the behavior makes is easier to determine this invariant.
• Secondly, if we have an appropriate API to drive the belt and sensors, the exe-
cutable model means that we can generate code to run the machine. No manual
translation from model to code is necessary. This eliminates a possible source of
errors.
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• Finally, visualizing the behavior of the model allows us to verify that the model
behaves as expected.
PVS provides a ground evaluator [vHPPR98], which can be used to animate its spec-
ifications. The evaluator extracts executable Common Lisp code from the PVS func-
tional specifications. Semantic attachments enable a safe connection of user defined
Lisp functions to uninterpreted PVS functions. A library, PVSio [Mun˜03], extends the
ground evaluator with a library of predefined functions to handle all kinds of imperative
languages features.
Since we have written the model in PVS, using only functional specifications, it
is directly executable by PVS’ ground evaluator. On top of the executable model it
is possible to add IO as a side-effect of the original statements. Functions that pro-
duce side-effects must be modeled as Boolean functions that always return true. By
conjoining those functions with the original model they will be executed alongside the
executable model. We define a simulation function that takes as arguments how many
times the transition should take place and the starting state. As a side effect, the state
of the machine is printed to the standard output so we can observe the machine as time
progresses.
f_step(ps:machine_state) (p:nat) : RECURSIVE void =
print_state(ps) ∧
(
IF (p=0)
THEN println(”End of simulation”)
ELSE f_step(f_next(ps) ) (p-1)
ENDIF
)
MEASURE pn
The function print_state(ps0) prints the state variables to the standard output.
Although no machine experts were involved in validating this particular model, the
models from the original AMETIST project were. The PVS model is close enough to
these models to validate it against its expected behavior. We have simulated behavior
for machines of several sizes and as an example show the validation of a conveyor belt
with four personalization stations. What should be expected is earlier depicted in figure
2.3. A # denotes a new card, a * denotes a station that is personalizing,ˆan empty
station, ! shows a station that is done personalizing, while the natural numbers stand
for personalized cards. In figure 2.5 we show the output generated by a simulation run
of the model for a four station machine.
A comparison of figure 2.5 with figure 2.3 shows that the simulation behaves as
expected.
2.5 The Complete State Invariant
In Section 2.4 we have shown by means of a simulation that the model behaves as
expected for four stations. The next step is to prove that the model satisfies the safety
and optimality requirements:
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Figure 2.5: A simulation run in PVSio.
• Concerning the safety property: The machine must maintain the order of the
personalization stations in its generated output order. This can be split up in two
requirements.
– First, only personalized cards or empty spaces should be present at the last
slot of the belt.
– Secondly, once a personalized card n, where 0 ≤ n < M , is present at the
final position on the belt, the next card has to be personalization mod(n +
1,M) or a sequence of empty slots until the next card is personalization
mod(n+ 1,M).
• Concerning the optimality property: The machine must personalize as many
cards as possible per time unit. The optimum is reached if all personalization
stations are occupied and personalizing all of the time. This means that once the
cyclic phase of the machine is entered, two properties should hold:
– If a station is empty, then it must immediately be able to load a new card
and start personalizing.
– If a station is done personalizing, an empty space should immediately be
available to drop the card.
We can formulate the safety property slightly more specific, because we know that only
one empty spot is scheduled each cycle. This means that there can be only one empty
spot in the output position once the cyclic phase of the machine has been reached.
As a consequence, we can conclude that the order in which the personalized cards
leave the machine must be linearly related to the value of the global_timer. We have
established that the relation between the value of the global_timer and the value of the
personalized card, number(belt(ps) (M) ) , however, we do not know yet at what time
exactly mod(global_timer(ps) ,1+M) will be equal to personalized card 0. There might
be a phase transposition. We call this c.
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Assuming we have M personalization stations the first property can be specified for-
mally as:
empty?(belt(ps) (M) )
∨ (personalization?(belt(ps) (M) ) ∧
∃ c: mod(global_timer(ps)+c,1+M) = number(belt(ps) (M) ) )
The second property can be formally specified as:
∀ pos: ∃ ps’: global_timer(ps’) = global_timer(ps)+1∧
(empty?(stations(ps) (pos) ) ⇒ start?(stations(ps’) (pos) ) ) ∧
(done?(stations(ps) (pos) ) ⇒ empty?(stations(ps’) (pos) ) )
Trying to prove these two properties directly turns out to be futile. In order to prove
them we need to come up with an invariant that is stronger than the safety and optimality
properties. More particularly, in this invariant must be expressed that whenever a station
has finished personalizing, an empty spot will be available to deposit the personalized
card.
We assume the machine starts with an empty belt and all stations empty. After an
initialization phase, the machine will end up in a cyclic state until the machine is shut
down. In the initialization phase, the stations and belt positions remain empty, until an
empty card reaches them.
The graphical representation of the state of the personalization machine, devised to
validate the working of the system can also be put to good use in deriving the invariant
needed to prove the relevant properties.
In figure 2.6, the first observation we make is that the cyclic phase propagates
through the positions at the rate of one position every two time units. After two time
units the first position satisfies the stable (cyclic) invariant, while the rest of the belt still
is in its initial state. After four time units, the first two positions satisfy the invariant,
while the remaining part of the belt and stations are still in their initial state, and so on:
p_invariant(ps:machine_state) : bool =
∀ bpos : IF 2*bpos+1 ≥ global_timer(ps)
THEN p_init(ps) (bpos)
ELSE p_stable(ps) (bpos)
ENDIF
The initial invariant is simply that the timer of the station at position pos is 0 and
consequently the station is empty, as well as the corresponding belt position.
p_init(ps:machine_state) (bpos:beltposition) : bool =
(bpos ≤ M-1 ⇒ stations(ps) (bpos) = 0) ∧ empty?(belt(ps) (bpos) )
Observations on the stations of the personalization machine allow us to conclude that
the timer of a station is related to the value of the global timer. As seen in figure 2.7,
the value of a station neatly increases in time with a phase difference according to its
position: stations(ps) (bpos) = mod(global_timer - 2*(bpos+1) ,1+M)
The relationship between the global timer and the contents of the belt at a certain
position are slightly more complex. In order to clarify that relationship, the state of the
stations is removed from the representation in figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.6: Cyclic invariant propagation. Figure 2.7: State of the stations.
Figure 2.8: State of the belt. Figure 2.9: State of the belt with selected
numerical representations.
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We replace some of the symbols we have used with a numerical representation. From
this representation as in figure 2.9 we can derive the following property for the content
of the belt:
belt = mod(global_timer(ps)-bpos-1,1+M) ∧
IF belt = bpos THEN empty
ELSIF belt > bpos THEN new_card
ELSE personalization(number(belt) )
ENDIF
Combining and rewriting the above results we obtain an invariant for the entire system:
p_stable(ps:machine_state) (pos:beltposition) : bool =
(pos ≤ M-1 ⇒ mod(global_timer(ps)-2*(pos+1) ,1+M) = stations(ps) (pos) )
∧
LET timer = mod(global_timer(ps)-2*pos-1,1+M) , belt = belt(ps) (pos) IN
IF timer = 0
THEN empty?(belt)
ELSIF timer < 1+M-pos
THEN new_card?(belt)
ELSE personalization?(belt) ∧ number(belt) = timer-1-M+pos
ENDIF
Since it contains complete information of the state of the machine at any given time, it
should be possible to prove that this invariant (if it is correct) holds. We call this the
complete state invariant. From this invariant, we can then directly deduce the properties
we want to prove.
2.6 Proof of the Complete State Invariant
After specifying the invariant in PVS, we will now prove that the invariant holds in
the initial state and does not change with each consecutive state change. We define the
following theorem within PVS:
invariant: THEOREM
p_invariant(ps_init) ∧ (p_invariant(ps) ⇒ p_invariant(f_next(ps) ) )
Proving the invariant to hold is done by case distinctions on the invariant, as well as
case distinctions on the functions f_operate_belt and f_operate_station. These dis-
tinctions then invariably lead to some equation that can be proven correct using modulo
arithmetic or to a contradiction within the assumptions. In the standard library of PVS,
there are a number of lemmas that are sufficient to discharge all of the modular proof
obligations. To provide better understanding, we describe a part of the proof in detail:
We want to prove that the transition in the first part of the f_operate_station function
does not invalidate the invariant. The relevant part of the function is:
[..]
IF empty?(stations(ps) (pos) ) ∧ new_card?(belt(ps) (pos) )
THEN start_timer
[..]
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Where start_timer returns the timer value of 1.
It has to be shown that the invariant still holds if empty?(stations(ps) (pos) ) and
new_card?(belt(ps) (pos) ) thenstations(f_next(ps) ) (pos)=1 is added to the assump-
tions. This simplifies the invariant to two items that have to be proven:
• First, 2*pos+1<1+global_timer(ps) . This can be derived from the fact that the
p_init(ps) part of the invariant has to be false. The value of stations(ps) (pos)
is one, while the invariant states that it is zero when 2*pos+1≥1+global_timer(ps) .
• Secondly, filling out the invariant further with the knowledge that the timer of the
station at positionpos is one and assuming that we can prove the first of our proof
obligations the part of the invariant that remains is:
mod(1+global_timer(ps)-2*pos,1+M) = 1
Because we know that at time global_timer(ps) we had a new card at the previous
position, the invariant adds to the assumptions:
mod(global_timer(ps)-2*pos,1+M) < 1+M-pos
From this assumption, using modulo arithmetic it is deducible that:
global_timer(ps) ≥ 2*pos
There are two possible cases left:
• Either global_timer = 2*pos. Then, again using modulo arithmetic, it is easy to
prove that mod(1+global_timer(ps)-2*pos,1+M) = 1.
• Otherwise, 2*pos > global_timer(ps) . Then we know that the stable part of the
invariant holds at global_timer(ps) .
This means: mod(global_timer-2*pos,1+M) = 0. This can be proven using mod-
ulo arithmetic.
The other situations where personalized cards are dropped in empty slots or the card
on the belt is just moved to the right and the timer in the station is optionally increased
are slightly more complicated, but revolve around a number of case distinctions as well.
The total proof, which is surely not optimized, needs about 250 proof commands in PVS
to be performed completely. Creating the model, deriving the invariant and proving the
invariant to hold, took about a month for a PhD student, relatively inexperienced with
PVS.
Safety and Optimality
Now that we have established that the invariant holds at all times, we will prove that the
safety and optimality properties follow directly from the invariant:
• The safety property meant that the personalized cards leave the personalization
part of the machine in order of the kind of personalization they have received.
Once the invariant has been proven to hold, it follows directly that at the end of
the conveyor belt (at position M), the following holds:
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empty?(belt(ps) (M) )
∨ (personalization?(belt(ps) (M) ) ∧
mod(global_timer(ps) ,1+M) = number(belt(ps) (M) ) )
Since global_timer(ps) is ordered, mod(global_timer(ps)) ,1+M) is ordered as
well.
• The optimality property implied that the scheduling protocol needs to have the
highest throughput per cycle. This derives immediately from the fact that if we
have 1+M consecutive cards, the machine will not be able to personalize all the
cards. This will violate the safety requirements. Therefore, the highest through-
put per cycle is reached by leaving only one empty slot after M consecutive
cards.
2.7 Related Work
The Cyberne´tix case study has been the subject of several research papers. Kugler
and Weiss wrote an article about how to interactively derive scheduling algorithms for
production lines using Live Sequence Charts [HKW05]. In it, they use a graphical rep-
resentation to analyze a production line systematically. However, no properties for that
production line are proved. In [Mad04] Mader compares two different scheduling algo-
rithms using model checking, for four and eight personalization stations, but the model
checking was limited to a maximum of respectively 16 and 40 personalized cards. In
contrast to the other studies, Mader does include the graphical treatment in her model.
Ruys uses new features of Spin 4.0 to derive an optimal schedule for four stations and
at most five cards [Ruy03]. Nieberg proves in [Nie04] with a mathematical argument
that the Super Single Mode is optimal, but does not provide a formal proof that the
protocol is safe with respect to the ordering of the cards. Also using model checking,
Gebremichael [GV04] is able to derive the Super Single Mode as an optimal schedule
for five personalization stations and any number of cards. Gebremichael also extends
his model to deal with a possible defective card. None of the studies concerning the
smartcard personalization machine combine the rigor of machine checked proof and
simulation with a general proof of optimality and safety. In PVS work has been done to
integrate model checking and theorem proving for models that have a finite number of
states as described in [RSS95]. However, these models must conform to some syntactic
restrictions that complicate actually using the model checking part of PVS in practice.
Work on verifying algorithms and code generation from PVS has been done by Jacobs,
Wichers Schreur and Smetsers in [JSS07], where executable parts PVS specifications
are translated into the functional programming language Clean.
2.8 Future Work
The ad hoc nature of the derivation of the invariant needed for the proof of the prop-
erties, suggests a natural direction for future work. More case studies can hopefully
give us ideas how to derive invariants more methodically. We have only focused on
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the scheduling mechanism on a rather abstract level until now. If code that drives the
machine is to be generated, more detail will have to be added to the specification. An
open question is whether the proof will have to be substantially altered when this is
attempted. Another subject of research concerns devising methods to incorporate the
context in which the generated code has to be run into the theorem prover itself in a
methodical and easy to use fashion.
2.9 Conclusion
We addressed the Cyberne´tix smartcard personalization machine as an example of an
industry supplied case study for the application of formal methods. We constructed an
executable model in the specification language PVS. Since the model is executable it
was straightforward to visualize the behavior of the model and construct a simulator that
was used to establish that the model that had been created adequately represented the
machine. In future work it is possible to use the verified scheduling algorithm to control
the machine itself, eliminating any errors that might arise from manually translating the
model into code.
Model checking techniques already proved optimality and safety of this machine
for a limited number of stations. In typical applications of this machine, the number
of stations will be much larger than the amount for which was model checked. This
means that no guarantee can be given that the properties will hold generally. By using
a theorem prover we have established that the safety and optimality of the scheduling
algorithm is guaranteed for any number of personalization stations.
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Abstract The classic readers-writers problem has been extensively studied. This
holds to a lesser degree for the reentrant version, where it is allowed to nest
locking actions. Such nesting is useful when a library is created with various
procedures that each start and end with a lock. Allowing nesting makes it possible
for these procedures to call each other.
We considered an existing widely used industrial implementation of the reentrant
readers-writers problem. We modeled it using a model checker revealing a seri-
ous error: a possible deadlock situation. The model was improved and checked
satisfactorily for a fixed number of processes. To achieve a correctness result for
an arbitrary number of processes the model was converted to a theorem prover
with which it was proven.
3.1 Introduction
It is generally acknowledged that the growth in processor speed is reaching a hard phys-
ical limitation. This has led to a revival of interest in concurrent processing. Also in
industrial software, concurrency is increasingly used to improve efficiency [Sut05]. It
is notoriously hard to write correct concurrent software. Finding bugs in concurrent
software and proving the correctness of (parts of) this software is therefore attracting
more and more attention, in particular where the software is in the core of safety critical
or industrial critical applications.
However, it can be incredibly difficult to track down concurrent software bugs. In
concurrent software bugs typically are caused by infrequent ’race conditions’ that are
hard to reproduce. In such cases, it is necessary to thoroughly investigate ‘suspicious’
parts of the system in order to improve these components in such a way that correctness
is guaranteed.
Two commonly used techniques for checking correctness of such systems are for-
mal verification and testing. In practice, testing is widely and successfully used to
discover faulty behavior, but it cannot assure the absence of bugs. In particular, for
concurrent software testing is less suited due to the typical characteristics of the bugs
(infrequent and hard to reproduce). There are roughly two approaches to formal ver-
ification: model checking and theorem proving. Model checking [CES83, QS82] has
the advantage that it can be performed automatically, provided that a suitable model
of the software (or hardware) component has been created. Furthermore, in the case a
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bug is found, model checking yields a counterexample scenario. A drawback of model
checking is that it suffers from the state-space explosion and typically requires a closed
system. In principle, theorem proving can handle any system. However, creating a
proof may be hard and it generally requires a large investment of time. It is only par-
tially automated and mainly driven by the user’s understanding of the system. Besides,
when theorem proving fails this does not necessarily imply that a bug is present. It may
also be that the proof could not be found by the user.
In this paper we consider the reentrant readers-writers problem as a formal veri-
fication case study. The classic readers-writers problem [CHP71] considers multiple
processes that want to have read and/or write access to a common resource (a global
variable or a shared object). The problem is to set up an access protocol such that no
two writers are writing at the same time and no reader is accessing the common resource
while a writer is accessing it. The classic problem is studied extensively[PJLP06]; the
reentrant variant (in which locking can be nested) has received less attention so far
although it is used in Java, C# and C++ libraries.
We have chosen a widely used industrial library (Trolltech’s Qt) that provides meth-
ods for reentrant readers-writers. For this library a serious bug is revealed and removed.
This case study is performed in a structured manner combining the use of a model
checker with the use of a theorem prover exploiting the advantages of these methods
and avoiding their weaknesses.
In Section 3.2 we will introduce the case study. Its model will be defined, improved
and checked for a fixed number of processes in Section 3.3. Using a theorem prover
the model will be fully verified in Section 3.4. Finally, related work, future work and
concluding remarks are found in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.
3.2 The Readers-Writers Problem
If in a concurrent setting two threads are working on the same resource, synchronization
of operations is often necessary to avoid errors. A test-and-set operation is an important
primitive for protecting common resources. This atomic (i.e. non-interruptible) instruc-
tion is used to both test and (conditionally) write to a memory location. To ensure that
only one thread is able to access a resource at a given time, these processes usually share
a global boolean variable that is controlled via test-and-set operations, and if a process
is currently performing a test-and-set, it is guaranteed that no other process may begin
another test-and-set until the first process is done. This primitive operation can be used
to implement locks. A lock has two operations: lock and unlock. The lock operation is
done before the critical section is entered, and the unlock operation is performed after
the critical section is left. The most basic lock can only be locked one time by a given
thread. However, for more sophisticated solutions, just an atomic test-and-set opera-
tion is insufficient. This will require support of the underlying OS: threads acquiring a
lock already occupied by some thread should be de-scheduled until the lock is released.
A variant of this way of locking is called condition locking: a thread can wait until a
certain condition is satisfied, and will automatically continue when notified (signalled)
that the condition has been changed. An extension for both basic and condition locking
is reentrancy, i.e. allowing nested lock operations by the same thread.
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A read-write lock functions differently from a normal lock: it either allows multiple
threads to access the resource in a read-only way, or it allows one, and only one, thread
at any given time to have full access (both read and write) to the resource ([GPB+06]).
These locks are the standard solution to the producer/consumer problem in which a
buffer has to be shared.
Several kinds of solutions to the classical readers-writers problem exist. Here, we
will consider a read-write locking mechanism with the following properties.
writers preference Read-write locks suffer from two kinds of starvation, one with
each kind of lock operation. Write lock priority results in the possibility of
reader starvation: when constantly there is a thread waiting to acquire a write
lock, threads waiting for a read lock will never be able to proceed. Most solu-
tions give priority to write locks over read locks because write locks are assumed
to be more important, smaller, exclusive, and to occur less.
reentrant A thread can acquire the lock multiple times, even when the thread has not
fully released the lock. Note that this property is important for modular program-
ming: a function holding a lock can use other functions which possibly acquire
the same lock. We distinguish two variants of reentrancy:
1. Weakly reentrant: only permit sequences of either read or write locks;
2. Strongly reentrant: permit a thread holding a write lock to acquire a read
lock. This will allow the following sequence of lock operations: write lock,
read lock, unlock, unlock. Note that the same function is called to unlock
both a write lock and a read lock. The sequence of a read lock followed by
a write lock is not admitted because of the evident risk of a deadlock (e.g.
when two threads both want to perform the locking sequence read lock,
write lock they can both read but none of them can write).
Implementation of Read-Write Locks
In this section we show the C++ implementation of weakly reentrant read/write locks
being part of the multi-threading library of the Qt development framework, version 4.3.
The code is not complete; parts that are not relevant to this presentation are omitted.
This implementation uses other parts of the library: threads, mutexes and conditions.
Like e.g. in Java, a condition object allows a thread that owns the lock but that cannot
proceed, to wait until some condition is satisfied. When a running thread completes a
task and determines that a waiting thread can now continue, it can call a signal on the
corresponding condition. This mechanism is used in the C++ code listed in Figure 3.1.
The structure QReadWriteLockPrivate contains the attributes of the class. These
attributes are accessible via an indirection named d. The attributes mutex, readerWait
and writerWait are used to synchronize access to the other administrative attributes,
of which accessCount keeps track of the number of locks (including reentrant locks)
acquired for this lock. A negative value is used for write access and a positive value
for read access. The attributes waitingReaders and waitingWriters indicate the
number of threads requesting a read respectively write permission, that are currently
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struct QReadWriteLockPrivate
{
QReadWriteLockPrivate()
: accessCount(0),
currentWriter(0),
waitingReaders(0),
waitingWriters(0)
{ }
QMutex mutex;
QWaitCondition readerWait,
writerWait;
Qt::HANDLE currentWriter;
int accessCount,waitingReaders,
waitingWriters;
};
void QReadWriteLock::lockForRead()
{
QMutexLocker lock(&d->mutex);
while (d->accessCount < 0 ||
d->waitingWriters) {
++d->waitingReaders;
d->readerWait.wait(&d->mutex);
--d->waitingReaders;
}
++d->accessCount;
Q_ASSERT_X(d->accessCount>0,
"...","...");
}
void QReadWriteLock::lockForWrite()
{
QMutexLocker lock(&d->mutex);
Qt::HANDLE self =
QThread::currentThreadId();
while (d->accessCount != 0) {
if (d->accessCount < 0 &&
self == d->currentWriter) {
break; //recursive write lock
}
++d->waitingWriters;
d->writerWait.wait(&d->mutex);
--d->waitingWriters;
}
d->currentWriter = self;
--d->accessCount;
Q_ASSERT_X(d->accessCount<0,
"...","...");
}
void QReadWriteLock::unlock()
{
QMutexLocker lock(&d->mutex);
Q_ASSERT_X(d->accessCount!=0,
"...","...");
if ((d->accessCount > 0 &&
--d->accessCount == 0) ||
(d->accessCount < 0 &&
++d->accessCount == 0)) {
d->currentWriter = 0;
if (d->waitingWriters) {
d->writerWait.wakeOne();
} else if (d->waitingReaders) {
d->readerWait.wakeAll();
}
}
}
Figure 3.1: QReadWriteLock class of Qt.
pending. If some thread owns the write lock, currentWriter contains a HANDLE to
this thread; otherwise currentWriter is a null pointer.
The code itself is fairly straightforward. The locking of the mutex is done via the con-
structor of the wrapper class QMutexLocker. Unlocking this mutex happens implicitly
in the destructor of this wrapper. Observe that a write lock can only be obtained when
the lock is completely released (d->accessCount == 0), or the thread already has
obtained a write lock (a reentrant write lock request, d->currentWriter == self).
The code could be polished a bit. E.g. one of the administrative attributes can be
expressed in terms of the others. However, we have chosen not to deviate from the
original code, except for the messages in the assertions which were, of course, more
informative.
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3.3 Model Checking Readers-Writers with Uppaal
Uppaal [LPY97] is a tool for modeling and verification of real-time systems. The idea is
to model a system using timed automata. Timed automata are finite state machines with
time. A system consists of a collection of such automata. An automaton is composed of
locations and transitions between these locations defining how the system behaves. To
control when to fire a transition one can use guarded transitions and synchronized tran-
sitions. Guards are just boolean expressions whereas the synchronization mechanism
is based on hand-shakes: two processes (automata) can take a simultaneous transition,
if one does a send, ch!, and the other a receive, ch?, on the same channel ch. For
administration purposes, but also for communication between processes, one can use
global variables. Moreover, each process can have its own local variables. Assignments
to local or global variables can be attached to transitions as updates.
In this paper we will not make use of time. In Uppaal terminology: we don’t have
clock variables. Despite the absence of this most distinctive feature of Uppaal, we
have still chosen to use Uppaal here because of our local expertise and the intuitive and
easy to use graphical interface which supports understanding and improving the model
in a elegant way. The choice of model checker is however not essential for the case
study. It could also have been performed with any other model checker such as e.g.
SMV[Mcm92], mCRL2[GMR+06] or Spin[Hol97].
3.3.1 Constructing the Uppaal Model
Our intention is to model the code from Figure 3.1 as an abstract Uppaal model, prefer-
ably in a way that the distance between code and model is kept as small as possible.
However, instead of trying to model Qt threads in Uppaal we will directly use the built-
in Uppaal processes to represent these threads. Thread handles are made explicit by
numbering the processes, and using these numbers as identifications. NT is the total
number of processes. The identification numbers are denoted by tid in the model,
ranging 0 to NT - 1. The NT value is also used to represent the null pointer for the vari-
able currentWriter in the C++ code. Mutexes and conditions directly depend on the
thread implementation, so we cannot model these objects by means of code abstraction.
Instead we created an abstract model in Uppaal that essentially simulates the behavior
of these objects. The result is shown in Figure 3.2.
Locked
Unlocked
writerWait?
sleepingWriters++
sleepingWriters > 0
wakeOne!
sleepingWriters--
sleepingWriters == 0
signalOneWriter?
sleepingReaders>0
wakeAll!
sleepingReaders--
sleepingReaders==0
signalAllReaders?
 readerWait ?
sleepingReaders++
unlock?lock?
Figure 3.2: Mutex and condition model.
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In this basic locking model, method calls are simulated via synchronization messages.
The conditions are represented by two integer variables that maintain the number of
waiting readers and waiting writers: sleepingReaders and sleepingWriters, re-
spectively. A running process can signal such a process which will result in a wake up
message. A process receiving such a message should always immediately try to acquire
the lock, otherwise mutual exclusion is not guaranteed any more.
The RWLock implementation is model checked using the combination of this basic
locking process with a collection of concurrent processes, each continuously perform-
ing either a lockForRead, lockForWrite, or unlock step. The abstract model (see
Figure 3.3) is obtained basically by translating C++ statements into transitions.
lockForRead
Abort
LeaveRL
EnterRL RWaitReadLock
Start
accessCount++
accessCount > 0
unlock!
accessCount <= 0 lock!
waitingReaders--
lock!
wakeAll?
testRLock (tid)
readerWait !
waitingReaders++!testRLock (tid)
lockForWrite
Abort
LeaveWL
EnterWL
WWait
WriteLock
Start
accessCount >= 0
accessCount < 0
unlock!
!testWLock(tid)
testReentrantWLock(tid)
!testReentrantWLock(tid)
writerWait!
waitingWriters++
lock! waitingWriters--
wakeOne?testWLock(tid)
currentWriter=tid,
accessCount--
lock!
unlock
LeaveUN
Abort
EnterUN
Start
waitingWriters == 0 &&
   waitingReaders > 0
signalAllReaders!
accessCount == 0
unlock!
waitingWriters == 0 &&
    waitingReaders == 0
waitingWriters > 0
signalOneWriter!
accessCount < 0
accessCount++
accessCount != 0
accessCount==0 currentWriter = NT
lock!
accessCount > 0 accessCount--
Figure 3.3: Uppaal models of the locking primitives.
For convenience of comparison, we have split the model into three parts, correspond-
ing to lockForRead, writeLock and unlock respectively. These parts can be easily
combined into a single model by collapsing the Start states, and, but not necessar-
ily, the Abort states. The auxiliary functions testRLock, testWLock, and test-
ReentrantWLock are defined as:
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bool testRLock(ThreadId tid)
{ return waitingWriters>0 ||(currentWriter!=NT && currentWriter!=tid);}
bool testWLock(ThreadId tid)
{ return accessCount != 0 && currentWriter != tid;}
bool testReentrantWLock(ThreadId tid)
{ return accessCount != 0 && tid == currentWriter;}
If a process performs a lock operation it will enter a location that is labeled with
EnterXX. Here, XX corresponds to the called operation. The call is left via a LeaveXX
location. For example, if a thread invokes lockForRead it will enter the location
EnterRL. Hereafter, the possible state transitions directly reflect the corresponding flow
of control in the original code for this method. The call ends at LeaveRL. These spe-
cial locations are introduced to have a kind of separation between definition and usage
of methods. If the thread was suspended (due to a call to the wait method on the
readerWait condition) the process in the abstract model will be waiting in the loca-
tion RWait. The wrapper QMutexLocker has been replaced by a call to lock. To
take the effect of the destructor into account, we added a call to unlock at the end of
the scope of the wrapper object. Furthermore, observe that assertions are modeled as a
‘black hole’: a state, labeled Abort, from which there is no escape possible.
3.3.2 Checking the Model
The main purpose of a model checker is to verify the model w.r.t. a requirement spec-
ification. In Uppaal, requirements are specified as queries consisting of path and state
formulae. The latter describe individual states whereas the former range over execution
paths or traces of the model. In Uppaal, the (state) formula A[] ϕ expresses that ϕ
should be true in all reachable states. deadlock is a built-in formula which is true if
the state has no outgoing edges.
In our example we want to verify that the model is deadlock-free, which is a state
property. This can easily be expressed by means of the following query:
A [ ] not deadlock
When running Uppaal on this model consisting of 2 threads, the verifier will almost in-
stantly respond with: Property is not satisfied. The trace generated by Uppaal
shows a counter example of the property, in this case a scenario leading to a deadlock.
The problem is that if a thread, which is already holding a read lock, does a (reen-
trant) request for another read lock, it will be suspended if another thread is pending
for a write lock (which is the case if the write lock was requested after the first thread
obtained the lock for the first time). Now both threads are waiting for each other.
3.3.3 Correcting the Implementation and Model
The solution is to let a reentrant lock attempt always succeed. To avoid writers star-
vation, new read lock requests should be accepted only if there are no writers waiting
for the lock. To distinguish non-reentrant and reentrant uses, we maintain, per thread,
the current number of nested locks making no distinction between read and write locks.
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Additionally, this solution allows strongly reentrant use. In the implementation this is
achieved by adding a hash map (named current of type QHash) to the attributes of the
class that maps each thread handle to a counter. To illustrate our adjustments, we show
the implementation of lockForRead. 1
void QReadWriteLock::lockForRead() {
QMutexLocker lock(&d->mutex);
Qt::HANDLE self = QThread::currentThreadId();
QHash<Qt::HANDLE, int>::iterator it = d->current.find(self);
if (it != d->current.end()) {
++it.value();
Q_ASSERT_X(d->numberOfThreads > 0, "...", "...");
return;
}
while (d->currentWriter != 0 || d->waitingWriters > 0) {
++d->waitingReaders;
d->readerWait.wait(&d->mutex);
--d->waitingReaders;
}
d->current.insert(self, 1);
++d->numberOfThreads;
Q_ASSERT_X(d->numberOfThreads> 0, "...", "...");
}
To verify this implementation we again converted the code to Uppaal. Since handles
where represented by integers ranging from 0 to NT - 1 (where NT denotes the number
of threads), we can use a simple integer array to maintain the number of nested locks per
thread, instead of a hash map. In this array, the process id is used as an index. Figure 3.4
shows the part of the Uppaal model that corresponds to the improved lockForRead.
To limit the state space we have added an upper bound maxNest to the nesting level and
BeginRL
EndRL
Abort
RBlockedLeaveRL
EnterRL RWaitReadLock
Start
current[tid] == 0
current[tid] > 0
current[tid]++
numberOfThreads > 0
unlock!
numberOfThreads <= 0
lock!
waitingReaders--
lock!
readNest++
readNest <
   maxNest
wakeupReader?
currentWriter != NT ||
   writersWaiting > 0
readersWait!
waitingReaders++
!(currentWriter != NT ||
    writersWaiting > 0)
current[tid] = 1,
numberOfThreads++
Figure 3.4: Uppaal model of the correct version of lockForRead.
a counter readNest indicating the current nesting level. This variable is decremented
in the unlock part of the full model. Running Uppaal on the improved model will, not
surprisingly, result in the message: Property is satisfied. In this experiment, we
have limited the number of processes to 4, and the maximum number of reentrant calls
to 5. If we increase these values slightly, the execution time worsens drastically. So, for
a complete correctness result, we have to proceed differently.
1 For the complete code, see www.cs.ru.nl/˜sjakie/papers/readerswriters/.
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3.4 General Reentrant Readers-Writers Model
In this section we will formalize the Uppaal model in PVS [ORS92].
We prove that the reentrant algorithm is free from deadlock when we generalize to
any number of processes. While explaining the formalization we will briefly introduce
PVS. For the complete PVS specification and the Uppaal models from the previous sec-
tion, see http://www.cs.ru.nl/L.Lensink/papers/fmics2008/fmics2008_
code.zip.
3.4.1 Readers-Writers Model in PVS
PVS offers an interactive environment for the development and analysis of formal spec-
ifications. The system consists of a specification language and a theorem prover. The
specification language of PVS is based on classic, typed higher-order logic. It resem-
bles common functional programming languages, such as Haskell, LISP or ML. The
choice of PVS as the theorem prover to model the readers writers locking algorithm is
purely based upon the presence of local expertise. The proof can be reconstructed in
any reasonably modern theorem prover, for instance Isabelle [NPW02] or Coq[BC04].
There is no implicit notion of state in PVS specifications. So, we explicitly keep track of
a system state that basically consists of the system variables used in the Uppaal model.
In the Uppaal model, a critical section starts with a lock! and ends with either
a unlock!, readersWait! or writersWait! synchronization. Not all the state
transitions are modeled individually in the PVS model. All actions occurring inside a
critical section are modeled as a single transition. This makes the locking mechanism
protecting the critical sections superfluous in the PVS model and enables us to reduce
the number of different locations. Only these locations in the Uppaal model that are
outside a critical section are needed and are tracked by the ThreadLocation variable.
Furthermore, the EnterXX and LeaveXX locations are ignored, because they are only
used as a label for a function call and have no influence on the behavior of the modeled
processes.
WithNTdenoting the total number of processes, we get the following representation:
ThreadID : TYPE = below(NT)2
ThreadLocation : TYPE = { START, RWAIT, RBLOCKED, WWAIT, WBLOCKED }
ThreadInfo : TYPE = [# status : ThreadLocation, current : nat #]3
System : TYPE = [# waitingWriters, waitingReaders,
numberOfThreads : nat,
currentWriter : below(NT+1) ,
threads : ARRAY [ThreadID → ThreadInfo] #]4
The auxiliary variables readNest, writeNest and maxNest restrict the Uppaal model to a
maximum number of nested reads and writes. They also prevent unwanted sequences
of lock/unlock operations, e.g. when a write lock request occurs after a read lock has
2 Denotes the set of natural numbers between 0 and NT, exclusive of NT.
3 Recordtypes in PVS are surrounded by [# and #].
4 Arrays in PVS are denoted as functions.
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already been obtained. In the PVS model we allow for any amount of nesting, so the
variables writeNest and maxNest introduced to limit nesting can be discarded. The
readNest variable is used to check whether there already is a read lock present when a
write lock is requested. In the PVS model we have implemented this check by testing
whether the lock counter for this particular thread is 0 before it starts waiting for a
(non-reentrant) write lock. The logic behind it is that if, previously, a read lock had
been obtained by this thread, the counter would have been unequal to 0.
Because none of the variable updates in the Uppaal model occur outside of a critical
section, we can model the concurrent execution of the different processes obtaining
writelocks, readlocks and releasing them by treating them as interleaved functions.
We first define a step function that executes one of the possible actions for a single
process. The step function is restricted to operate on a subset of the System data type,
signified by the validState? predicate, further explained in Section 3.4.3. The actions
themselves do not deliver just a new state but a lifted state. In PVS, the predefined lift
datatype, consisting of two constructorsup andbottom, adds a bottom element to a given
base type, in our case validState? incorporating the state of the model. This is useful
for defining partial functions, particularly to indicate the cases that certain actions are
not permitted.
In essence the step function corresponds to the center of the Uppaal model consist-
ing of the Start and the EnterXX/LeaveXX states.
step(tid:ThreadID, s1, s2: (validState?) ): bool =
writelock(s1,tid) = up(s2) ∨readlock(s1,tid) = up(s2) ∨
unlock(s1,tid) = up(s2)
The predicate interleave simulates parallel execution of threads.
interleave (s1,s2:System): bool =
∃ (tid:ThreadID): step(tid,s1,s2) ∧
∀ (other_tid: ThreadID): other_tid 6= tid ⇒
s1‘threads(other_tid) = s2‘threads(other_tid)5
3.4.2 Translation from Uppaal to PVS
The functions that perform the readlock, writelock and unlock respectively are essen-
tially the same as in the original code. It is very well possible to derive the code au-
tomatically from the Uppaal model by identifying all paths that start with a lock!
action on its edge and lead to the first edge with an unlock!, readersWait! or
writersWait! action. The readlock function is provided as an example of this trans-
lation. For instance, the round trip in Figure 3.4 from the Start location, through
BeginRL directly going to EndRL, has guard current[tid] > 0, and action cur-
rent[tid]++; associated with it. It starts and ends in the START location of the PVS
model. This can be recognized as a part of the code of the readlock function below.
readlock(s1:(validState?) , tid:ThreadID) : lift[ (validState?) ] =
LET thread = s1‘threads(tid) IN
CASES thread‘status OF
5 The ‘ operator denotes record selection.
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START:
IF thread‘current > 0
THEN up(s1 WITH [threads := s1‘threads WITH
[tid := thread WITH [current := thread‘current+1] ] ] )
ELSIF s1‘currentWriter 6= NT∨s1‘waitingWriters > 0
THEN up(s1 WITH [waitingReaders := s1‘waitingReaders + 1 ,
threads := s1‘threads WITH
[tid := thread WITH [status := RWAIT] ] ] )
ELSE up(s1 WITH [ numberOfThreads := s1‘numberOfThreads + 1 ,
threads := s1‘threads WITH
[tid := thread WITH [current := 1]] ] )
ENDIF ,
RBLOCKED:
IF s1‘currentWriter 6= NT∨s1‘waitingWriters > 0
THEN up(s1)
ELSE up(s1 WITH [ numberOfThreads := s1‘numberOfThreads + 1 ,
waitingReaders := s1‘waitingReaders - 1 ,
threads := s1‘threads WITH
[tid := thread WITH [current := 1 , status := START] ] ] )
ENDIF
ELSE:
up(s1)
ENDCASES
3.4.3 System Invariants
Not every combination of variables will be reached during normal execution of the
program. Auxiliary variables are maintained that keep track of the total amount of
processes that are in their critical section and of the number of processes that are waiting
for a lock. We express the consistency of the values of those variables by using a
validState? predicate. This is an invariant on the global state of all the processes and
essential in proving that the algorithm is deadlock free. We want to express in this
invariant that the global state is sane and safe. Sanity is defined as:
• The value of thewaitingReaders should be equal to the total number of processes
with a status of RWAIT or RBLOCKED.
• The value of thewaitingWriters should be equal to the total number of processes
with a status of WWAIT or WBLOCKED.
• The value of thenumberOfThreads variable should be equal to the number of pro-
cesses with a lock count of 1 or higher.
Besides the redundant variables having sane values, we also prove that the invariant
satisfies the property that any waiting process has a count of zero current readlocks,
stored in thecurrentfield ofThreadInfo. Furthermore, if a process has obtained a write
lock, then only that process can be in its critical section:
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s: VAR System
countInv(s): bool = s‘numberOfThreads = count(s‘threads)
waitingWritersInv(s): bool = s‘waitingWriters = waitingWriters(s)
waitingReadersInv(s): bool = s‘waitingReaders = waitingReaders(s)
statusInv(s): bool = ∀(tid:ThreadID):
LET thr = s‘threads(tid) IN
thr‘status = WWAIT∨thr‘status = WBLOCKED ∨
thr‘status = RWAIT∨thr‘status = RBLOCKED ⇒ thr‘current = 0
writeLockedByInv(s) : bool = LET twlb = s‘currentWriter IN
twlb 6= NT ⇒ s‘numberOfThreads = 1∧
s‘threads(twlb) ‘status = START∧ s‘threads(twlb) ‘current > 0∧
∀(tid:ThreadID): tid 6= twlb ⇒ s‘threads(tid) ‘current = 0))
validState?(s) : bool = countInv(s) ∧ waitingWritersInv(s) ∧
statusInv(s) ∧ writeLockedByInv(s) ∧ waitingReadersInv(s)
Before trying to prove the invariant with PVS, we have first tested the above properties
(except for waitingWritersInv) and waitingReadersInv) in the Uppaal model to see if
they hold in the fixed size model (see Figure 3.5). The properties waitingWritersInv
and waitingReadersInv cannot be expressed in Uppaal because one cannot count the
number of processes residing in a specific location. The inspection of the above prop-
erties in Uppaal enables us to detect any mistakes in the invariant before spending pre-
cious time on trying to prove them in PVS.
• A[]countCurrents() = numberOfThreads (COUNT INV.)6
• A[]∀t ∈ ThreadId : (STATUS INV.)
Thread(t).WWait ∨ Thread(t).RWait∨
Thread(t).WBlocked ∨ Thread(t).RBlocked⇒ current[t] = 0
• A[]currentWriter 6= NT⇒ (WRITELOCKEDBY INV.)
numberOfThreads = 1 ∧
¬Thread(currentWriter).writeLockEnd⇒
current[currentWriter] > 0 ∧
∀t ∈ ThreadId : t 6= currentWriter⇒ current[t] = 0
Figure 3.5: The invariants checked in Uppaal.
The definition of the readlock function over the dependent type validState? implies
that automatically type checking conditions are generated. They oblige us to prove
that, if we are in a valid state, the transition to another state will yield a state for which
the invariant still holds. The proof itself is a straightforward, albeit large (about 400
proof commands), case distinction with the help of some auxiliary lemmas.
6 countCurrents determines the number of threads having a current greater than 0.
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3.4.4 No Deadlock
The theorem-prover PVS does not have an innate notion of deadlock. If, however,
we consider the state-transition model as a directed graph, in which the edges are de-
termined by the interleave function, deadlock can be detected in this state transition
graph by identifying a state for which there are no outgoing edges. This interpretation
of deadlock can be too limited. If, for example, there is a situation where a process
alters one of the state variables in a non terminating loop, the state-transition model
will yield an infinite graph and a deadlock will not be detected, because each state has
an outgoing edge. Still, all the other processes will not be able to make progress. To
obtain a more refined notion of deadlock, we define a well founded ordering on the
system state and show that for each state reachable from the starting state (except for
the starting state itself), there exists a transition to a smaller state according to that or-
dering. The smallest element within the order is the starting state. This means that each
reachable state has a path back to the starting state and consequently it is impossible
for any process to remain in a such a loop indefinitely. Moreover, this also covers the
situation in which we would have a local deadlock (i.e. several but not all processes are
waiting for each other).
t : VAR ThreadInfo
starting? : PRED[ThreadInfo] = { t | t‘status = START∧ t‘current = 0}
startingState(s: (validState?) ): bool =
∀(tid:ThreadID): starting?(s‘threads(tid) )
In the starting state all processes are running and there are no locks.
We create a well founded ordering by defining a state to become smaller if the num-
ber of waiting processes decreases or alternatively, if the number of waiting processes
remains the same and the total count of the number of processes that have obtained a
lock is decreasing. Well foundedness follows directly from the well foundedness of the
lexicographical ordering on pairs of natural numbers.
smallerState(s2, s1 : (validState?) ) : bool =
numberWaiting(s2) < numberWaiting(s1) ∨
numberWaiting(s2) = numberWaiting(s1) ∧
totalCount(s2) < totalCount(s1)
The numberWaiting function as well as the totalCount function are recursive functions
on the array with thread information yielding the number of processes that have either
a RBLOCKED, RWAIT, WBLOCKED or WWAIT status, and sum of all current fields respectively.
Once we have established that each state transition maintains the invariant, all we
have to prove is that each transition, except for the starting state will possibly result in
a state that is smaller. This is the noDeadlock theorem. Proving this theorem is mainly
a case distinction with a couple of inductive proofs thrown in for good measure. The
induction is needed to establish that the increase and decrease in the variables can only
happen if certain preconditions are met. The proof takes about 300 proof commands.
noDeadlock: THEOREM
∀(s1: (validState?) ) : ¬startingState(s1) ⇒
∃(s2: (validState?) ) : interleave(s1, s2) ∧ smallerState(s2, s1)
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3.5 Related and Future Work
Several studies investigated either the conversion of code to state transition models, as
is done e.g. in [vEtHSU08] with mCRL2 or the transformation of a state transition
model specified in a model checker to a state transition model specified in a theorem
prover, as is done e.g. in [Kat01] using VeriTech. With the tool TAME one can specify
a time automaton directly in the theorem prover PVS [AHS98]. For the purpose of
developing consistent requirement specifications, the transformation of specifications
in Uppaal [LPY97] to specifications in PVS has been studied in [dG08].
In [PJLP06] model checking and theorem proving are combined to analyze the
classic (non-reentrant) Readers-Writers problem. The authors do not start with actual
source code but with a tabular specification that can be translated straightforwardly into
Spin and PVS. Safety and clean completion properties are derived semi-automatically.
Model checking is used to validate potential invariants.
[HS96] reports on experiments in combing theorem proving with model check-
ing for verifying transition systems. The complexity of systems is reduced abstracting
out sources for unboundedness using theorem proving, resulting in an bounded system
suited for being model checked. One of the main difficulties is that formal proof tech-
niques are usually not scalable to real sized systems without an extra effort to abstract
the system manually to a suitable model.
The verification framework SAL (See [Sha00]) combines different analysis tools
and techniques for analyzing transition systems. Besides model checking and theorem
proving it provides program slicing, abstraction and invariant generation.
In [HRC+04] part of an aircraft control system is analyzed, using a theorem prover.
This experiment was previously performed on a single configuration with a model
checker. A technique called feature-based decomposition is proposed to determine in-
ductive invariants. It appears that this approach admits incremental extension of an
initially simple base model making it better scalable than traditional techniques.
Java Pathfinder (JPF) [VHB+03] operates directly on Java making a transformation
of source code superfluous. However, this tool works on a complete program, such that
it is much more difficult to create abstractions. The extension of JPF with symbolic
execution as discussed by [APV07] might be a solution to this problem.
An alternative for JPF is Bandera [CDH+00], which translates Java programs to the
input languages of SMV and Spin. Like in JPF, it is difficult to analyze separate pieces
of code in Bandera. There is an interesting connection between Bandera and PVS. To
express that properties do not depend on specific values, Bandera provides a dedicated
language for specifying abstractions, i.e. concrete values are automatically replaced by
abstract values, thus reducing the state space. The introduction of these abstract values
may lead to prove obligations which can be expressed and proven in PVS.
In [RRDH06] a model checking method is given which uses an extension of JML
[LKP07] to check properties of multi-threaded Java programs.
With Zing [AQR+04] on the one hand models can be created from source code
and on the other hand executable versions of the transition relation of a model can be
generated from the model. This has been used successfully by Microsoft to model
check parts of their concurrency libraries.
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Future Work
The methodology used (creating in a structured way a model close to the code, model
checking it first and proving it afterwards) proved to be very valuable. We found a bug,
improved the code, extended the capabilities of the code and proved it correct. One can
say that the model checker was used to develop the formal model which was proven
with the theorem prover. This decreased significantly the time investment of the use of
a theorem prover to enhance reliability. However, every model was created manually.
We identified several opportunities for tool support and further research.
Model checked related to source code Tool support could be helpful here: not only to
’translate’ the code from the source language to the model checker’s language. It
could also be used to record the abstractions that are made. In this case that were:
basic locks → lock process model, hash tables → arrays, threads → processes
and some name changes. A tool that recorded these abstractions, could assist in
creating trusted source code from the model checked model.
Model checked related to model proven It would be interesting to prove that the model in
the theorem prover is equivalent with the model checked. Interesting methods to
do this would be using a semantic compiler, as was done in the European Robin
project [TWV+08], or employing a specially designed formal library for models
created with a model checker, like e.g. TAME [AHS98].
Model proven related to source code Another interesting future research option is to in-
vestigate generating code from the fully proven model. This could be code gen-
erated from code-carrying theories [JSS07] or it could be proof-carrying code
through the use of refinement techniques [Bar05].
3.6 Concluding Remarks
We have investigated Trolltech’s widely used industrial implementation of the reen-
trant readers-writers problem. Model checking revealed an error in the implementation.
Trolltech was informed about the bug. Recently, Trolltech released a new version of the
thread library (version 4.4) in which the error was repaired. However, the new version
of the Qt library is still only weakly reentrant, not admitting threads that have write
access to do a read lock. This limitation unnecessarily hampers modular programming.
The improved Readers-Writers model described in this paper is deadlock free and
strongly reentrant. The model was first developed and checked for a limited number of
processes using a model checker. Then, the properties were proven for any number of
processes using a theorem prover.
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Abstract The classic readers-writers problem has been extensively studied. This
holds to a lesser degree for the reentrant version, where it is allowed to nest
locking actions. Such nesting is useful when a library is created with various
procedures each starting and ending with a lock operation. Allowing nesting
makes it possible for these procedures to call each other.
We considered an existing widely used industrial implementation of the reentrant
readers-writers problem. Staying close to the original code, we modeled and an-
alyzed it using a model checker resulting in the detection of a serious error: a
possible deadlock situation. The model was improved and checked satisfactorily
for a fixed number of processes. To achieve a correctness result for an arbitrary
number of processes the model was converted to a specification that was proven
with a theorem prover. Furthermore, we studied starvation. Using model check-
ing we found a starvation problem. We have fixed the problem and checked the
solution. Combining model checking with theorem proving appeared to be very
effective in reducing the time of the verification process.
4.1 Introduction
It is generally acknowledged that the historical growth in processor speed is reaching
a hard physical limitation. This has led to a revival of interest in concurrent process-
ing. Also in industrial software, concurrency is increasingly used to improve efficiency
[Sut05]. It is notoriously hard to write correct concurrent software. Finding bugs in
concurrent software and proving the correctness of (parts of) this software is therefore
attracting more and more attention, in particular where the software is in the core of
safety critical or industrial critical applications.
However, it can be incredibly difficult to track down concurrent software bugs. In
concurrent software, bugs are typically caused by infrequent ’race conditions’ that are
hard to reproduce. In such cases, it is necessary to thoroughly investigate ‘suspicious’
parts of the system in order to improve these components in such a way that correctness
is guaranteed.
Three commonly used techniques for checking correctness of such system are test-
ing, static (code) analysis and formal verification. In practice, testing is widely and suc-
cessfully used to discover faulty behavior, but it cannot assure the absence of bugs. In
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particular, for concurrent software testing is less suited due to the typical characteristics
of the bugs (infrequent and hard to reproduce). In contrast with testing, static analysis
is performed directly and fully automatically on the source code, without actually exe-
cuting it. The information obtained from the analysis are, for example, common coding
errors and suspicious control flow (e.g. leading to null pointer exceptions or lock order
violations). There are roughly two approaches to formal verification: model checking
and theorem proving. Model checking [CES83, QS82] has the advantage that it can be
performed automatically, provided that a suitable model of the software (or hardware)
component has been created. Furthermore, in the case a bug is found model checking
yields a counterexample scenario. A drawback of model checking is that it suffers from
the state-space explosion problem and typically requires a closed system. In principle,
theorem proving can handle any system. However, creating a proof may be hard and it
generally requires a large investment of time. It is only partially automated and mainly
driven by the user’s understanding of the system. Besides, when theorem proving fails
this does not necessarily imply that a bug is present. It may also be that the proof could
not be found by the user.
We will consider the reentrant readers-writers problem as a formal verification case
study. The classic readers-writers problem [CHP71] considers multiple processes that
want to have read and/or write access to a common resource (a global variable or a
shared object). The problem is to set up an access protocol such that no two writers
are writing at the same time and no reader is accessing the common resource while a
writer is accessing it. The classic problem is studied extensively [PJLP06]; the reentrant
variant (in which locking can be nested) has received less attention so far although it is
used in Java, C# and C++ libraries.
We have chosen a widely used industrial C++ library (Trolltech’s Qt) that provides
methods for reentrant readers-writers. For this library a serious bug is revealed and
removed. This case study is performed in a structured manner combining the use of
a model checker with the use of a theorem prover exploiting the advantages of these
methods and avoiding their weaknesses. The main achievement of this approach is that
it significantly improves the time effectiveness of the verification process itself.
This paper can be seen as an extended version of [vGLSvE09]. There are two
main differences. Firstly, in this version we managed to keep the model much closer
to the code using Promela and Spin in stead of Uppaal. The model contains more of
the details present in the C++ program and it looks like the C++ program, but is still
at approximately the same abstraction level as the model in [vGLSvE09]. We have
manually translated both the original C++ code into Spin models and the Spin models
into PVS specifications. However, by keeping the model and the specification so close
to the C++ code, we have shown that our approach lends itself for tool support, i.e. the
used translations indicate ways of performing the conversion in a (semi) automatic way.
Secondly, in this paper we also studied starvation.
In Section 4.2 we will introduce the abstract readers-writers problem. The studied
Qt implementation is discussed in 4.3. Its model will be defined, improved and checked
for a fixed number of processes in Section 4.4. Using a theorem prover the model will be
fully verified in Section 4.5. Finally, related work, future work and concluding remarks
are found in Sections 4.6 and 4.7.
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4.2 The Readers-Writers Problem
If in a concurrent setting two threads are working on the same resource, synchronization
of operations is often necessary to avoid errors. A test-and-set operation is an important
primitive for protecting common resources. This atomic (i.e. non-interruptible) instruc-
tion is used to both test and (conditionally) write to a memory location. To ensure that
only one thread is able to access a resource at a given time, these processes usually
share a global boolean variable that is controlled via test-and-set operations, and if a
process is currently performing a test-and-set, it is guaranteed that no other process
may begin another test-and-set until the first process is done. This primitive operation
can be used to implement locks. A lock has two operations: lock and unlock. The
lock operation is done before the critical section is entered, and the unlock operation
is performed after the critical section is left. However, implementing a lock with just
an atomic test-and-set operation is impracticable. More realistic solutions will require
support of the underlying OS: threads acquiring a lock already occupied by some thread
should be de-scheduled until the lock is released. A variant of this way of locking is
called condition locking: a thread can wait until a certain condition is satisfied, and will
automatically continue when notified (signalled) that the condition has been changed.
An extension for both basic and condition locking is reentrancy, i.e. allowing nested
lock operations by the same thread.
A read-write lock functions differently from a normal lock: it either allows multiple
threads to access the resource in a read-only way, or it allows one, and only one, thread
at any given time to have full access (both read and write) to the resource ([GPB+06]).
These locks are used in databases and file systems.
Several kinds of solutions to the classical readers-writers problem exist. Here, we
will consider a read-write locking mechanism with the following properties.
writers preference Most solutions give priority to write locks over read locks because
write locks are assumed to be more important, smaller, exclusive, and to occur
less frequently. The main disadvantage of this choice is that it results in the pos-
sibility of reader starvation: when constantly there is a thread waiting to acquire
a write lock, threads waiting for a read lock will never be able to proceed.
reentrant A thread can acquire the lock multiple times, even when the thread has not
fully released the lock. Note that this property is important for modular program-
ming: a function holding a lock can use other functions which possibly acquire
the same lock. We distinguish two variants of reentrancy:
1. Weakly reentrant: only permit sequences of either read or write locks;
2. Strongly reentrant: permit a thread holding a write lock to acquire a read
lock. This will allow the following sequence of lock operations: write lock,
read lock, unlock, unlock. Note that the same function is called to unlock
both a write lock and a read lock. The sequence of a read lock followed by
a write lock is not permitted because of the evident risk of a deadlock (e.g.
when two threads both want to perform the locking sequence read lock,
write lock they can both read but none of them can write).
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4.3 Qt’s Implementation of Readers-Writers Locks
In this section we show the C++ implementation of weakly reentrant read-write locks
being part of the multi-threading library of the Qt development framework, version 4.3.
The code is not complete; parts that are not relevant to this presentation are omitted.
This implementation uses other parts of the library: threads, mutexes and conditions.
Like e.g. in Java, a condition object allows a thread that owns the lock but that cannot
proceed, to wait until some condition is satisfied. When a running thread completes a
task and determines that a waiting thread can now continue, it can call a signal on the
corresponding condition. This mechanism is used in the C++ code listed in Figure 4.1.
struct QReadWriteLockPrivate {
QReadWriteLockPrivate()
: accessCount(0),
currentWriter(0),
5 waitingReaders(0),
waitingWriters(0)
{ }
QMutex mutex;
10 QWaitCondition readerWait,
writerWait;
Qt::HANDLE currentWriter;
int accessCount,waitingReaders,
15 waitingWriters;
};
void QReadWriteLock::lockForRead() {
QMutexLocker lock(&d->mutex);
20 while (d->accessCount < 0 ||
d->waitingWriters) {
++d->waitingReaders;
d->readerWait.wait(&d->mutex);
--d->waitingReaders;
25 }
++d->accessCount;
Q_ASSERT_X(d->accessCount>0,
"...","...");
}
30
35
void QReadWriteLock::lockForWrite() {
QMutexLocker lock(&d->mutex);
Qt::HANDLE self =
QThread::currentThreadId();
40 while (d->accessCount != 0) {
if (d->accessCount < 0 &&
self == d->currentWriter) {
break; // recursive write lock
}
45 ++d->waitingWriters;
d->writerWait.wait(&d->mutex);
--d->waitingWriters;
}
d->currentWriter = self;
50 --d->accessCount;
Q_ASSERT_X(d->accessCount<0,
"...","...");
}
55 void QReadWriteLock::unlock() {
QMutexLocker lock(&d->mutex);
Q_ASSERT_X(d->accessCount!=0,
"...","...");
if ((d->accessCount > 0 &&
60 --d->accessCount == 0) ||
(d->accessCount < 0 &&
++d->accessCount == 0)) {
d->currentWriter = 0;
if (d->waitingWriters) {
65 d->writerWait.wakeOne();
} else if (d->waitingReaders) {
d->readerWait.wakeAll();
}
}
70 }
Figure 4.1: The QReadWriteLock class of Qt 4.3.
The structure QReadWriteLockPrivate contains the attributes of the class QReadWrite-
Lock. These attributes are accessible via an indirection named d. The attributes mutex,
readerWait and writerWait (of type QWaitCondition, QMutex and QWaitCondi-
tion respectively) are used to synchronize access to the other administrative attributes.
Among these, accessCount keeps track of the number of locks acquired (including
reentrant locks) for this lock. A negative value is used for write access and a positive
value for read access. The attributes waitingReaders and waitingWriters (both
int’s) indicate the number of threads requesting a read respectively write permission,
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that are currently pending. If some thread owns the write lock, currentWriter con-
tains a HANDLE to this thread; otherwise it is a null pointer.
The code itself is fairly straightforward. The locking of the mutex is done via
the constructor of the wrapper class QMutexLocker. Unlocking this mutex happens
implicitly in the destructor of this wrapper. Observe that a write lock can only be
obtained when the lock is completely released (d->accessCount == 0), or the thread
already has obtained a write lock (a reentrant write lock request, d->currentWriter
== self).
The code could be polished a bit. E.g. one of the administrative attributes can be
expressed in terms of the others. However, we have chosen not to deviate from the
original code, except for the messages in the assertions which were, of course, more
informative.
4.4 Model Checking Readers-Writers with Spin
Spin is an explicit state model checker with support for assertions and Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL), including liveness properties. Spin converts a model written in the spec-
ification language Promela to a checker written in C. By compiling and running the
checker, properties can be checked; e.g. see [Hol04, BA08].
In the previous version of this paper ([vGLSvE09]) we used Uppaal for modeling
the system. An advantage of Uppaal is its intuitive and easy to use graphical interface.
However, we have decided to switch to Spin for mainly two reasons: First, the input
language Promela resembles C, which allows us to model the code in a direct and clear
way. Second, compiled models generated by Spin appear to be more efficient than
equivalent models specified in Uppaal. This enables us to enlarge the examined state
space of the model significantly.
A few general notes can be made about modeling code in Promela. Promela is not
a (general-purpose) programming language, and therefore it lacks some features that
are found in common language like C or JAVA. For instance, there are no functions that
return values in Promela. For simple non-recursive procedures, one can use the inline
construct instead. Moreover, Promela does not support object oriented programming. In
our translation, we will will represent the attributes of objects as structs, and non-static
methods as (inline) functions, having this as en explicit argument.
A feature of Spin is the ability to embed C code directly. With a couple of special
Promela statements C code can be inserted in the model and is executed atomically in
the model. Spin tracks the memory used by these statements and include the memory
regions in the state space. One can easily convert source code to a Promela model by
wrapping all C code in the proper Promela statements. This method is not applicable to
our case study: the mutexes are system calls which modify memory outside the process
space. The content of these (kernel) memory regions cannot be rolled back by Spin as
the state space is explored. So we have to model the whole program in Promela.
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4.4.1 Modeling the Basics
The Qt implementation of the QReadWriteLock class is based on two other classes:
QMutex and QWaitCondition. These components are platform dependent. In our case
study, we use the Linux version, in which QMutex and QWaitCondition are built on
the pthread mutex and pthread cond components of the POSIX Thread Library. This
library is part of the operating system. Creating a code based model of these compo-
nents would require the treatment of OS dependent details making the whole system
too complex. Instead we will use abstract versions of these components.
When using the 2.6 version of the Linux kernel, the default behavior for POSIX
components is not starvation free. Starvation free behavior of these components can be
activated by setting the SCHED FIFO flag when creating threads. Qt, however, uses the
default behavior. This is, of course, an important observation when we are considering
the absence of starvation of the locking mechanism. In that case we will assume that
the threads are scheduled fairly and that the underlying basic locking primitives use a
first-in-first-out (FIFO) lock assignment strategy, see Section 4.4.6. However, below we
study the default behavior of the POSIX components first.
We start with modeling the basic pthread mutex class. The two main functions
of this component are pthread mutex lock and pthread mutex unlock, which
both can be specified easily in Promela; see Figure 4.2. The lock itself is repre-
sented as a single Boolean variable named locked, that is initially set to false. The
pthread mutex lock function is an atomic operation that waits until locked is false
before setting it to true. Waiting can be expressed in Promela just be using boolean
expressions as statements. If, during the execution of the model such a statement is
encountered, the corresponding computation branch will be suspended until the ex-
pression has become true. The pthread mutex unlock function resets locked to
false. To check for incorrect use, an assertion is added to the code verifying that no
lock is released if it has not been obtained before. By wrapping the locked variable in
a typedef (named pthread mutex t) we can use this pthread mutex component in the
same manner as in the original C++ code.
typedef pthread_mutex_t {
bool locked = false
};
5 inline pthread_mutex_unlock(this) {
assert(this.locked);
this.locked = false;
}
inline pthread_mutex_lock(this) {
10 atomic {
!this.locked;
this.locked = true;
}
}
Figure 4.2: Abstract model in Promela of the non-reentrant pthread mutex.
We now model pthread cond. This component allows a thread owning the lock to
wait until some condition is satisfied (while releasing the lock). When another running
thread completes a task and determines that a waiting thread can now continue, it can
wake up this thread by calling a signal on the corresponding condition. Actually, two
kinds of signals are available in pthread cond: pthread cond signal (waking one
thread) and pthread cond broadcast (waking all threads). Our abstract version
of pthread cond uses a basic synchronization mechanism of Promela: (synchronous)
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rendez-vous channels. The pthread cond wait function uses a send operation on
the rendez-vous channel cont. The thread invoking this method will be blocked until
another thread execute a receive operation. The contents of the message sent over this
channel are irrelevant, only the timing of the message counts. On the receiver side
this is specified by using an anonymous write-only variable (in Promela: cont? ),
and on the sender side by choosing some arbitrary value (in our case the value 1, sent
with the statement cont!1). Before waiting on the channel the wait function has to
unlock the mutex and, after continuing, to lock the mutex again. To be able to wake
all the waiting threads, the condition keeps track of the number of waiting threads in
the variable waiting. For correctness atomic blocks are used to limit the interleaving
of processes (otherwise the test waiting > 0 and waiting-- could be interrupted).
Just like pthread mutex the variables are wrapped in a new type pthread cond t. The
model is listed in Figure 4.3.
typedef pthread_cond_t {
byte waiting = 0;
chan cont = [0] of {bit};
};
5
inline pthread_cond_signal(this) {
atomic {
if
:: this.waiting > 0 ->
10 this.waiting--;
this.cont?_;
:: else
fi;
}
15 }
inline pthread_cond_broadcast(this) {
atomic {
20 do
:: this.waiting > 0 ->
this.waiting--;
this.cont?_;
:: else -> break;
25 od;
}
}
inline pthread_cond_wait(this,mutex) {
30 this.waiting++;
pthread_mutex_unlock(mutex);
this.cont!1;
pthread_mutex_lock(mutex);
}
Figure 4.3: Abstract model in Promela of pthread cond.
The implementation of QMutex class appears to be rather complex, due to some opti-
mizations that have been performed. As a consequence, the code base is large and it
is outside the scope of this article, to model this part faithfully. Instead we will use
pthread mutex to provide the locking mechanism, because it has the same functional
behavior as QMutex. Hence QMutex is a wrapper around around pthread mutex.
The implementation of QWaitCondition, on the other hand, is much shorter, and
can therefore be converted to Promela straightforwardly. The result is listed in Figure
4.4. Again, the attributes of this class are wrapped in a struct. As one can see, the
class depends on pthread mutex, pthread cond (appearing as attribute types), and on
QMutex (passed as an argument to the method QWaitCondition wait). According
to the comments in the source code ‘many vendors warn of spurious wake-ups from
pthread cond wait, especially after signal delivery’. Both the variable wakeups
and the loop in wait method are used to counter the described spurious wake-ups.
In this way, a thread can only finish the wait method if a signal is received. The
variable wakeups is used to keep track of the number of threads allowed to wake up
and is bound by the number of waiting threads, as contained in the variable waiters.
Both the wakeOne and the wakeAll methods increase the wakeups variable, and the
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wait method decreases the variable as threads are woken. The pthread mutex used in
QWaitCondition is needed because QMutex does not use a pthread mutex, and such a
mutex is needed for the pthread cond wait function. The parameter m of the wait
method is a mutex. This mutex is released until a signal is received.
typedef QWaitCondition {
pthread_mutex_t mutex;
pthread_cond_t cond;
int waiters = 0;
5 int wakeups = 0;
};
inline QWaitCondition_wakeOne(this) {
pthread_mutex_lock(this.mutex);
10 this.wakeups = min(this.wakeups + 1,
this.waiters);
pthread_cond_signal(this.cond);
pthread_mutex_unlock(this.mutex);
}
15
inline QWaitCondition_wakeAll(this) {
pthread_mutex_lock(this.mutex);
this.wakeups = this.waiters;
pthread_cond_broadcast(this.cond);
20 pthread_mutex_unlock(this.mutex);
}
inline QWaitCondition_wait(this, m) {
pthread_mutex_lock(this.mutex);
this.waiters++;
25 QMutex_unlock(m);
do
:: this.wakeups == 0 ->
pthread_cond_wait(this.cond,
this.mutex);
30 :: else ->
break;
od;
this.waiters--;
this.wakeups--;
35 pthread_mutex_unlock(this.mutex);
QMutex_lock(m);
}
Figure 4.4: Concrete model in Promela of QWaitCondition.
4.4.2 Modeling Readers-Writers
Now we have modeled all the components on which the QReadWriteLock class de-
pends, we can convert the QReadWriteLock itself to Promela. All class attributes can
be expressed directly (the type Qt::HANDLE is converted to the Promela type pid, both
identifying a specific process or thread). In Figure 4.5 the variables of the class and the
code of lockForRead are listed, on the left the original C++ code, and on the right the
conversion in Promela. Methods are converted to inline definitions.
The QMutexLocker is a convenience wrapper around a lock, obtaining a lock when
the object is constructed and releasing the lock implicitly (via its destructor) when
the object is deallocated. When used as a local (stack) object, QMutexLocker ob-
tains the lock during its initialization and releases the lock when this local object gets
out of scope. This implicit destructor invocation is converted to an explicit call of
QMutexUnlock.
The translation of the code for the lockForRead method is performed instruction-
wise. A while-loop is converted into a do ... od statement (which can be thought
of as for(;;) in C++). The loop is ended with a break in one of the condition blocks
(statements prefixed by ::). Normally, a block with a true condition is chosen non-
deterministically for execution, though in our case only one of these conditions can
possibly hold at a given time. The rest of the Promela code should be self-explanatory.
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struct QReadWriteLockPrivate {
QMutex mutex;
QWaitCondition readerWait,
writerWait;
5 Qt::HANDLE currentWriter;
int accessCount,
waitingReaders,
waitingWriters;
};
10
void QReadWriteLock::lockForRead() {
QMutexLocker lock(&d->mutex);
while (d->accessCount < 0 ||
d->waitingWriters) {
15 ++d->waitingReaders;
d->readerWait.wait(&d->mutex);
--d->waitingReaders;
}
++d->accessCount;
20 Q_ASSERT_X(d->accessCount > 0,
"...", "...");
}
typedef QReadWriteLock {
QMutex mutex;
QWaitCondition readerWait;
QWaitCondition writerWait;
5 pid currentWriter = NT;
int accessCount = 0;
int waitingReaders = 0;
int waitingWriters = 0;
};
10
inline QReadWriteLock_lockForRead(this) {
QMutex_lock(this.mutex);
do
:: this.accessCount < 0 ||
15 this.waitingWriters > 0 ->
this.waitingReaders++;
QWaitCondition_wait(this.readerWait,
this.mutex);
this.waitingReaders--;
20 :: else -> break;
od;
this.accessCount = this.accessCount + 1;
assert(this.accessCount > 0);
QMutex_unlock(this.mutex);
25 }
Figure 4.5: Part of QReadWriteLock (Qt 4.3 version) in C++ (left) and Promela (right).
4.4.3 Modeling Usage of the Lock
In order to check properties we will simulate all possible usages of the QReadWrite-
Lock. For this reason we will define a number of threads, each (sequentially) executing
a finite number of read and/or write locks, and matching unlocks, in a proper sequence
(i.e. no unlocks if the lock is not obtained first by the thread and no write lock requests
if the thread already has a read lock). Eventually each thread relinquishes all locks,
so other threads are allowed to proceed. The variable maxLocks indicates how many
locks a thread may request before it relinquishes all locks. We model these threads
by Promela processes as shown in Figure 4.6. Here, THREADS indicates the number
of threads the model is checked with. Note that the do statement chooses one of the
options non-deterministically. The readNest variable is used to exclude the case in
which a (reentrant) write lock is performed after a read lock is already obtained. Both
readNest and writeNest are used to control unlocking. Both are updated in the
‘methods’ of QReadWriteLock. As the ‘methods’ are in fact just inlined code, they can
access and update these variables.
There are three kinds of properties to be checked, each invoked differently by Spin.
The absence of deadlock property is checked implicitly when running the verifier for
assertion violations. Each time a non-end state is encountered and no transitions out of
the state are valid an ‘invalid end state’ error is reported. The second type of properties
we check are safety properties, which are valid in each state of the model (specified
as LTL formulas beginning with the [ ] operator). Most of the informal correctness
properties specified in Section 4.2 are of this type. The last type are liveness properties,
guaranteeing that each process can make progress of some sort. Spin has special support
for liveness properties, called progress states, but they can also be checked with LTL
properties. We continue with checking for deadlock and assertions.
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active[THREADS] proctype user() {
int readNest = 0;
int writeNest = 0;
int maxLocks;
5 do
:: maxLocks = MAXLOCKS;
do
:: maxLocks > 0 ->
maxLocks--;
10 if
:: readNest == 0 -> QReadWriteLock_lockForWrite(rwlock);
:: QReadWriteLock_lockForRead(rwlock);
fi;
:: writeNest + readNest > 0 ->
15 QReadWriteLock_unlock(rwlock);
:: maxLocks != MAXLOCKS && writeNest + readNest == 0 ->
break;
od;
od;
20 }
Figure 4.6: Promela process of QReadWriteLock usage.
4.4.4 Checking for Deadlock and Assertions
As stated before, deadlock detection is done implicitly when checking for assertions.
Each state not marked as an end state and with no outgoing transitions is reported. Also
all assertions in the model are checked. Besides the assertions that were present in the
original code, there is one assertion in lockForWrite() that has been added, to verify
that no thread gets write access when readers are busy.
Running our model resulted immediately in the detection of a deadlock. The output
of Spin is given in Figure 4.7. It starts with an iterative search for the shortest error trail.
After that the debug output of the shortest trail is printed. The values of all variables
in the last state are shown, and the output ends with a message indicating the state of
the processes. The situation reported by Spin occurs when a thread already having a
read lock requests another one, while another thread is waiting for a write lock. The
deadlock is clear: the first thread is never going to proceed with the reentrant reader
because there is a writer waiting. The second thread is never going to proceed because
the lock is never released. A change to the algorithm is needed to avoid this deadlock.
The solution to the deadlock stated above is to let a reentrant lock always proceed.
To check if a lock request is a reentrant operation, for each thread the number of calls
to the specific lock should be kept track of. If this number is positive the lock operation
should always succeed. In the original C++ code, an extra variable count of type
QHash〈Qt::HANDLE, int〉 is introduced, mapping thread identifiers to numbers. In our
translated model we represented this hash table by an integer array count in which
count[pid] is the number of reentrant locks of process pid. In Promela the array in
declared with the statement int count[THREADS].
Furthermore, we take this opportunity to change the strange use of the access-
Count variable: the sign of the value of accessCount indicates whether active locks
are read locks or write locks. This distinction between readers and writers appears to
be superfluous. In fact, leaving out this distinction provides that our implementation is
strongly reentrant. Moreover, we changed the name of the variable into threadCount
to indicate it actually contains the number of different threads that are currently holding
the lock.
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pan: invalid end state (at depth 188)
pan: wrote qreadwritelock43.usage.trail
...
pan: reducing search depth to 32
5 ...
0: enter lockForRead
0: leave lockForRead
1: enter lockForWrite
1: waiting
10 0: enter lockForRead
0: waiting
spin: trail ends after 34 steps
#processes: 2
rwlock.mutex.m.lockedBy = 255
15 rwlock.mutex.m.count = 0
rwlock.readerWait.waiters = 1
rwlock.readerWait.wakeups = 0
rwlock.readerWait.waiting = 1
rwlock.writerWait.waiters = 1
20 rwlock.writerWait.wakeups = 0
rwlock.writerWait.waiting = 1
rwlock.accessCount = 1
rwlock.currentWriter = 255
rwlock.waitingReaders = 1
25 rwlock.waitingWriters = 1
readers = 1
writers = 0
34: proc 0 (user) line 19 "qwaitcondition.abs" (state 29)
34: proc 1 (user) line 19 "qwaitcondition.abs" (state 187)
Figure 4.7: Output of Spin when checking for a deadlock.
After the adjustments to the model, Spin reports no assertion violations and no invalid
end states for a parameterised model with three threads and a maximum of five locking
operations. So the model is shown to be free of deadlocks with these parameters.
We reported the deadlock to Trolltech. Recently, Trolltech released a new version
of the thread library (version 4.4) in which the deadlock was repaired. However, the
new version of the Qt library is still only weakly reentrant, not admitting threads that
have write access to do a read lock. This limitation unnecessarily hampers modular
programming.
4.4.5 Checking LTL Safety Properties
To check the properties we introduce auxiliary variables in the model to track the
number of threads having write locks (called writers) and having read locks (called
readers). The code needed to keep track of these auxiliary variables is inserted at
appropriate places in the ‘methods’ of QReadWriteLock. The readers and writers
variables are only incremented on a non-reentrant call of a thread, and therefore decre-
mented only on the final unlock. The other variables stated in the properties are at-
tributes of QReadWriteLock.
We now continue with checking LTL safety properties of the algorithm. These prop-
erties are checked by querying Spin with a LTL expression. We removed a deadlock
in the previous subsection, but the algorithm was not checked for conceptually flawed
behavior, for example allowing both a reader and a writer to enter the critical section at
the same time. A predicate called outsideCS is introduced, indicating that no change
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typedef QReadWriteLock {
QMutex mutex;
QWaitCondition readerWait;
QWaitCondition writerWait;
5
int threadCount = 0;
int waitingReaders = 0;
int waitingWriters = 0;
10 pid currentWriter = NT;
int count[THREADS] = 0;
}
inline QReadWriteLock_lockForRead(this) {
15 QMutex_lock(this.mutex);
// check if this is a reentrant lock
if
:: this.count[_pid] == 0 ->
do
20 :: (this.currentWriter != NT ||
this.waitingWriters > 0) ->
this.waitingReaders++;
QWaitCondition_wait
(this.readerWait,this.mutex);
25 this.waitingReaders--;
:: else -> break;
od;
this.threadCount++;
assert(this.waitingWriters == 0);
30 :: else
fi;
this.count[_pid]++;
... update model variables ...
QMutex_unlock(this.mutex);
35 }
inline QReadWriteLock_lockForWrite(this) {
QMutex_lock(this.mutex);
// check if this is a reentrant lock
40 if
:: this.currentWriter != _pid ->
do
:: this.threadCount != 0 ->
this.waitingWriters++;
45 QWaitCondition_wait
(this.writerWait,this.mutex);
this.waitingWriters--;
:: else -> break;
od;
50 this.currentWriter = _pid;
this.threadCount++;
:: else
fi;
assert(this.threadCount == 1 &&
55 this.currentWriter == _pid);
this.count[_pid]++;
... update model variables ...
QMutex_unlock(this.mutex);
}
60
inline QReadWriteLock_unlock(this) {
QMutex_lock(this.mutex);
this.count[_pid]--;
// is it the last unlock by this thread?
65 if
:: this.count[_pid] == 0 ->
this.threadCount--;
// is it the last unlock of the lock?
if
70 :: this.threadCount == 0 ->
this.currentWriter = NT;
if
// if available wake one writer,
:: this.waitingWriters > 0 ->
75 QWaitCondition_wakeOne
(this.writerWait);
// otherwise wake all readers
:: else ->
if
80 :: this.waitingReaders > 0 ->
QWaitCondition_wakeAll
(this.readerWait);
:: else
fi;
85 fi;
:: else
fi;
:: else
fi;
90 ... update model variables ...
QMutex_unlock(this.mutex);
}
Figure 4.8: Updated Promela model of readers-writers algorithm.
can occur inside the lock structure. In other words no thread has locked the mutex, as
indicated by the negation of the boolean attribute mutex.locked from QReadWrite-
Lock.
Formalization of the properties stated in Section 4.2 is now straightforward. The
resulting invariants are listed below. The waitingReaders and waitingWriters
variables used are attributes from the QReadWriteLock object.
• [ ] (readers = 0 ∨ writers = 0)
There are not simultaneously writers and readers allowed.
• [ ] (writers ≤ 1)
No more than one writer is allowed.
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• [ ] (outsideCS→ (waitingWriters > 0→
(readers > 0 ∨ writers > 0)))
States that the only possibility of waiting writers is when there are readers or
writers busy, but only when there is no change to the lock.
• [ ] (outsideCS→ (waitingReaders > 0→
(writers > 0 ∨ waitingWriters > 0)))
States that the only possibility of waiting readers is when there are writers waiting
or writers busy, but only when there is no change to the lock.
The third and fourth invariant do not hold for this algorithm. We detected this issue
during model checking. There exists a state in which the proposition outsideCS is
true, there are no readers and no writers, but there are readers and/or writers waiting.
The third and fourth stated safety property are therefore violated. This occurs if a
thread has just called the unlock method, and another thread intends to continue with
acquiring a read or a write lock. The invariants are not easily fixed, as these states cannot
be easily excluded. In the next subsection, a change is proposed to avoid starvation.
This change also avoids the state mentioned above. Therefore we postpone verifying
these invariants to the next subsection.
4.4.6 Checking for Absence of Starvation
We continue with ensuring the absence of starvation in the algorithm. In Section 4.2 we
stated that the design decision to give preference to writers results in a possible reader
starvation. Therefore it only makes sense to check the property for writers. In Spin one
can verify starvation properties by using progress states. A looping process obtaining
and releasing write locks, but no read locks, is added and labelled with a progress label.
When checking the model, it is verified that all execution cycles (i.e. an execution path
on which the same state occurs twice) contain this progress label.
As noted earlier, the original readers-writers algorithm has a starvation problem be-
cause Qt uses the default behavior of POSIX on Linux. However, we continue as if
a fair scheduling policy would have been used. To avoid starvation in the underlying
pthread mutex and pthread cond models, these were replaced by starvation free ver-
sions that use a FIFO mechanism. Despite of these changes, the model still contains
the possibility of writers starvation. This appeared when we checked the model for ab-
sence of progress, and Spin found an execution cycle with no progress states. A graphic
representation of this cycle is shown in Figure 4.9.
The problem is caused by the wait method of QWaitCondition; see Figure 4.4.
When thread t calls QWaitCondition wait, it will suspend execution (by calling
pthread cond wait) until thread s signals that thread t can continue its execution.
However, at that time t has no longer locked the mutex this.mutex. Each other thread,
thread s in the figure, can now lock this mutex (by calling lockForWrite) just before
t does, effectively stealing the turn of t.
This problem can be avoided by ensuring that no thread can get the mutex before
the signalled thread (t in the above example) can start executing again. This can be
done by atomically transferring the lock on the mutex from the signalling thread to the
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cycle
(waking writer)
Thread s
begin executing lockForWrite
finished executing lockForWrite
begin executing unlock
finished executing unlock
executing 
QWaitCondition::wakeOne
begin executing lockForWrite
finished executing lockForWrite
begin executing unlock
Thread t
begin executing lockForWrite
begin executing QWaitCondition::wait
wakeup
finished executing 
QWaitCondition::wait
begin executing 
QWaitCondition::wait
sleep
ti
m
e
Figure 4.9: Graphical representation of the counterexample indicating a starvation
problem. The thick black line indicates that the mutex is locked.
signalled thread. Also, all stated invariants are valid, as the states mentioned in the
previous subsection do not exists anymore because of the atomic transfer of the lock
between threads. To accommodate this behavior we have adjusted the QWaitCondition
and QMutex parts of our Spin model. Although we were able to find a solution, the
solution is rather large and complex. The solution also includes a way to create a
starvation-free condition variables out of one starvation-free mutex and two starvation-
prone condition variables. This is needed because starvation-free condition variables
are not available on most POSIX platforms, including Linux, Mac OS X and FreeBSD.
Due to space limitations, we will not present the adjusted Spin model, but take the
improvement into account in the next section. For the complete solution and a more
extensive report of our experiments, see [vG10]. The adjusted version is verified free
of deadlock and starvation and not violating the safety properties, for a model with
three threads with a maximum of four lock operations (actually we were able to verify
the model free of starvation for three threads and a maximum of six reentrant lock
operations, but the other properties only for a model with a maximum of four reentrant
lock operations).
4.4.7 Results
In these experiments we have verified absence of deadlock and starvation and a number
of safety properties for a maximum of three threads, and for a maximum of four lock
operations. Although the absence of starvation was verified for six lock operations,
the safety properties and absence of deadlock were only verified for four lock opera-
tions. For these parameters, the experiments runs in about four hours (1:34 for deadlock
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checking, and 35 minutes for starvation, and 2:08 for the safety properties), using 127.6
gigabytes of memory. If we increase these values slightly, the execution time worsens
drastically and/or the memory usage increases above 128 gigabytes, the memory limit
for our machines. So, for a complete correctness result, we have to proceed differently.
4.5 General Reentrant Readers-Writers Model
In this section we will formalize the Spin model in PVS [ORS92]. We prove that
the reentrant algorithm is safe and free from deadlock and writer starvation when we
generalise to any number of processes. While explaining the formalization we will
briefly introduce PVS.
4.5.1 Readers-Writers Model in PVS
PVS offers an interactive environment for the development and analysis of formal spec-
ifications. The system consists of a specification language and a theorem prover. The
specification language of PVS is based on classical, typed higher-order logic. It resem-
bles common functional programming languages, such as Haskell, LISP or ML. The
choice of PVS as the theorem prover to model the readers writers locking algorithm is
purely based upon the presence of local expertise. The proof can be reconstructed in
any reasonably modern theorem prover, for instance Isabelle [NPW02] or Coq [BC04].
The earlier translation of an Uppaal model of the algorithm to PVS [vGLSvE09]
was specific to that particular model. In order to derive the PVS specification from
the Spin model we use a more methodical approach, suitable for other models as well.
Furthermore, this methodical approach offers more opportunities for tool support.
There is no implicit notion of state or processes in PVS specifications. So, we
construct a state transition system that explicitly keeps track of a system state. This state
consists of the global variables of the Spin model, thread information, and a variable
indicating which thread is currently active.
For each thread a program counter and the state of the local variables are also part
of the global transition system. Moreover, whether a thread is allowed to be scheduled
is kept by means of a ThreadState. When it is Running the scheduler will allow the
thread to progress. However, when it is Sleeping, it will not be permitted to run until
woken up. A thread can have an atomic flag set. This flag tells the scheduler that only
this thread can be executed. The atomic flag is set whenever the atomic primitive
is used in Spin and is reset when the atomic block ends. Each critical section in the
Spin model starts with a QMutex lock and ends with a QMutex unlock (e.g. see
Figure 4.8). These method calls enforce mutual exclusion of access to all the global
variables in the Spin model. We abstract away from these method calls by setting
the atomic flag when a thread enters its critical section and resetting the flag once it
leaves the critical section. This is semantically the same as using the mutual exclusion
mechanism, because threads use only local variables outside of their critical sections.
A thread can transfer its atomic status to another one, say with the ThreadID tid, by
setting the field to tid. Only tidwill be able to be scheduled next.
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With NT denoting the total number of processes, we get a general representation of
threads. What kind of local and global variables are used is left open by means of
type parameters. These can be instantiated for each particular Spin model with a model
specific collection of local and global variables.
Threads[NT:nat, PC:TYPE, LV:TYPE, GV:TYPE] : THEORY1
BEGIN
ThreadID : TYPE = below(NT)2
ThreadStateType : TYPE = { Running, Waiting, Terminated }
ThreadState : TYPE = [# state : ThreadStateType
, local : LV
, PC : PC
, atomic : boolean #]3
Threads : TYPE = ARRAY[ ThreadID → ThreadState]4
System : TYPE = [# threads : Threads
, currentTID: ThreadID
, transfer : upto(NT)
, global : GV #]
END Threads
The predicate interleave simulates parallel execution of threads. A thread is only
allowed to switch its context when it is not atomic or when the lock is transferred from
one thread to another. WithisNull is tested whethertransfercontains a validThreadID.
This thread becomes the next current thread. Only Running threads are scheduled.
interleave(s1,s3:(validState?) ) : boolean =
∃ (s2:System) : chain_atomic(s1,s2)
∧ IF isNull(s2‘transfer)5
THEN ∃ (tid:ThreadID) : s3 = s2 WITH [ ‘currentTID := tid ]6
∧ s3‘threads(tid) ‘state = Running
ELSE s3 = s2 WITH [ ‘currentTID := s2‘transfer
, ‘transfer := NT ]
ENDIF
The predicate only holds for a subset of theSystemdatatype, signified by thevalidState?
predicate, further explained in Section 4.5.3.
Before possibly switching its context, the current thread performs a series of exe-
cution steps using the chain_atomic relationship. It is assumed that a next relation is
provided, representing a single step in the execution of a thread. The non-deterministic
choice which thread gets to execute is modeled by the existential quantifier that states
that any thread can become the next current thread, unless there is an explicit lock
transfer.
A single step, as described by the next relation, is atomic by definition. A sequence
of such steps is executed recursively until the thread has released its atomic flag.
1 To increase readability and presentation, the code in this chapter differs slightly from the code used in the
proofs.
2 Denotes the set of natural numbers between 0 and NT, exclusive of NT.
3 Recordtypes in PVS are surrounded by [# and #].
4 Arrays in PVS are denoted as functions.
5 The ‘ operator denotes record selection.
6 The ‘ operator can also be used on default values, in this case s2.
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chain_atomic(s1:System, s2:System) : RECURSIVE boolean =
¬s2‘threads(s2‘currentTID) ‘atomic
∧ ( next(s1,s2)
∨∃ (s:System): next(s1,s)
∧ s1‘currentTID = s‘currentTID
∧ s1‘threads(s1‘currentTID) ‘atomic
∧ s1‘threads(s1‘currentTID) ‘atomic = s‘threads(s‘currentTID) ‘atomic)
∧ chain_atomic(s,s2)
MEASURE s1 BY state_order
This recursive relationship terminates because there are no cycles in the progression of
states a thread can transfer to with its atomic flag set.
The Spin model also makes use of synchronization primitives in order to put threads
to sleep and wake them up using the QWaitCondition class. The PVS specification
used here is semantically slightly different from the one used in Qt. This model not
only wakes up a process, but also passes the lock on with the transfer field to one of
the woken threads to avoid writer starvation, mentioned as a solution to the starvation
problem at the end of Section 4.4.6. Note that this is only possible if a thread imme-
diately leaves its critical section after synchronization. The model is based on a FIFO
queue that holds all processes, such that they will be woken in the order that they have
been put to sleep.
QWaitCondition : TYPE = list[ThreadID]
NEQWaitCondition : TYPE = {wc:QWaitCondition | length(wc) > 0 }7
wait(s:System, q:QWaitCondition) : [System, QWaitCondition] =
(s WITH [ ‘threads(s‘currentTID) ‘state := Waiting
, ‘threads(s‘currentTID) ‘atomic := false ]
, append(q, cons(s‘currentTID, null) ) )
wakeOne(s:System, q:NEQWaitCondition) : [System, QWaitCondition] =
(s WITH [ ‘threads(car(q) ) ‘state := Running
, ‘threads(s‘currentTID) ‘atomic := false
, ‘threads(car(q) ) ‘atomic := true
, ‘transfer := car(q) ] , cdr(q) )
wakeAll(s:System, q:NEQWaitCondition) : [System, QWaitCondition] =
LET newthreads = λ (p:ThreadID) : s‘threads(p)
WITH [ state := IF member(p,q)
THEN Running
ELSE s‘threads(p) ‘state
ENDIF ] IN
(s WITH [ ‘threads := newthreads
, ‘threads(s‘currentTID) ‘atomic := false
, ‘threads(car(q) ) ‘atomic := true
, ‘transfer := car(q) ] , null)
The type QWaitCondition is a list that holds the ThreadIDs of all threads that are put to
sleep. The wait function takes a wait queue and changes the state of the current thread
7 The NEQWaitCondition type prevents the use of wake functions on empty queues.
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to Waiting and releases the atomic flag.
The wakeOne and wakeAll functions are used to wake up one waiting writer and all
waiting readers respectively. Their states are set to Running, so they can be scheduled
and the lock is transferred to the process that is first in the queue.
4.5.2 Translation from Spin to PVS
After having defined all the components, the total state of the model is defined by all the
local and global variables. These are exactly the same as in the original Spin model as
defined in Figure 4.8. The ProgramCounterStates refer to the locations of the program
counter as the Spin model executes. For instance, the start of the outer do loop in the
user() function defined in Figure 4.6 contributes user05 to ProgramCounterStates.
The type ProgramCounterStates instantiates PC in the theory Threads and similarly,
both LocalVariables and GlobalVariables instantiate LV and GV respectively.
ProgramCounterStates : TYPE = { lockForRead17, ... , user05 }8
LocalVariables : TYPE = [# readNest, writeNest, maxLocks : nat #]
QReadWriteLock : TYPE =
[# readerWait, writerWait : QWaitCondition
, count : [ThreadID → nat]
, currentWriter : ThreadID
, threadCount, waitingReaders, waitingWriters : nat #]
GlobalVariables : TYPE =
[# readers, writers : nat, rwlock : QReadWriteLock #]
The relationnext(s1,s2 : System) : booleanspecifies the global state transitions. The
body of this function is derived directly from the Spin model using the following
method.
• At each position where there can be a context switch in the Spin model, there is
a location added to the program counter type.
• Non-deterministic choices are modeled as disjunctions in the transition relation.
There is one disjunct for each non-deterministic choice.
• Control structures like do are translated by setting the program counter to the
appropriate location. Location labels are derived from the function names, ap-
pended with the line numbers in the Spin source code. In principle, numbers only
would have sufficed, but for readability reasons the function name was added.
• Function calls are done by setting the program counter to the location of the
function. Since no function is called from more than one location, using a return
address or even using a stack for more than one return address has been omitted.
• Assignments are translated to modifications of the local or global variables in the
state.
8 Most locations are omitted for brevity.
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The auxiliary variables readNest, writeNest and MAXLOCKS restrict the Spin model to a
maximum number of nested reads and writes. They also prevent unwanted sequences
of lock/unlock operations, e.g. when a write lock request occurs after a read lock has
already been obtained. This user() function from Figure 4.6 is directly coded in the
state transition model, where each label corresponds to the position of the program
counter in the original.
next(s1:System, s2:System) : boolean =
[ .. removed some code for brevity .. ]
CASES s1‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC OF
user05:
s2 = s1 WITH [ ‘threads(currentTID) ‘local‘maxLocks := MAXLOCKS9
, ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := user07 ] ,
user07:
( IF maxLocks > 010
THEN s2 = s1 WITH [ ‘threads(currentTID) ‘local‘maxLocks := maxLocks-1
, ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := user10]
ELSE FALSE ENDIF
∨ IF writeNest + readNest > 0
THEN s2 = s1 WITH [ ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := unlock67]
ELSE FALSE ENDIF
∨ IF writeNest + readNest = 0
THEN s2 = s1 WITH [ ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := user05 ]
ELSE FALSE ENDIF ) ,
user10:
( IF readNest = 0
THEN s2 = s1 WITH [ ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := lockForWrite42]
ELSE FALSE ENDIF
∨s2 = s1 WITH [ ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := lockForRead17] ) ,
[ .. transition relation continues with cases for lockForRead, etc. .. ]
As an example we provide the transition model derived from the Spin code in Figure
4.8 for the lockForRead function by using the rules specified earlier.
CASES s1‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC OF
[ .. removed some code for brevity .. ]
lockForRead17:
s2 = s1 WITH [ ‘threads(currentTID) ‘atomic := true %QMutexLock
, ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := lockForRead18 ] ,
lockForRead18:
9 In some places s‘variableName or s‘global‘rwlock‘variableName is abbreviated to
variableName.
10 Could be replaced with maxLocks > 0 ∧ s2 = s2 .., but the if construction is maintained to show
correspondence with the promela model.
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IF count(currentTID) = 011
THEN s2 = s1 WITH [ ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := lockForRead20 ]
ELSE s2 = s1 WITH [ ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := lockForRead35 ]
ENDIF ,
lockForRead20:
IF currentWriter 6= NT∨waitingWriters > 0
THEN LET s = s1 WITH [ ‘global‘rwlock‘waitingReaders
:= waitingReaders + 1
, ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := lockForRead26 ]
IN LET (s_upd,q_upd) = wait(s, readerWait)
IN s2 = s_upd WITH [ ‘global‘rwlock‘readerWait := q_upd ]
ELSE
s2 = s1 WITH [ ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := lockForRead31 ]
ENDIF ,
lockForRead26:
s2 = s1 WITH [ ‘global‘rwlock‘waitingReaders := waitingReaders - 1
, ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := lockForRead20 ] ,
lockForRead31:
s2 = s1 WITH [ ‘global‘rwlock‘threadCount := threadCount + 1
, ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := lockForRead35 ] ,
lockForRead35:
S2 = s1 WITH [ ‘global‘rwlock‘count(currentTID)
:= count(currentTID) + 1
, ‘threads(currentTID) ‘atomic := false
, ‘threads(currentTID) ‘PC := incReadNest01] ,
After obtaining a read lock, the variable readNest has to be increased, corresponding
with the code that updates the model variables in the original Spin model.
The transition model starts out with all threads in a Running state and with the local
variables at their initial values. Also, the global variables are all initialized and all
queues are empty.
starting? : PRED[ThreadState] = { (t:ThreadState) | t‘state = Running∧
¬t‘atomic∧ t‘PC = user05∧ t‘local‘readNest = 0∧ t‘local‘writeNest = 0 }
startingState(s1:System) : bool = threadCount = 0
∧ currentWriter = NT ∧ waitingReaders = 0 ∧ waitingWriters = 0
∧ readerWait = null ∧ writerWait = null ∧ readers = 0 ∧ writers = 0
∧ ∀ (tid:ThreadID) :
( starting?(s1‘threads(tid) ) ∧ s1‘global‘rwlock‘count(tid) = 0 )
4.5.3 System Invariants
In a system state, not every combination of variables will be reached during normal
execution of the program. A certain amount of redundancy is present in the set of
variables in the model. For instance, the number of writers waiting can be deduced
both from the waitingWriters variable as well as the length of the wait queue. Also,
11 All references to global variables should be read as being prefixed by s1‘global‘rwlock. I.E.
count(currentTID) abbreviates s1‘global‘rwlock‘count(currentTID).
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variables are maintained that keep track of the total amount of processes that occupy the
critical section and of the number of processes that are waiting for a lock. We express
the integrity of the values of those variables by using a validState? predicate. This
is an invariant on the global state of all the processes and essential in proving that the
algorithm is deadlock free. We want to express in this invariant that the global state is
sane and safe at the time a context switch can take place. Sanity is defined as:
• The value of thewaitingReaders should be equal to the total number of processes
with a status ofWaitingand that are a member of thereaderWaitqueue. Counting
the members of the wait queue is done by the recursivewaitingReaders function.
waitReadInv(s:System) : bool =
s‘global‘rwlock‘waitingReaders = waitingReaders(s)
• The value of thewaitingWriters should be equal to the total number of processes
with a status of Waiting and that are a member of the writerWait queue. The
waitingWriters function counts the waiters in the queue.
waitWriteInv(s:System) : bool =
s‘global‘rwlock‘waitingWriters = waitingWriters(s)
• The value of thethreadCountvariable should be equal to the number of processes
with a lock count of 1 or higher and at the same time this equals the total number
of readers and writers. Again, recursively defined in the count function.
countInv(s:System) : bool =
s‘global‘rwlock‘threadCount = count(s‘threads)
Besides the redundant variables having sane values, we also prove that the invariant
implies that a waiting process does not have a lock, indicated by having a count of zero,
stored in the count array for that particular process. If it has obtained a lock, it must
necessarily be Running.
statusInv(s:System): bool = ∀(tid:ThreadID): LET thr = s‘threads(tid) IN
thr‘state = Waiting ⇒ s‘global‘rwlock‘count(thr) = 0
∧ s‘global‘rwlock‘count(thr) > 0 ⇒ thr‘state = Running
Part of the invariants defined in Section 4.5.3 are defined as safetyInv and proven as
well.
safetyInv(s:System) : bool =
(readers = 0∨writers = 0 ) ∧ writers ≤ 1
Furthermore, if a process has obtained a write lock, then only that process can occupy
the critical section:
writeLockedByInv(s:System) : bool = currentWriter 6= NT ⇒ threadCount = 1∧
count(currentWriter) > 0∧
∀(tid:ThreadID): tid 6= currentWriter ⇒ count(tid) = 0))
The combination of all these invariants makes up a valid state.
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validState?(s:System) : bool = countInv(s) ∧ waitWriteInv(s) ∧
statusInv(s) ∧ writeLockedByInv(s) ∧ safetyInv(s) ∧ waitReadInv(s)
The definition of interleave generates a type correctness condition that will guarantee
that if we are in a valid state, as defined by thevalidState?predicate, we will transition
with an interleaving to another state that is still valid. We also show that the starting
state is a valid state. The proof of this correctness condition is a straightforward, albeit
large, case distinction with the help of some auxiliary lemmas.
4.5.4 Freedom from Deadlocks and Livelocks
The theorem-prover PVS does not have an innate notion of deadlock. If, however, we
consider the state-transition model as a directed graph, in which the edges are deter-
mined by the interleave function, deadlock can be determined by identifying states in
the state transition graph having no outgoing edges. This interpretation of deadlock,
however, can be too limited. If, for example, there is a situation where a process alters
one of the state variables in a non terminating loop, a deadlock will not be detected,
because each state has an outgoing edge. There still can be livelock; transitions are pos-
sible, but there will be no progress. To prove there can be no livelock, we define a well
founded ordering on the all valid system states and show that for each state reachable
from the starting state (except for the starting state itself), there exists a transition to a
smaller state according to that ordering. The smallest element within the order is the
starting state. This means that for each reachable state there exists a path back to the
starting state and consequently it is impossible for any process to get stuck in a such
a loop indefinitely. Moreover, this also covers the situation in which we would have a
local deadlock (i.e. several but not all processes are waiting for each other).
We create a well founded ordering by defining a state to become smaller if the num-
ber of waiting processes decreases or alternatively, if the number of waiting processes
remains the same and the total count of the number of processes that have obtained a
lock is decreasing. Well-foundedness follows directly from the well-foundedness of the
lexicographical ordering on pairs of natural numbers.
smallerState(s2, s1 : (validState?) ) : bool =
numberWaiting(s2) < numberWaiting(s1)
∨numberWaiting(s2) = numberWaiting(s1) ∧ totalCount(s2) < totalCount(s1)
The numberWaiting function is a function on the array of thread-states that yields the
number of processes that have a Waiting status. The totalCount function computes the
sum of all the elements of the count array.
Once we have established that each state transition maintains the validState? in-
variant, all we have to prove is that each transition has outgoing states and that all of
these states (except for the starting state) will possibly result in a state that is smaller.
This is the noDeadlock theorem.
noDeadlock: THEOREM
∀(s1: (validState?) ) : ∃(s2: (validState?) ) : interleave(s1, s2)
∧ ( ¬startingState(s1) ⇒ smallerState(s2, s1) )
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All that is needed to prove this theorem is a case distinction and inductive proofs of
auxiliary lemmas that state that the recursively defined counting functions used in the
invariant definitions are only decreased and increased if certain preconditions are met.
The proofs of the absence of deadlock proceeds analogously to the proof that was
done for in earlier more abstract version of this model by the same authors [vGLSvE09].
4.5.5 Freedom from Starvation
There is no builtin notion of starvation in PVS either. We define the absence of star-
vation as a theorem stating that if a thread intends to acquire a lock, it will eventually
obtain it. The intention is identified by the thread entering the lockForWrite part of the
code.
noWriterStarvation: THEOREM
∀ (s1:(validState?) ) : s1‘threads(s1‘currentTID) ‘PC = lockForWrite42
⇒ lock_on_trace(s1, s1‘currentTID)
Eventually obtaining the lock is defined using the observation that for all traces of
possible interleaves, the thread that signaled the intention to acquire a lock will become
the current writer.
lock_on_trace(s1:System, lockTID:ThreadID) : RECURSIVE boolean =
∀ (s2:(ValidState?) ) : interleave(s1,s2)
∧ ( s2‘global‘rwlock‘currentWriter = lockTID∨lock_on_trace(s2, lockTID) )
MEASURE s1 BY lock_on_trace_measure(lockTID)
This recursive relationship is well-founded, since the measure defined in this func-
tion guarantees termination. Proving that for each interleaving the measure decreases,
again, is done by a massive case distinction. The complete proof, including the proof of
the absence of writer starvation is available at http://www.cs.ru.nl/L.Lensink/
papers/scico2010/scico2010_code.zip where also the original code and the
Spin models can be found.
All together, the derivation of the PVS model, the determination of the invariants
as well as proving the theorems and auxiliary lemmas took one of the authors about a
month and a half.
4.6 Related and Future Work
Several studies investigated either the conversion of code to state transition models, as is
done e.g. in [vEtHSU08] with mCRL2 or the transformation of a state transition model
specified in a model checker to a state transition model specified in a theorem prover,
as is done e.g. in [Kat01] using VeriTech. With the tool TAME one can specify a time
automaton directly in the theorem prover PVS [AHS98]. For the purpose of developing
consistent requirement specifications, the transformation of specifications in a model
checker (Uppaal [LPY97]) to specifications in PVS has been studied in [dG08].
In [PJLP06] model checking and theorem proving are combined to analyze the clas-
sic non-reentrant (in contrast to the reentrant version studied in our paper) readers-
writers problem. The authors do not start with actual industrial source code but they
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start from a tabular specification that can be translated straightforwardly into Spin and
PVS. Safety and clean completion properties are derived semi-automatically.
[HS96] reports on experiments in combing theorem proving with model checking
for verifying transition systems. The complexity of systems is reduced abstracting out
sources for unboundedness using theorem proving, resulting in a bounded system suited
for being model checked.
The verification framework SAL [Sha00] combines different analysis tools and
techniques for analysing transition systems. Besides model checking and theorem prov-
ing it provides program slicing, abstraction and invariant generation.
In [HRC+04] part of an aircraft control system is analyzed, using a theorem prover.
On a single configuration this was previously studied with a model checker. A technique
called feature-based decomposition is proposed to determine inductive invariants. It ap-
pears that this approach admits incremental extension of an initially simple base model
making it better scalable than traditional techniques.
Java Pathfinder (JPF) [VHB+03] operates directly on Java making a transformation
of source code superfluous. If the code studied would have been written in Java, JPF
would have been the foremost candidate tool for this case study. This can be done di-
rectly within JPF or, if that is desirable, even by generating Promela code as was done
originally in [HP00]. It would be interesting to compare the effort, ease of modeling and
ease/performance of model checking of tools for different languages by taking the case
study of this paper and performing it also for the same algorithm written in Java using
e.g. the extension of JPF with symbolic execution [APV07]. Alternatively, Bandera
[CDH+00] could be used for such a comparative case study. Bandera includes sup-
port for abstractions which may be very useful in such a case study. It translates Java
programs to the input languages of SMV and Spin. There is an interesting connection
between Bandera and PVS. To express that properties do not depend on specific values,
Bandera provides a dedicated language for specifying abstractions, i.e. concrete values
are automatically replaced by abstract values, thus reducing the state space. The intro-
duction of these abstract values may lead to prove obligations which can be expressed
and proven in PVS.
In [RRDH06] a model checking method is given which uses an extension of JML
[LKP07] to check properties of multi-threaded Java programs.
With Zing [AQR+04] on the one hand models can be created from source code
and on the other hand executable versions of the transition relation of a model can be
generated from the model. This has been used successfully by Microsoft to model
check parts of their concurrency libraries.
Future Work
The methodology used (creating in a structured way a model close to the code, model
checking it first and proving it afterwards [SvE08]) proved to be very valuable. We
found a bug, improved the code, extended the capabilities of the code and proved it cor-
rect. One can say that the model checker was used to develop the formal model which
was proven with the theorem prover. This decreased significantly the time investment
of the use of a theorem prover to enhance reliability. However, every model was created
manually. We identified several opportunities for tool support and further research.
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Bounded model related to source code Tool support could be helpful here: not only to
’translate’ the code from the source language to the model checker’s language. It
could also be used to record the abstractions that are made. In this case that were:
basic locks → lock process model, hash tables → arrays, threads → processes
and some name changes. A tool that recorded these abstractions, could assist in
creating trusted source code from the model checked model.
Deep versus shallow embedding A complete specification of the semantics and syntax of
Promela in PVS was avoided in our construction of the PVS model. We focused
on methodically translating between the two models. Greater confidence of the
translation may be achieved by using a translation that preserves the structure of
the original Promela code instead.
Relation of finite to unbounded model It would be interesting to prove that the model in
the theorem prover and the model checked are properly related, e.g. by establish-
ing a refinement relation [Bar05] between them. Interesting methods to do this
would be using a semantic compiler, as was done in the European Robin project
[TWV+08], or employing a specially designed formal library for models created
with a model checker, e.g. TAME [AHS98].
Relation of unbounded model to source code Another interesting future research option
is to investigate generating code from a fully proven PVS model. This could be
code generated from code-carrying theories [JSS07] or it could be proof-carrying
code through the use of refinement techniques [Bar05].
4.7 Concluding Remarks
We have investigated Trolltech’s widely used industrial implementation of the reentrant
readers-writers problem. Model checking revealed an error in the implementation (ver-
sion 4.3). Trolltech was informed about the bug. Recently, Trolltech released a new
version of the thread library (version 4.4) in which the error was repaired. However,
the new version of the Qt library is still only weakly reentrant, not admitting threads
that have write access to do a read lock. This limitation unnecessarily hampers modular
programming.
The improved readers-writers model described in this paper is deadlock free and
strongly reentrant. The model was first developed and checked for a limited number
of processes using a model checker. Then, the properties were proven for any number
of processes using a theorem prover. We also studied the absence of starvation. With
model checking a starvation problem was revealed. We created a starvation-free imple-
mentation and checked it with model checking. We have sketched the outline of a proof
for that implementation.
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Abstract This paper presents a proof framework for verifying concurrent pro-
grams that communicate using global variables. The approach is geared towards
verification of models that have an unbounded state size and are as close to the
original code as possible. The bakery algorithm is used as a demonstration of the
framework basics, while the (full) framework with thread synchronization was
used to verify and correct the reentrant readers writers algorithm as used in the
Qt library.
5.1 Introduction
Parallelism has been employed for many years, mainly in high-performance computing.
The physical constraints preventing an unlimited growth in processor speed have led to a
revival of interest in concurrent computing. Parallel computing has become a dominant
paradigm in computer architecture, particularly for multi-core systems [Sut05].
Parallel computer programs are more difficult to write than sequential ones, because
concurrency introduces several new classes of potential software bugs. In practice, it
can be incredibly difficult to track down these software bugs, because of their unpre-
dictable nature: they are typically caused by infrequent ’race conditions’ that are hard
to reproduce. In such cases, it is necessary to thoroughly investigate ‘suspicious’ parts
of the system in order to improve these components in such a way that correctness is
guaranteed. The most thorough technique is to formally verify properties of the system
under investigation.
In an earlier paper [vGLSvE09] a case study is presented that combines two formal
verification methods, namely model checking and theorem proving. The idea is to
use the model checker to track down and remove (concurrency) bugs, and to use the
theorem prover to formally prove their absence. Model checkers and theorem provers
have their own input languages. Therefore, the use of these formal tools requires that the
original program is first converted to (modeled in) the language of the model checker,
and subsequently translated into the language of the theorem prover. Obviously, both
translations introduce potential sources of errors, particularly if these translations are
performed manually.
The experience with this case study led us to develop a general proof framework
with specific support to construct proofs of mutual exclusion, deadlock and starvation
properties for concurrent algorithms that communicate using shared variables. The
proof framework consists of a model that can be instantiated and used for different
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programs, a set of theorems that can be used to prove relevant properties of the system
and a general approach towards solving the proofs and proof obligations generated by
the framework. Using Spin [Hol97] as model checker, we investigate how (concurrent)
Promela (the input language of SPIN) programs can be modeled in PVS [ORS92]. We
define an automatic translation within the framework that serves as a basis not only to
facilitate the conversion of Promela into PVS, but also to support the investigation of
general properties of parallel computer programs.
In this paper, this framework is introduced. It integrates model checking with the-
orem proving. An approach like this is used earlier in VeriTech [Kat01], a translation
framework between different formal notations. Novel in this approach is that it provides
a translation extended with theorems and proof strategies, and unlike TAME [Arc00],
which is geared towards automaton models, the intended use is to prove properties of
computer programs that make use of communication primitives. The use of the frame-
work is explained applying it to a common mutual exclusion algorithm known as the
bakery algorithm [Lam74]. We demonstrate the power of the framework by applying it
to a larger example, showing correctness of a solution to the reentrant readers-writers
problem [vGLSvE11] that improves upon the widely used Qt C++ library by Trolltech.
In that paper [vGLSvE11] it was described how a model was constructed and checked
using the Spin model checker. This revealed an error in the implementation, and a cor-
rection was suggested. The improved algorithm was subsequently shown to be correct
in PVS. However, the PVS model was constructed manually. Here, we show how the
model can be generated automatically, and how the proof can be structured using the
support of the framework. For this paper, some knowledge of PVS and Promela or
similar formal specification languages is presumed.
Section 5.2 introduces the framework basics. In Section 5.3 these framework basics
are applied to a classic example, the bakery algorithm. Section 5.4 adds thread synchro-
nization to the framework and applies it to a large example, the reentrant readers-writers
problem. Section 5.5 draws conclusions and suggests future work.
5.2 Framework Basics
The general approach is to take a piece of (parallel) code, and model it in a model
checker to detect bugs. Subsequently, after improving the model it will be subject to
verification in a theorem prover. To do this systematically, an embedding of the seman-
tics of the model checker in the theorem prover is required. In our case, we use PVS
as theorem prover and Promela as the modeling language. The embedding presented in
this paper is a mixed shallow/deep one: the framework is based on a shallow embedding
while the translation of the model into PVS exploits the native features of PVS as much
as possible, and hence can be seen as a deep embedding.
5.2.1 Transition System
In essence, a Spin model is a state transition system with temporal logic. Our framework
reflects this directly by representing concurrently executing threads by means of a state
transition system. Each process runs in a thread. The semantics of executing threads
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are captured in a theory that specifies that each thread is either Running, Waiting, or
Blocked. All threads have a threadid tid of type TID, a program counter pc, a return
address rtn and a local store local. The types of these entities are provided as theory
type parameters, and will be supplied by the concrete (translated) Promela program.
The theory parameter NT denotes the number of concurrently executing threads.
Threads[NT:posnat, PC, LS, GS: TYPE] : THEORY BEGIN1
TID : TYPE = below(NT)2
TStatus : TYPE = { Running, Waiting, Blocked }
TState : TYPE = [# tid: TID, status: TStatus, local:LS, pc, rtn: PC #]3
Threads : TYPE = [ TID → TState]
System : TYPE = [# threads: Threads, current: TID, global: GS #]
currThread(s: System): TState = s‘threads(s‘current)4
END Threads
The entire system state consists of all the threads combined with the global variable
store global (again a theory type parameter), and a variable current signifying which
thread is currently executing. The utility function currThread yields the state of the
currently executing thread.
The (global) state transition relation of the system is determined by the (local) state
transition of the concurrently executing threads. The behavior of each thread is speci-
fied by means of astep relation. This relation is defined in a separate theoryModel, also
containing definitions of the entities required by Threads. This Model theory, resulting
from the translation of the Promela program (say P ), has the following skeleton. Sec-
tions 5.3 and 5.4 show how this skeleton is instantiated for different Promela models.
Model[NT:posnat] : THEORY BEGIN
PC:TYPE= below( ... number of instructions generated from P ... )5
GV:TYPE= [# global variables appearing in P #]
LV:TYPE= [# local variables of each thread in P #]
IMPORTING Threads[NT, PC, LV, GV]
step(lv1:TState,gv1:GV) (lv2:TState,gv2:GV): bool = generated from P
The effect of step is local, i.e. it only affects the local state of the currently executing
thread, and possibly the global state of the system. The local states of other threads are
untouched, which also follows from step’s type. To enforce this kind of locality for the
entire system, we introduce the parameterized predicate PredSys on System that when
applied to a system s, identifies all valid predecessors of s.
PredSys(s: System): pred[System] =
{ p: System | ∀(ot:TID): ot6=s‘current ⇒ p‘threads(ot) = s‘threads(ot) }
As usual, we will model parallel execution by non-deterministic interleaving. To antici-
pate on the proving process we already include the notion of invariancy, by means of an
1 To increase readability and presentation, the code in this chapter differs slightly from the code used in the
proofs.
2 Denotes the set of natural numbers between 0 and NT, exclusive of NT.
3 Recordtypes in PVS are surrounded by [# and #].
4 r‘x denotes the selection of the x-component of record r.
5 below(n) denotes the set {0..n− 1}.
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predicate on the System type, called invSystem. This leads to the following interleave
relation, performing one execution step of a randomly selected running thread.
interleave(ps:(invSystem)6 , ss: System) : bool =
PredSys(ss) (ps) ∧ currThread(ps) ‘status = Running∧
LET cs=ps WITH [ ‘current := ss‘current]7 IN
step(currThread(cs) ,cs‘global) (currThread(ss) ,ss‘global)
5.2.2 Theorems and Proofs
PVS has no innate notion of deadlock or starvation, so these have to be defined explic-
itly. Deadlock states are usually defined as states for which there are no outgoing edges.
Although final states may have no outgoing edges, they are not considered as deadlock
states. Assume that zeroState denotes a predicate identifying these final states, we can
formulate deadlock-freeness as:
∀(s:(invSystem) ): ¬zeroState(s) ⇒ ∃(t:System): interleave(s,t)
This interpretation of deadlock is often not precise enough. Consider for example a
situation where a process executes a non terminating loop (because it is waiting for
something that will never occur). Then, it might be that all other threads are waiting for
this one to terminate before they can proceed. According to the definition there would
be no deadlock. To handle this situation a refined notion of deadlock-freeness is needed.
This refinement is based on the observation that if there exists a (well-founded) order<
on states such that from every non-final state s of the system a transition can be made
to a state t with t < s, then the system will be free of deadlock. More formally:
NoDeadlock(s:(invSystem) ) : bool =
¬zeroState(s) ⇒ ∃(t:System): interleave(s, t) ∧ t < s
Proving deadlock-freeness of a system boils down to giving an appropriate state order-
ing and showing that the generated step relation indeed has this NoDeadlock property.
The previous theorem can also guarantee freedom from starvation, if fairness of
scheduling is imposed on the system. However, most (efficient) thread implementations
do not provide this way of scheduling. Therefore, we introduce a more sophisticated
notion of starvation freedom that makes no specific assumptions on the scheduling reg-
imen. We base this notion on the following intuition: if a process intends to perform
a certain action it will eventually be able to. The intention is signaled by a process
entering a certain execution path. For instance, executing the instruction that puts it
on the path to enter a critical section. Execution of the intended action is signaled by
reaching the goal instruction, e.g. when the process finally gets the permission to enter
the critical section. This leads to the following definitions, in which both intention and
goal are specified as PC values.
NoStarvation(s:(invSystem) , t:TID, enter, goal:PC) : bool =
s‘threads(t) ‘PC = enter ⇒ eventually(s, t, goal)
6 PVS allows predicates to be used as types.
7 r WITH [‘x := e] denotes a new record that is equal to r except for the x-component which has value
e.
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eventually(s1:(invSystem) , t:TID, goal:PC): RECURSIVE bool = ∀(s2:System):
interleave(s1,s2) ⇒ s2‘threads(t) ‘pc = goal∨eventually(s2,t,goal)
MEASURE noStarvationMeasure(s1,t)
In PVS all functions must be total. For recursive functions, such aseventually above, a
so called measure must be provided. This measure, based on some well-founded order,
ensures that at least one of the function arguments strictly decreases (according to the
order) at each recursive call, thus ensuring termination. In the case above, termination
also guarantees freedom of starvation, because only a finite number of interleaving
steps are possible before the thread reaches its goal. Proving the absence of starvation
boils down to giving a proper definition of noStarvationMeasure. In combination with
deadlock-freeness this results in eventually reaching the goal. In the sequel, we will
also specify the state ordering for deadlock-freeness as a measure with the obvious
name noDeadlockMeasure.
In general, these measures will involve parts of the global system state as well as
properties of individual threads. In order to define and facilitate reasoning about these
measures the following small PVS theory proves to be very useful. It contains a folding
operation fsum that accumulates the results of a function fun, provided as a parameter.
The lemma relates the results offsum applied to functions f and g for which there exists
at most one argument for which f and g produce different results.
fsum(m:upto(N) ,fun:[below(N)→nat] ):RECURSIVE nat =
IF m=0 THEN 0 ELSE fun(m-1)+fsum(m-1,fun) ENDIF MEASURE m
fsum_diff: LEMMA
∀(n:upto(N) ,k:below(n) ,f,g:[below(N)→nat] ):
(∀(m:below(n) ): m6=k ⇒ f(m)=g(m) ) ⇒ fsum(n,f)+g(k) = fsum(n,g)+f(k)
Constructing invariants
For all properties to be proven, it needs to be established that the invariant used as a
precondition for interleave is maintained throughout all the transitions. This property
directly follows from a similar property for the step relation that resulted from the
translation of the original program into our framework. The exact nature of the invariant
therefore also depends on the model that is being verified. Usually, it is very hard to
invent the right invariant before conducting the proof. Therefore, it is convenient to start
with a minimal (weak) pre-condition which is gradually strengthened while the proof
is constructed. Unfortunately, proofs are usually quite brittle and redevelopment of the
proofs due to changed premises can be very time-consuming. To facilitate the iterative
development of proofs, the invariant will be structured as follows:
invSystem1: pred[System] = λ(s:System): Prop1(s) ∧ invSystem2(s)
invSystem2: pred[System] = λ(s:System): Prop2(s) ∧ invSystem3(s)
...
invSystemN: pred[System] = λ(s:System): true
Each part of the invariant invSystemi consists of a single property Propi and the next
part of the invariant invSystemi+1. Proving is conducted in a breadth-first manner. If
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the current invariant appears to be too weak, the proving process is interrupted, and
the invariant is extended with a new property. Restarting the proof and redoing the
proof steps that where done during the previous session is now easy, because the added
extensions do not interfere with the steps that were done before. One can directly
proceed to the place where the proof was interrupted, and continue the proof process.
The approach of interactively strengthening invariants, while maintaining modularity,
is used in other approaches as well. For instance, the B method[Abr96] is structured
around modular invariants.
5.2.3 Translating Spin Models to the Framework
In this section we show how Promela programs are translated into our PVS framework.
Since we focus on concurrent systems in which processes communicate via shared vari-
ables, it is not necessary to cover Promela completely. In particular, the inter process
communication via channels is left out. The core of the translation is the way Promela
statements are treated. To facilitate a formal presentation, we introduce an abstract syn-
tax for Promela statements that serve as input to the translator. As a result, we do not
generate PVS directly, but make use of an intermediate target language IL which can be
converted almost directly into an appropriate PVS theory. This is done to keep the core
translation simple: some peephole optimizations, in particular small transformations
that reduce the state space, can now be performed in a separate phase. The conversion
from IL to PVS is not fully elaborated but informally exemplified. The syntax of Ab-
stract Promela Statements is given in the left column of the table below. −→s Denotes 0
or more and <s> denotes 0 or 1 occurrences of s.
L : x, y, . . . local variables
G : X,Y, . . . global variables
V ::= L | G all variables
P : p, q, . . . procedure names
Eint : 1, x+ y, . . . integer expressions
Ebool : true, x > 3, . . . boolean expressions
E ::= Eint | Ebool all expressions
SM : LOCK,UNLOCK,WAIT,TRANS,NOTIFY synchronization operations
PS ::= V <[Eint]> := E
| if −→G <else TE> fi
| do −→G <else TE> od
| P
| atomic −→PS
| G.SM
G ::= Ebool → TE
TE ::= 〈−→PS , bool〉
IL ::= ASS V <[Eint]> E
| GOTO PC
| SWITCH −−−−−−−→(Ebool,PC ) <PC>
| CALL PC
| RTN
| ATO
| OTA
| SM LI
PC ::= N
LI ::= N
Figure 5.1: Syntax of Promela and the intermediate language IL.
The abstract syntax (PS) reflects the essential statements of Promela: assignments,
choices, and repetitions. The left-hand side of an assignment can be either a simple
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variable or the element of an array, explaining the optional selection. The boolean in
the then8 or else statement (TE ) indicates whether or not the corresponding sequence
of statements ends with a break. Functions in Promela are inlined. However, to reduce
the size of generated code, we refrain from inlining and use simple procedure calls (no
parameters, no result) instead. The synchronization operations (indicated by SM in the
grammar), are not part of standard Promela. They are explained in Section 5.4. Note
that (boolean and integer) expressions are not specified further; we can almost directly
interpret these as PVS code.
PSJv := eKρ pc = (pc + 1, [ASS v e])
PSJif gs eo fiKρ pc = (pce, [SWITCH gl el ] ++ ilg ++ ile) where
(pcg, gl , ilg) =
−→
GJgsKρ pc + 1 pce pce
(pce, el , ile) = <TE>JeoKρ pcg pce pce
PSJdo gs eo odKρ pc = (pce, [SWITCH gl el ] ++ ilg ++ ile) where
(pcg, gl , ilg) =
−→
GJgsKρ pc + 1 pc pce
(pce, el , ile) = <TE>JeoKρ pcg pc pce
PSJpKρ pc = (pc + 1, [CALL ρ(p) pc + 1])
PSJatomic sKρ pc = (pc′ + 1, [ATO] ++ il ++ [OTA]) where
(pc′, il) =
−→
PSJsKρ pc + 1
−→
PSJ[ ]Kρ pc = (pc, [ ])−→
PSJs : ssKρ pc = (pc′′, il ++ il ′) where
(pc′, il) = PSJsKρ pc
(pc′′, il ′) =
−→
PSJssKρ pc′
−→
GJ[ ]Kρ pc c e = (pc, [ ], [ ])−→
GJb→ s : gsKρ pc c e = (pc′′, (b, l) : gl ′, il ++ il ′) where
(pc′, l, il) = TEJsKρ pc c e
(pc′′, gl , il ′) =
−→
GJgsKρ pc′ c e
<TE>J<>Kρ pc c e = (pc, <>, [ ])
<TE>J<e>Kρ pc c e = (pc′, <el>, il) where
(pc′, el , il) = TEJeKρ pc c e
TEJ〈[ ], b〉Kρ pc c e = (pc, l, [ ]) where
l = if b then e else c
TEJ〈ss, b〉Kρ pc c e = (pc′ + 1, pc, il ++ [GOTO l]) where
(pc′, il) =
−→
PSJssKρ pc
l = if b then e else c
Figure 5.2: Translation of Promela into the intermediate language IL.
The intermediate language given in the right hand column of Figure 5.1 is largely self-
explanatory. It has been designed in such a way that, on the one hand, it completely cov-
ers the intended source language, and, on the other hand, it can be interpreted directly
8 There is no then keyword in Promela. G denotes a guard under which condition statements TE may be
executed.
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by means of an appropriate PVS theory. IL resembles traditional low-level assembly
languages, with the exception of the SWITCH instruction used in the translation of
both choices and repetitions. This instruction takes a sequence of (boolean) expression-
address pairs and randomly chooses one of the addresses corresponding to expressions
evaluating to true. If none of the mentioned expressions is true, then either the else
address is chosen (if available), or the instruction will block. The chosen address will
become the new program counter value of the currently executing process. We describe
the treatment of statements only; the translation of a complete model including pro-
cedure definitions, and local and global variable declarations is straightforward. The
translation of an (abstract) Promela statement into the intermediate language IL is de-
fined by the set of mutual recursive functions sJ·Kρ defined in Figure 5.2. Here ρ is an
environment mapping function names to PC values.
5.3 An Example: Bakery Algorithm
As an example we apply our method to Lamports bakery algorithm: a classic solution
to the problem of N -mutual exclusion. The algorithm itself is analogue to the way
bakeries give their customers turns by drawing a number from a machine, where the
baker serves the lowest number when he is available. The algorithm listed below as a
sequence ofPS statements is essentially the same as Lamport’s original. The translation
of the program to IL is given below on the right-hand side.
Enter[tid] := true; 0 ASS Enter[tid] true
h := 0; 1 ASS h 0
i := 0; 2 ASS i 0
do i<NT 3 SWITCH (i<NT,4) 9
-> if h>Num[i] 4 SWITCH (h>Num[i],5) 7
-> h := Num[i]; 5 ASS h Num[i]
else ; fi; 6 GOTO 7
i := i + 1; 7 ASS i i + 1
else break;
od; 8 GOTO 3
Num[tid] := h + 1; 9 ASS Num[tid] h + 1
Enter[tid] := false; 10 ASS Enter[tid] false
i := 0; 11 ASS i 0
do i<NT && !Enter[i] 12 SWITCH(i<NT&&!Enter[i],13)(i>=NT,16)
-> if Num[i]=0->; 13 SWITCH(Num[i]=0,14)
Num[i]>Num[tid]->; (Num[i]>Num[tid],14)
Num[i]=Num[tid]&&i>=tid->; (Num[i]=Num[tid]&&i>=tid,14)
fi;
i := i + 1; 14 ASS i i + 1
i >= NT -> break;
od; 15 GOTO 12
Num[tid] := 0; 16 ASS Num[tid] 0
The complete model will execute the above code infinitely many times. In Spin, it is
impossible to model check this example, because the drawn numbers are unbounded
leading to an infinite state space. There exist several versions of the algorithm that use
finite numbers when drawing, see Section 5.5.
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Next we translate this IL program into the PVS framework. To reduce the number
of different states of our model some of the statements are combined. Particularly,
multiple assignments are implemented by a single instruction if they contain at most
one (read/write) access to a global variable. For instance, the first three assignments
of our example are combined into a single transition. For the implementation of the
SWITCH statements, we will use COND expressions of PVS.
This yields the following instantiation of the Model skeleton. This theory also con-
tains the proper instances of the parameters of Threads from Section 5.2. The step
relation is not fully specified. For brevity only characteristic cases of this relation are
given.
Model[NT:posnat] : THEORY BEGIN
PC:TYPE= below(11)
GV:TYPE= [# enter:ARRAY[below(NT) → boolean] ,num:ARRAY[below(NT) → nat] #]
LV:TYPE= [# h: nat, i: nat #]
IMPORTING Threads[NT, PC, LV, GV]
step(lv1:TState,gv1:GV) (lv2:TState,gv2:GV): bool = LET pc=lv1‘pc IN
COND
pc=0 → lv2=lv1 WITH [ ‘local‘h := 0 , ‘local‘i := 0 , ‘pc := 1] ∧
gv2=gv1 WITH [ ‘enter(lv1‘tid) := TRUE] ,
pc=1 → COND lv1‘local‘i<NT → lv2=lv1 WITH [ ‘pc := 2 ] ,
ELSE → lv2=lv1 WITH [ ‘pc := 5 ] ENDCOND∧ gv2=gv1,
...
pc=5 → lv2=lv1 WITH [ ‘pc := 6 ] ∧
gv2=gv1 WITH [ ‘num(lv1‘tid) := lv1‘local‘h + 1] ,
...
pc=10 → lv2=lv1 WITH [ ‘pc := 0 ] ∧ gv2=gv1 WITH [ ‘num(lv1‘tid) := 0]
ENDCOND
END Model
Theorems and Proofs
Proving the different properties requires (1) the instantiation of the (noDeadlockMeasure
and noStarvationMeasure) measures needed for the theorems defined in Section 5.2.2,
and (2) the definition of an invariant strong enough to prove that these measures indeed
strictly decrease.
As to (1), we can observe the following:
• The states themselves can be given a numerical ordering where each state in the
control flow has a smaller number, with the starting state the smallest.
• If there is no transition possible to a smaller state according to the above numeri-
cal ordering, there is an increase of the local variable i until the maximum value
of NT is reached.
This gives the following measure, defined using the fsum function.
noDeadlockMeasure(s:System): [nat,nat,nat] = (fsum(NT,mapBL(s) ) ,
fsum(NT,λ(t:TID):NT-s‘threads(t) ‘local‘i) , fsum(NT,mapBR(s) ) )
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The ordering that is used is the lexicographical ordering on 3-tuples. The two auxiliary
functions simply map the value of the program counter of a thread to a natural number.
ThemapBRvalues for each state are shown in the bottom right-hand corner and themapBL
in the bottom left-hand corner of the corresponding box (see the diagram below). The
encircled numbers in the upper left-hand corner correspond to the value of the program
counter. The fourth value (in the upper right-hand corner), given by mapUR, is used
further on.
Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the measure function.
Absence of starvation means that if a process intends to enter the critical section, it will
eventually do so. This is formulated using the program counter. Once a process has
obtained a number, it arrives at the state with program counter is 6, from where it will
proceed to the critical section at location 10.
Enter: PC = 6 Goal: PC = 10
BakeryStarvationFree: THEOREM
∀ (s:(InvSystem) , t:TID): NoStarvation(s, t, Enter, Goal)
In order to prove this, we define the starvation measure based on the following system
properties:
• Let peerst denote the set of processes that were choosing just after thread t has
received its number.
• A thread t that draws a number will always get a larger one, except for the mem-
bers of peerst.
• For each thread t the size of peerst will only get smaller.
• The set of drawn numbers that are in front of the process that wants to enter the
critical section, will only get smaller.
• It is possible to map the program counter to a natural number in such a way that
these numbers will get smaller or the local variable i will decrease.
To keep track of peers we extend the global state with a ghost/model variable named
peers. This value ofpeers is set to the value of the global variableenter at the moment
the thread has drawn its number (the location with program counter 5), and the thread is
removed from peer groups of other threads after leaving the critical section (indicated
by the program counter value 10). This leads to some small modifications of the step
relation, where peers is set at location 5 and 10:
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step(lv1:TState,gv1:GV) (lv2:TState,gv2:GV): bool =
LET pc=lv1‘pc IN
COND ...
pc=5 → lv2=lv1 WITH [ ‘pc := 6 ]
∧ gv2=gv1 WITH [ ‘num(lv1‘tid) := lv1‘local‘h + 1
, peers(lv1‘tid) := gv1‘enter ] ,
...
pc=10 → lv2=lv1 WITH [ ‘pc := 0 ]
∧ gv2=gv1 WITH [ ‘num(lv1‘tid) := 0 , peers := remove(peers,lv1‘tid) ]
ThenoStarvationMeasure introduced in Section 5.2 can now be defined as follows. The
corresponding ordering is the lexicographical ordering on 5-tuples.
b2N(b:bool): nat = IF b THEN 1 ELSE 0 ENDIF
noStarvationMeasure(s:System,t:TID):[nat,nat,nat,nat,nat]
= ( fsum(NT, b2N o s‘threads(t) ‘peers)
, fsum(NT, λ(t2:TID): LET nr = s‘global‘num IN
b2N (nr(t2) 6= 0∧ (nr(t2) ,t2)<(nr(t) ,t) ∧ ¬s‘threads(t) ‘peers(t2) ) )
, fsum(NT, mapUR(s) )
, fsum(NT, λ(t2:TID): NT-s‘threads(t2) ‘local‘i)
, fsum(NT, mapBR(s) ) )
An interesting safety property of our system is, of course, mutual exclusion: it should
be impossible for two processes to be in the critical section at the same time. More
concretely, when a process has 10 as its program counter, it will be the only one.
inCS(s:System,t:TID): bool = s‘threads(t) ‘pc = 10
MutualExclusion(s:System) : bool =
∀(t1:TID): inCS(s,t1) ⇒ ∀(t2:TID): inCS(s,t2) ⇒ t1=t2
Before proving this property, we first explain some of our program invariant definitions.
At the beginning of the proof process it may not be entirely clear what invariants will
be needed. Therefore, these invariants are progressively constructed.
The transition relationship defined in step generates type correctness conditions.
For instance, when the num array is indexed, the index may not exceed the total number
of processes. This leads to the following property of the first invariant of the system:
numAccessed(pc:PC): bool = pc = 2∨pc = 3∨pc = 7∨pc = 8
Prop1(s:System): bool =
∀(t:TID): numAccessed(s‘threads(t) ‘pc) ⇒ s‘threads(t) ‘local‘i < NT
The most important invariant stipulates that whenever a process is in the loop where
it compares the numbers drawn by each thread (indicated by the predicate comparing),
then for all threads it has already examined, the current thread is greater according to
the lexicographical ordering on (num(t) ,t) . In the same part of the program execution
it also holds that if a thread is in the peer group, it cannot have the enter flag set. This
is expressed by the property of the second invariant.
comparing(pc:PC): bool = pc = 7∨pc = 8∨pc = 9
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Prop2(s:System): bool = ∀(t:TID):
LET ts=s‘threads(t) IN comparing(ts‘pc) ⇒
∀ (k:TID): k 6= t∧ (k < ts‘local‘i∨k = ts‘local‘i∧ ts‘pc = 9) ⇒
(s‘global‘num(t) ,t) < (s‘global‘num(k) ,k) ∧
ts‘peers(k) ⇒ ¬s‘global‘enter(k) )
All that has to be established further is that if a process enters the comparison loop, it
will do so only if it has a number greater than all the numbers already given out. The
only exception is made for processes that are in the peer group. In order to prove this,
we need some extra invariants that are pretty straightforward. Their PVS code is left
out for brevity.
• Processes can be entering only in states 0,1,2,3,4, and 5.
• After setting the peer group, each process is always part of its own peer group.
• At the beginning (states 0,1,2,3, and 4) the peer group is empty. At these states
also the num value is 0; otherwise greater than 0.
• Finally, in state 10, i is always equal to NT.
The invariants guarantee that when a process proceeds to the critical section (location
10), all the other processes have larger numbers. This enables the proof of the measures.
The safety property also follows directly from the invariant combined with the fact
that the lexicographical ordering is well founded and has only one smallest element.
The proofs of the theorems proceed by a case distinction on the value of the program
counter, creating a symbolic execution of the algorithm. For all the possible cases,
only instances of the fsum_diff lemma (Section 5.2) and the invariant are needed to
discharge all the proof goals. The simple structure of the proofs makes it feasible to
prove larger algorithms, like the reentrant readers writers algorithm given in the next
section, although their proofs end up being quite large. The proof file for the latter
program is more than 20,000 lines. Despite its size, the proof itself took a PhD student
a couple of weeks to complete.
5.4 Framework with Thread Synchronization
Many concurrent algorithms are based on locking primitives that modern operating
systems usually support. These primitives are not available in standard Promela but are
added to the framework. In principle we could have modeled these locking primitives in
Promela (like the bakery algorithm) and translated this model to PVS using the proce-
dure as described in the previous sections. However, it appears to be more convenient to
extend Promela with special synchronization constructs,9 and use a shallow embedding
by also incorporating basic locks into our PVS framework.
9 In fact, we’ve already anticipated on this extension in the definition of the abstract Promela syntax; see
Section 5.2.3.
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5.4.1 Incorporating Locking Primitives
The idea of the basic locks is similar to, for example, the synchronization mechanism
of Java. Shared resources are protected by locks. If a process wants exclusive access
to these resources it performs a lock operation on the corresponding lock. Releasing a
resource is done by calling unlock. Besides, processes should be able to relinquish their
turn temporarily by means of a wait command and also be able to wake other processes
up using notify. Another primitive is transfer, which allows the process to explicitly
hand over the execution privilege to the first waiting process. This operation plays an
essential role in our algorithm in order to guarantee absence of starvation. Furthermore,
we have built in basic support for implementing atomic statements. In Promela one can
enforce a sequence of statements to be non-interruptible by placing these statements in
an atomic context. Although these atomic statements can be simulated in PVS by locks,
we prefer to represent them more efficiently by a separate system extension. It suffices
to use a single global boolean to indicate whether the currently executing process is
interruptible. This leads to the following adapted Threads theory.
Threads[NT, NL:posnat, PC, LS, GS:TYPE] : THEORY BEGIN
TID : TYPE = below(NT)
LID : TYPE = below(NL)
TState, Threads: TYPE /* as before */
LState: TYPE = [# lockedBy: lift[TID] , blocked, waiting: list[TID] #]
Locks : TYPE = [ LID → LState]
System: TYPE = [# threads:Threads,locks:Locks,
atomic:bool,current:TID,global:CV #]
END Threads
The new theory parameter NL denotes the number of locks appearing in the program,
also used to identify each lock by aLID. This also explains why the lock variables of our
intermediate language IL were represented by natural numbers; see Section 5.2.3. The
system state now contains a variable locks holding the LState of each lock. This state
indicates whether the lock is occupied (in which caselockedBy refers to the correspond-
ing thread) and maintains two queues for holding the blocked and waiting processes.
The boolean variableatomic indicates that no context switch is allowed. The lock oper-
ations are defined as a separate PVS theory. As an example the implementation of the
transfer operation is given.
LOCK[NT, NL:posnat,PC:TYPE,LV:TYPE,GV:TYPE]: THEORY BEGIN
IMPORTING Threads[NT, NL, PC, LV, GV]
LSystem(lid:LID): TYPE = {s: System | s‘locks(lid) ‘lockedBy = up(s‘current)}
lock (lid:LID) (s:System): System
unlock(lid:LID) (s:LSystem(lid) ): System
transfer(lid:LID) (s:{ s1: LSystem(lid) | cons?(s1‘locks(lid) ‘waiting) } ):
LSystem(car(s‘locks(lid) ‘waiting) ) = LET ls = s‘locks(lid) IN
s WITH [ ‘threads(car(ls‘waiting) ) ‘status := Running,
‘locks(lid) ‘lockedBy := up(car(ls‘waiting) ) ,
‘locks(lid) ‘waiting := cdr(ls‘waiting) ]
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wait (lid:LID) (s:LSystem(lid) ): System
notify(lid:LID) (s:LSystem(lid) ): System
END LOCK
As usual, a process can only perform an unlock, wait, transfer or notify if it is the owner
of the lock. This requirement is expressed in the dependent type LSystem. Moreover,
transfer has the additional requirement that it is only allowed if the waiting queue of
the corresponding lock is not empty. Again, this is enforced by defining the type of the
system parameter dependently.
In our framework, a thread can only access its own state and the global variables
of the system; see the step relation. However, a thread executing a synchronization
operation may indirectly affect other system components. It may even change the sta-
tus of other threads. Instead of passing the complete system state to the (local) step
relation, we have implemented these ‘system calls’ by extending the result of stepwith
a function of type [System → System] . This yields the adjusted type of step, and the
implementation of interleave, using an auxiliary function sysStep:
step(lv1:TState,gv1:GV) (lv2:TState,gv2:GV,sc:[System → System] ): bool
sysStep(s1: (invSystem) , s3:System):bool =
∃(s2:System, sc:[System → System] ):
step(currThread(s1) ,s1‘global) (currThread(s2) ,s2‘global,sc) ∧ s3 = sc(s2)
interleave(s1:(invSystem) ,s2:System):bool= PredSys(s2) (s1) ∧
LET ct=s2‘current IN
IF s1‘atomic THEN ct=s1‘current∧ sysStep(s1,s2)
ELSE s1‘threads(ct) ‘status=Running∧ sysStep(s1 WITH [ ‘current:=ct] ,s2)
ENDIF
5.4.2 Example: Reentrant Read-Write
A more complex synchronization mechanism involves processes that acquire access to
resources for both reading and writing: the classic readers-writers problem. Several
kinds of solutions exist. Here, we will consider a reentrant read-write locking mech-
anism that employs writers preference. A thread can acquire the lock multiple times,
even when the thread has not fully released the lock: locking can be reentrant. Most
solutions give priority to write locks over read locks because write locks are assumed
to be more important, smaller, exclusive, and occurring less frequently. The main dis-
advantage of this choice is that it can result in reader starvation: when there is always
a thread waiting to acquire a write lock, threads waiting for a read lock will never be
able to proceed.
Specifying the entire algorithm would take too much space. The part that shows the
Promela version of readLock used for acquiring the lock for reading is given below. As
one can see, the locks appearing in this program are represented by variable names. In
our translation, these names will be mapped to natural numbers. This is not included in
the translation function, but can be added straightforwardly (e.g. by parameterizing the
translation with an additional environment that performs this mapping). The result of
the translation is on the right-hand side of the listing.
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Mutex.LOCK; 0 LOCK 0
if Count[tid]=0 -> 1 SWITCH (Count[tid]=0,2) 9
do CurrWr!=NT||WaitWr> 0 -> 2 SWITCH (CurrWr!=NT||WaitWr>0,3) 7
WaitRe := WaitRe + 1; 3 ASS WaitRe (WaitRe + 1)
Mutex.WAIT; 4 WAIT 0
WaitRe := WaitRe - 1; 5 ASS WaitRe (WaitRe - 1)
else break;
od; 6 GOTO 2
ThrCount := ThrCount + 1; 7 ASS ThrCount (ThrCount + 1)
else ; fi; 8 GOTO 9
Count[tid] := Count[tid] + 1 9 ASS Count[tid] (Count[tid] + 1)
Mutex.UNLOCK; 10 UNLOCK 0
11 RTN
The part of the step relation that corresponds to this program fragment is shown below.
In the complete model, the values of the program counter depend on the exact location
of this function in the original program, which may be different from the given values.
Model[NT:posnat] : THEORY BEGIN
PC : TYPE = below(8)
GV: TYPE = [# count:ARRAY[below(NT)→nat]
, CurrWr,WaitWr,WaitRe,ThrCount:nat #]
LV: TYPE = [# rNest, wNest, maxLocks: nat #]
step(lv1:TState,gv1:GV) (lv2:TState,gv2:GV,sc:SysCall): bool =
LET pc = lv1‘pc IN
COND
pc=0 → lv2 = lv1 WITH [ ‘pc := 1] ∧ gv1 = gv2∧ sc = lock(0) ,
pc=1 → COND gv1‘count(lv1‘tid)=0 → lv2 = lv1 WITH [ ‘pc := 2] ,
ELSE → lv2 = lv1 WITH [ ‘pc := 6] ENDCOND∧ gv1 = gv2∧ sc=id,
...
pc=7 → lv2 = lv1 WITH [ ‘pc := lv1‘rtn] ∧ gv2 = gv1∧ sc=id
ENDCOND
END Model
The complete Promela model also contains a few ghost variables (rNest, wNest and
maxLocks) that limit the number of nested locks a process is allowed to use. If no such
limit was imposed, it would be impossible so show absence of starvation.
Comparing the ad hoc proof given in our earlier paper [vGLSvE11] with the proof
that would be possible using the framework, we would find only small differences.
There are several advantages of using the framework and the iterating invariant tech-
nique. Firstly, the model does not have to be translated by hand, decreasing the likeli-
hood of a translation error. Secondly, using the iterating invariant technique, the partial
proofs need less readjustments in order to accommodate changes to the invariants. And
thirdly, the framework provides free lemmas that had to be proven manually in the
earlier ad hoc proof.
The invariant needed to prove the theorems is large, but revolves around the rela-
tionships of the possible values of the variables used in the program at certain points
in their execution past, similar to what was done in Section 5.3. The PVS model that
was used in the concrete proof was adjusted in order to reduce the number of possible
state transitions. This manually performed optimization was based on the observation
that if a model uses a single lock and all accesses to global variables are synchronized
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(which is the case in our example) one can use the atomic instead of the (first) lock of
the system. This means that a process will never have status Blocked. The code for the
wait,notify andtransferneeds to be adjusted in order to obtain the correct behavior.10
11
5.5 Related Work
Providing support for domain specific theorem proving environments within general
theorem provers in the area of state transition systems is present in TAME [Arc00].
However, this tool set offers tactics and templates to construct proofs using PVS and is
geared towards proving properties of SCR, timed and I/O automata.
A translator between different formal specification languages is VeriTech [Kat01].
It uses an intermediate notation to translate from and into different languages, among
others, Promela. PVS is not supported.
Basten and Hooman [BH99] provide an indirect approach to proof support for mod-
els that originate from model checkers. They first define the semantics of process al-
gebra in PVS and then investigate the difference in proving behavior depending of the
kind of embedding that is used.
For the purpose of developing consistent requirement specifications a framework is
introduced by De Groot [dG08] that is used for the transformation of transition systems
(given as specifications in the model checker Uppaal [LPY97]) to specifications in PVS.
An embedding of Promela lite (a Promela like language) is given by Ripon and
Miller [RM10]. However, they use this embedding to prove lemmas concerning sym-
metry detection and not to prove properties of specific models.
For finite state models, translating from the model checker to the theorem prover
can be circumvented by using the PVS built-in model checker [ORR+96].
Pantelic et al. [PJLP06] combine model checking and theorem proving to analyze
the classic readers-writers problem. However, the authors start from a tabular specifi-
cation of the solution rather than from a real algorithm. This tabular specification is
translated straightforwardly into Spin and PVS. Some properties (like safety and clean
completion) can be derived semi-automatically.
The bakery algorithm is a classical solution to the mutual exclusion problem. In
Lamport’s original version the numbers drawn by the customers can grow infinitely,
leading to an unlimited state space which makes it unsuited for being model checked
directly. However, several modifications have been proposed to restrict the drawn num-
bers also leading to a finite state space [BK08]. The advantage of using a theorem
prover is, of course, that there are no limitations on the values being used. This made it
possible to work directly with the original unbounded algorithm.
10 The full PVS files of the framework and bakery example can be found at http://www.cs.ru.nl/L.
Lensink/papers/ifm2012/framework.zip.
11 The proof of the readers-writers algorithm can be found at http://www.cs.ru.nl/L.Lensink/
papers/ifm2012/qreadwritelock_pvs.zip.
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5.6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented a framework for constructing formal correctness proofs
of Promela models. The framework is restricted to concurrent processes that commu-
nicate via global variables. It enables reasoning about basic synchronization protocols,
such as the bakery algorithm, as well as more complex synchronization mechanisms,
such as the reentrant read/write locks provided by the Qt library. The framework pro-
vides basic theories and proof support for constructing proofs of fundamental concur-
rency properties, such as (the absence of) deadlock and starvation. Formulating these
properties is structured by introducing suitable abstract functions and predicates that are
instantiated based on the original model. Proving actually boils down to constructing an
appropriate invariant and to showing that this invariant indeed holds for the constructed
state transition relation.
Our future plans are to extend the framework in such a way that it covers the
complete Promela language, e.g. by adding constructs for modeling message pass-
ing. Furthermore, the proof process can be partially automated by defining appropriate
PVS-tactics to avoid repeating certain sequences of proof steps. Also, many auxiliary
mappings of program counters to natural numbers that were needed to define proper
measures, can be generated automatically. Another venue to explore is to establish the
soundness of the translation in order to make sure that the generated PVS conforms to
the semantics of the Promela code.
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Abstract The use of verification tools to produce formal specifications of digital
systems is commonly recommended, especially when dealing with safety-critical
systems. These formal specifications often consist of segments which can auto-
matically be translated into executable code.
We propose to generate both code and assertions in order to support verification
at the generated code level. This is essential (and possible) when making modifi-
cations to the implemented code without reverting to the verification tool, as the
formal verification can be performed directly at the level of the adjusted code.
As a result of a feasibility study on this approach, we present a prototype of a code
generator for the Prototype Verification System (PVS) that translates a subset of
PVS functional specifications into Java annotated with JML assertions. To illus-
trate the tool’s functionality a verified communication protocol from the NASA
AirStar project is taken and a reference implementation in Java is generated. Sub-
sequently, we experiment with verification on the Java level in order to show the
feasibility of proving the generated JML annotations. In this paper we report on
our experiences in this feasibility study.
6.1 Introduction
Safety critical systems [RvH93] such as fault-tolerant avionics and air traffic manage-
ment systems pose particular challenges due to the potential loss of life that could incur
from a failure. Debugging techniques such as testing and model checking are often
insufficient to ensure that the required safety guarantees hold. Heavyweight formal
methods have been applied to such problems for many years, e.g. using the Prototype
Verification System (PVS) [ORS92] to model and mechanically prove that these mod-
els satisfy safety, correctness and completeness properties such as validity and agree-
ment [MGPM04, PMMG04]. After verification of these properties, the models are
implemented using traditional imperative programming languages. A huge improve-
ment to this scenario would be to automatically derive the code and formal assertions
from these proven models. As such, eliminating the potential introduction of errors
during the coding phase. In addition, this opens possibilities for the use of verification
condition generators or other software verification tools to check the correct implemen-
tation of the specified algorithm in the generated code, further improving code quality.
Our approach follows the Proof-Carrying Code principle: programs are accompanied
by proofs that can be checked prior to execution.
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Verifiable generated code is desirable for more reasons than that alone. When code
is modified, for example, for maintenance issues or in an effort to improve efficiency,
the corresponding link to original PVS specification inevitably gets lost. In such a case,
the generated formal assertions can be used to prove that the required safety properties
still hold. In practice, one will make the step from formal specification to a concrete
implementation only once. Any necessary adjustments in the generated code will then
be made directly, instead of going back to the model, modifying it, and generating new
code. As such, possibly introducing errors which would remain undetected, and thereby
annihilating previous investments into quality.
Generally, two different techniques are employed for generating code from formal
specifications. The first technique exploits the Curry-Howard isomorphism in order
to extract programs from constructive proofs [PMW93, Let03]. The second technique
translates the original specification into code assuming that the specification has been
sufficiently refined such that it has been written in a pseudo-executable subset of the
specification language [Sha02, Wor92, Jon90, Abr96]. The latter technique is partic-
ularly appealing when generating code from specifications written in declarative lan-
guages, such as PVS. These languages encourage writing specifications in a style that
is in large part functional and therefore, executable. Furthermore, in the absence of
(constructive) proofs, the second technique is usually the only viable option.
In this paper, we present in Section 6.2 a prototype generator of annotated code for
declarative specifications written in PVS. We currently derive Java code annotated with
JML [BCC+05] assertions. Although PVS contains a Lisp code generator, we believe
that in order to integrate with the traditional software engineering process, a widely
used imperative language like Java is a logical choice. We will show the tool’s func-
tionality and usability. Firstly by specifying in PVS in Section 6.3 a communication
protocol for a remotely operated aircraft. Subsequently, in Section 6.4 we illustrate
code generation by examining the automatically derived Java code from the PVS spec-
ification. Finally, we reflect in Section 6.5 on our experiment using the state-of-the-art
verification tool KeY, especially designed for the formal verification of Java programs
with JML specifications. We use this tool to reconstruct the correctness proof, origi-
nally presented in PVS, by supplying KeY with our generated Java program annotated
with JML assertions. Finally, we discuss related work and conclude (Sections 6.6 and
6.7).
6.2 Overview of the Approach
The input to our code generator is a specification written in PVS, a theorem prover
with specification language based higher-order logic. Since we aim at a wide range of
applications, we do not fix the target language a priori. Indeed, the tool first generates
code in Why, an intermediate language for program verification [Fil03b]. Our current
prototype translates Why code with proof obligations into Java with JML annotations.
In addition to enabling multi-target generation of code, another benefit of an in-
termediate language is that transformations and analysis that are independent from the
target language can be applied to the intermediate code directly. Besides, our code
generator supports exporting Why code in XML format. This relieves the developer of
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translation and/or analysis tools from delving into the internals of the generator or from
having to write a custom parser.
In order to increase the confidence on the generated code, the generator annotates
the code with logical assertions such as pre-, postconditions, and invariants. These
assertions are extracted from the declarations, definitions, and lemmas in the formal
PVS model. Therefore, the generated code can be the input of a verification condition
generator (VCG), e.g. Krakatoa [FM07] or KeY [ABB+05]. The annotated code is also
amenable to static analysis, software model checking, and automated test generation.
The Why tool is used as the back-end of verification condition generators. Indeed,
the same team that develops Why, develops the tools Krakatoa and FramaC, which are
front-ends for Java and C VCG’s, respectively.
Figure 6.1: Overview of the approach with multiple target languages.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the approach with multiple target languages. The feasibility case
study in this paper concerns the framed part of the figure. Via the intermediate Why
language different programming languages can be targeted. In order to ease the transla-
tion from PVS to Why, we have extended the Why language with several features. For
instance, we have added records, and a simple notion of modules. Tuples are treated the
same as records. Modules only provide a naming scope for a set of Why declarations.
We note that a more general notion of module that includes interfaces is currently being
added to the Why core language [Urr08].
The key aspect of our approach is that not only code is transformed but also proven
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properties. Why proof obligations derived from PVS properties are transformed to
annotations on the target language level (Java JML annotations in the case study). In this
way proofs can be reconstructed on the target level even when the generated program
has been changed for maintenance reasons. Consequently, maintenance of the program
and its proof can be fully dealt with on the target language level.
In order to make this possible, interfaces to target level libraries are constructed
on the PVS level. This is achieved via the definition of enriched abstract interfaces
using dependently typed uninterpreted PVS functions: functions without a body for
which the properties are given in a dependent type. These functions can be instantiated
on the target language level with language specific libraries. Of course, the translated
properties should hold for the library functions.
In the next two sections, we will perform a feasibility study on a specific case
(AirStar, described in Section 6.3) generating Java with JML and verifying it with KeY.
Further technical details of the approach are given while applying it on the case study.
This will include how to deal with non-executable PVS specifications, destructive up-
dates and higher-order functions.
6.3 The AirStar Model
AirSTAR [BHB+05] is a dynamically scaled experimental aircraft designed and built
by NASA’s Langley Research Center (LaRC) for use as a testbed for research on soft-
ware health management and flight control. This Remotely Operated Aircract (ROA) is
a distributed system where its critical components are dispersed between the airborne
vehicle and the ground station. Commands from the ground based pilot are broadcast
to the aircraft and telemetry data from the aircraft are sent to the ground station. Com-
munication between the air and ground components are critical for the safe operation
of the vehicle.
The AirSTAR team was instructed to study[MG08] a small protocol that provides a
guarantee of eventual message delivery, but would be simpler, and more verifiable than
say User Datagram Protocol (UDP)/Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), which are
considered to be too complex to be used in AirSTAR. Flight commands and telemetry
data are treated differently. Flight commands are time sensitive in the sense that if a
message is lost or corrupted in transit, it should not be resent, because the information
would be stale by the time the new copy arrives. This requirement of the protocol is
called the weak delivery requirement. On the other hand, engineers and researchers
on the ground need to receive all data produced by the aircraft in order to analyze
aircraft performance as well as to plan future aircraft flights. Hence, the protocol should
guarantee that all telemetry data produced during the flight is eventually delivered. This
requirement is called the guaranteed delivery requirement. Due to these differences,
the protocol has been structured as two separate protocols: the weak delivery protocol
(WDP) and the guaranteed delivery protocol (GDP).
The complete protocol is a simplified version of the standard OSI-model. It is struc-
tured in a protocol stack, where each layer handles a different aspect of message pro-
cessing. As a message moves down the stack, each layer performs some processing
and possibly adds packet headers. As a message moves up the stack, the correspond-
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ing packet headers are removed. The proposed protocol stack consist of four layers
depicted in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: The AirSTAR protocol stack.
In this section we will describe only the layers/parts of the protocol that are used in the
remainder of our paper.
The Ether layer is actually an abstraction of the concrete physical layer: an unreliable
medium where messages can sometimes be dropped or duplicated, or corrupted by
noise. The behavior of this layer is described using bags, more concretely, the layer
consists of an input and an output channel, both represented by a bag of messages. In
PVS these bags will be modeled as functions that when applied to a message return the
number of copies that were made of this message. E.g. if a bag returns 0 for a given
message this might signify that the message was not yet sent or dropped.
The link layer is the interface between the WDP and GDP layers and the physical layer.
It provides common services, such as error detection. Additionally, it multiplexes mes-
sages sent from the WDP and GDP layers, wrapping them in a common header and
demultiplexes them on the receiving end. A link layer frame is composed of a check-
sum and either a WDP or a GDP frame. The link interface consists of four queues:
gdp_to_ll, wdp_to_ll, ll_to_gdp and ll_tp_wdp, which are used to store the messages
that were sent to or received from the the upper layers. For passing messages to the
communication medium, the link state contains a reference to the Ether layer.
The weak delivery protocol is composed out of two sequences to_wdp and from_wdp,
two queues app_to_wdp and wdp_to_app and a shared link interface. Sending a message
is modeled as removing a message from the app_to_wdp queue and adding it to the
wdp_to_ll queue.
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AirStar PVS Specification
All layers of the communication protocol are modeled in PVS. The Ether and Link
layer are both represented by a process taking care of the receiving and sending in
that layer. For the protocol layer (WDP and GDP) as well as for the application layer,
separate sending and receiving processes are assumed. This resulted in a number of
PVS theorems, each corresponding to one of these processes. Due to the nature of the
problem, the theories could be structured uniformly. More specifically, each process Pi
consists of:
• A process state PSi consisting of connections to the layer above and below (if
exists), and possibly some local information, i.e: PSi = PIi × PSi−1 × PLi,
where PIi contains the information to connect Pi with process Pi+1, and PLi
consists of local data.
• A set of local actions PAi describing the kind of actions that can occur in Pi.
• A local step function Pstepi of type: PAi × PSi → PSi
• A global transition relation Pnexti specifying that a transition is either a local
step or a transition at a lower level.
Usually, the global transition relation can be defined in the following way:
Pnexti(s, n : PSi) : bool=
 ∃(a : PAi) : n = Pstepi(a, s) orPnexti−1(PSi−1(s),PSi−1(n)) andPIi(s) = PIi(n) and PLi(s) = PLi(n)
For example, for the link layer, this resulted in the following PVS theory.
Link[GDPFrame, WDPFrame:TYPE] : THEORY BEGIN
LinkInterface : TYPE = [#
gdp_to_ll : fifo[GDPFrame] ,
ll_to_gdp : fifo[GDPFrame] ,
wdp_to_ll : fifo[WDPFrame] ,
ll_to_wdp : fifo[WDPFrame] #]
LinkFrame : DATATYPE BEGIN
GDP(gdp:GDPFrame,cs: CheckSum): GDPFrame?
WDP(wdp:WDPFrame,cs: CheckSum): WDPFrame?
END LinkFrame
LinkState : TYPE = [# link : LinkInterface, ether: EtherState #]
LinkAction : DATATYPE BEGIN
SendWDP : SendWDP?
SendGDP : SendGDP?
Receive(linkframe:LinkFrame) : Receive?
END LinkAction
step(a:LinkAction, s:LinkState) : LinkState = CASES a OF
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SendWDP :
IF ¬empty_fifo?(s‘link‘wdp_to_ll)
THEN LET wdpf = topof(s‘link‘wdp_to_ll) IN
s WITH [ ‘link‘wdp_to_ll := dequeue(s‘link‘wdp_to_lll) ,
‘ether‘input := add(WDP(wdpf,checksum(wdpf) ) ,s‘ether‘input)
ELSE s ENDIF ,
SendGDP : ...
Receive(linkframe): ...
ENDCASES
next(s,n: LinkState): boolean = ∃(a:LinkAction):
n = step(a,s) ∨next(s‘ether, n‘ether) ∧ s‘link = n‘link
END Link
In thestep function, only one action is specified; the other actions are defined similarly.
Since this layer does not require any local administration, the local part of LinkState
could be omitted. Observe that, the next predicate is not recursive: the call to next
refers to the predicate in the lower ether layer.
Our aim is to prove correctness of WDP. To formulate this property, we introduce an
auxiliary theory that combines the sender and receiver processes of both the WDP and
the Application layer. The states that are involved in the communication are collected
in a single record WDPState. To activate one of the underlying processes, the complete
state is divided into two parts: the part that is needed by the active process and the part
that remains unaffected. For this reason we introduce for each of the communication
processesP a function PSplit that takes theWDPState record and returns a pair consisting
of the PState component of this state and the unaffected part.
WDPState : TYPE = [# ... a record containing all the states required by
WDPSender, WDPReceiver, AppWDPSender and AppWDPReceiver ... #]
WDPSenderSplit (s: WDPState) : ( WDPSenderState, ... ) = ...
WDPReceiverSplit(s: WDPState) : ( WDPReceiverState, ... ) = ...
WDP (s, n: WDPState) : bool =
LET (ss,sr) = WDPSenderSplit(s) , (ns,nr) = WDPSenderSplit(s)
IN WDPSender(ss,ns) ∧ sr = nr
OR
LET (ss,sr) = WDPReceiverSplit(s) , (ns,nr) = WDPReceiverSplit(s)
IN WDPReceiver(ss,ns) ∧ sr = nr
OR
...
OR
s = n
The invariant that expresses correctness of WDP is defined as follows:
wdp_sound?: pred[WDPState] = λ(s:WDPState): s’from_wdp ⊆ s’to_wdp
Hereto_wdpandfrom_wdpare fields ofWDPState representing collections of data. to_wdp
contains the frames that were sent by the application layer, and from_wdp that were sent
back to the application layer. In essence, the invariant says that only genuine data will
actually arrive at its destination.
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6.4 Generating Code
Generating Why from PVS is straightforward for the most part: each language construct
in the executable subset of PVS has an almost identical counterpart in Why. Indeed, like
PVS, Why can be used as a purely functional programming language.
An important difference between the PVS and Why is that Why separates the logical
from computational expressions: program functions cannot be used in logical expres-
sions. In PVS, this is not the case: one can mix both expressions freely. In principle,
this problem can be circumvented easily, by generating for each PVS construct both a
logical and computational version.
The focus in this chapter is on the translation to Java. The intermediate translation
into Why is discussed in the appendix of this thesis.
Subtype Annotations
The predicate subtyping capability of PVS enables the creation of a new subtype corre-
sponding to an arbitrary predicate. One can use this feature to specify functions more
accurately, akin to pre- and postconditions in traditional Hoare logic-based specifica-
tion languages [ROS98]. For instance, the square root function in PVS can be typed as
follows: sqrt(x:real | x ≥ 0) : y:real | y ≥ 0∧ x = y*y.
This typing states that sqrt is a function that takes a non-negative real x and re-
turns a non-negative real y such that x=y*y.
The predicate subtypes in function arguments and result are translated into JML
annotations as requires and ensures clauses, respectively. More concretely, if a function
uses a subtype of a type σ (specified by the predicate P on σ), the translation into Java
will employ σ, and lifts the additional subtyping requirement P to the requires and/or
ensures clause.
If the predicates are executable, the resulting functions will be regular pure Java
functions. However, if a predicate contains non-executable constructs, the result will
be an abstract function, where the non-executable fragments are transformed into re-
quires/ensures clauses. This holds for most of the quantified expressions. In this trans-
formation, the case in which a subtype is used for a quantifier variable is treated spe-
cial. For instance, a universally quantified expression ∀(x : (P ))1 : Q(x) becomes
∀(x : σ) : P (x) =⇒ Q(x), whereas the existential quantifier ∃(x : (P )) : Q(x) is
translated to ∃(x : σ) : P (x) ∧ Q(x). Here P,Q are predicates on types σ and P (σ),
respectively.
As an example, consider the predefined PVS functions nat and below , both repre-
senting the subsets of int, and heavily used in the AirStar model. These functions are
executable, so they will be translated into pure Java methods. A pure Java method is
generated whenever a function is used in a JML annotation.
boolean /∗@ pure ∗ / nat ( in t s) { return 0 <= s ; }
boolean /∗@ pure ∗ / below ( in t s , in t i) { return nat(s) && s < i ; }
1 PVS allows the notation (P) as a shorthand for {x : σ|P (x)}.
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Destructive Updates
Another difference between PVS and Why is that the latter supports typically imper-
ative features like references and side effects. The efficiency of code generated from
Why could be significantly improved if some of the PVS constructs are translated into
an imperative Why version. For instance, PVS supports record and array overriding.
Translating these updates into a destructive (in-situ) updates, when it is safe to do so,
would significantly improve the efficiency of the resulting code.
PVS includes a code generator that translates PVS expressions into Lisp [Sha99].
In the generated Lisp code, a PVS overriding expression is translated into two variants:
one that destructively updates the data structure and one that constructs a new copy.
The decision about which version to use is based on a conservative approximation of
the runtime behavior of the program. This static analysis is fairly coarse: nested appli-
cations and higher-order operations mostly lead to inefficient but safe copying.
Our translation from PVS to Why and subsequently into Java uses a different ap-
proach. For every function we generate a destructive variant only. However, if the
alias analysis determines that a particular variable is referenced more than once, and it
cannot be destructively updated, we create a (deep) copy of the corresponding object
before performing the function which destructively updates the copy. In this way possi-
bly large structures are copied only once instead of multiple times leading to increased
efficiency. A more detailed description can be found in [LMG09].
PVS to Java
Although the translation of PVS to Java occurs via Why, we will explain it as if it was
performed in a single step, i.e. we will describe the translation by showing how basic
PVS constructs are represented in Java.
Each PVS theory results in a generic Java class in which theory parameters are
represented by generic variables.2 Record definitions are directly represented as class.
Abstract data types (containing constructors and recognizers) are translated into a col-
lection of classes extending an abstract base class representing the type itself whereas
each derived class corresponds to a constructor. Recognizers are Boolean methods de-
fined in the base class returning false by default, and which are overridden in the derived
class.
For the Link theory this leads to the following class definition:
public c la s s Link<GDPFrame, WDPFrame> {
/∗ The LinkInter face record ∗ /
public c la s s LinkInterface {
public FiFo<GDPFrame> gdp_to_ll, ll_to_gdp ;
public FiFo<WDPFrame> wdp_to_ll, ll_to_wdp ;
public LinkInterface update (
FiFo<GDPFrame> gdp_to_ll, FiFo<GDPFrame> ll_to_gdp,
FiFo<WDPFrame> wdp_to_ll, FiFo<WDPFrame> ll_to_wdp) {
2 Actually, this only holds for TYPE parameters: value or other more complex kinds of parameters a treated
differently.
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t h i s .gdp_to_ll = gdp_to_ll ; t h i s .ll_to_gdp = ll_to_gdp ;
t h i s .wdp_to_ll = wdp_to_ll ; t h i s .ll_to_wdp = ll_to_wdp ;
return t h i s ; } }
public c la s s LinkState {
public LinkInterface link ;
public Ether .EtherState ether ;
/∗ . . . other methods as above . . . / }
/∗ The abstract data type LinkFrame ∗ /
public abstract c la s s LinkFrame {
public boolean isGDPFrame ( ) { return f a l s e ; }
public boolean isWDPFrame ( ) { return f a l s e ; } }
public c la s s WDP extends LinkFrame {
public WDPFrame wdp ;
public in t cs ;
public WDP (WDPFrame wdp , in t cs) {
t h i s .wdp = wdp ; t h i s .cs = cs ; }
@Override
public boolean isWDPFrame ( ) { return true ; } }
public c la s s GDP extends LinkFrame { /∗ . . . as above . . . ∗ / }
/∗ The abstract data type LinkAction is s imi la r to LinkFrame ∗ /
/∗ The loca l step funct ion ∗ /
public LinkState step ( LinkAction a , LinkState s ) {
i f (a .isSendWDP ( ) ) {
i f ( ! s .link .wdp_to_ll .isempty ( ) ) {
WDPFrame wdpf = s .link .wdp_to_ll .topof ( ) ;
LinkInterface link_update =
s .link .update(s .link .gdp_to_ll, s .link .ll_to_gdp,
s .link .wdp_to_ll .dequeue ( ) , s .link .ll_to_wdp ) ;
Ether<LinkFrame>.EtherState ether_update = s .ether .update(
Bag .add (new WDP(wdpf , checksum(wdpf ) ) ,s .ether .input) ,
s .ether .output ) ;
return s .update(link_update, ether_update ) ;
} e l s e { return s ; }
} e l s e { /∗ sendWDP and receive ∗ / } } }
Thenext predicate in theLink theory contains a non executable part. It is translated
into a function in a separate abstract interface class. The required behavior is guaranteed
by the ensures annotation.
public in ter face c la s s LinkAbstract {
/∗@ ensures \ resu l t == (\ exists LinkAction a ; n = step (a , s )
| | next ( s . ether ,n . ether ) && s . l i n k == n . l i n k ) ;
publ ic /∗@ pure ∗ / next(LinkState s , LinkState n ) ;
}
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Higher-order Functions/Closures
The current version of Java does not (yet) support higher-order functions. For this
reason, we use a common technique to implement closures, namely by introducing the
following interface:
public in ter face Lambda <ARG ,RES>{ RES apply (ARG arg ) ; }
The higher-order functions mainly arise due to the way bags are modeled in PVS,
namely as a function from LinkFrame to int. In Java, we have modeled these bags
by the following helper class providing elementary operations as services (i.e. public
static methods):
public c la s s Bag<E> {
public s t a t i c <E> Lambda<E ,Integer> emptyBag ( ) {
return new Lambda<E ,Integer> ( ) {
public Integer apply(E arg) { return 0; }} ; }
public s t a t i c <E> Lambda<E ,Integer> add (
f i n a l E elem , f i n a l Lambda<E ,Integer> bag) {
return new Lambda<E ,Integer> ( ) {
public Integer apply ( f i n a l E arg) {
i f (arg .equals(elem ) ) {
return bag .apply(arg) + 1;
} e l s e { return bag .apply(arg ) ; } }} ; }
public s t a t i c <E> Lambda<E ,Integer> remove (
f i n a l E elem , f i n a l Lambda<E ,Integer> bag) {
/∗ s imi la r to add ∗ / } }
Inheritance and abstract classes are also used to enable the integration of the generated
code with existing code. This integration is particularly useful when a given function
is uninterpreted in the original specification. Take, for example, the case of the square
root function in PVS. Since a constructive version of this function is not available, this
function (and the class in which it is defined) is declared as abstract in Java. Since the
pre- and postconditions of sqrt are still generated, any VCG should be able to generate
proof obligations guaranteeing that the provided function satisfies the specification of
the uninterpreted one.
6.5 Verification of Weak Delivery Protocol
There are several theorem prover tools available that can be used to prove Java code
correct. The most notable are KeY and Krakatoa. The Krakatoa tool could not handle
inline classes at time of the experiment, so we decided to use KeY.
Soundness of the protocol is expressed by assuming that there are two nodes running
the WDP protocol, consisting of a sender and a receiver. The invariant states that all
WDP messages delivered by the receiver to the application layer originated from the
sender’s application layer.
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6.5.1 Invariants
One of the challenges is deducing which part of the specification describes the invari-
ants on the model that should be turned into pre- and postconditions. The translator
recognizes these functions by matching them with a template.
The theories will be scanned for special predicates.3 There should be an initializa-
tion predicate Finit of type pred[S] ,4 a transition relation R of type pred[S, S] and a
predicate that defines the invariant: P of type pred[S] . The type S can be any tuple or
record that holds state variables. For matching functions there should exist a theorem or
lemma that states ∀r, n : P (r(n)), where r is defined as mapping from natural numbers
to S and n is a natural number. For the mapping r, Finit(r(0)) and R(r(n), r(n + 1))
should hold. A second template looks for functions that match a simple transition
schema: ∀P, S : Finit(S) =⇒ P (S) and ∀P, S1, S2 : R(S1, S2) ∧ P (S1) =⇒
P (S2).
For functions that match the above structures pre- and postconditions are generated.
Finit, will have to ensure P , while R will require P and will have to ensure P .
In the WDP theory, functions that match the first template are used, defined as a
separate PVS theory, with the state, the initial state predicate and the transition relation
as theory parameters.
The proofs require that the invariants are maintained by the transition relation. For
the weak delivery protocol, the transition relation is WDP. The soundness invariant
is_subset5 depends on the invariant wdp_in_app_to_wdp in its proof. All other invari-
ants that are required for proofs of the invariant are added to the precondition of the
transition relation WDP.
Theno_null_pointerspredicate is generated by the translator under the assumption
that all the generated code is properly initialized. The predicate simply states that all
fields of objects are properly initialized.
/∗@ requires no null pointers (s )
@ && WDPAbstract .wdp in app to wdp(s )
@ && WDPAbstract . is subset ( s ) ;
@ ensures \ resu l t ==> WDPAbstract . is subset (n ) ; ∗ /
public boolean WDP( f i n a l WDPState s , f i n a l WDPState n)
6.5.2 Proof Construction in KeY
The KeY theorem prover uses dynamic logic, which includes an operator< p >, where
p is a sequence of Java statements. The formula < p > φ expresses that the program
p terminates in a state where φ holds. For the soundness invariant the program p is
a function call to WDP(s,n) and it should terminate in a state where the postcondition
holds. To prove that, the operator needs to be eliminated. The logic rules of the oper-
3 Instead of predicates, the initial and transition functions could also be functional in nature: finit of type S
and ftrans as a function from [S → S] . The template match is adjusted accordingly.
4 In PVS pred[t] is a shorthand for t -> bool.
5 Java cannot handle special characters in identifiers, therefore identifiers with them, like subset? are
translated into an meaningful identifier excluding character.
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ator are constructed in such a way that they perform a symbolic execution of the Java
statements.
A prominent feature of the AirStar model are transitions between states where one
aspect of the model is active and the rest remains unchanged. For instance, in the WDP
transition relation defined at the end of Section 6.3, will generate Java code like the
following:
( WDPSender(ss ,ns)
&& sr .equals(nr)
) | |
( WDPReceiver(ss ,ns)
&& . . etc . .
)
This will be symbolically evaluated using the <> operator. While symbolically eval-
uating the code it will lazily translate the && and || into if statements. The result of
the evaluation of WDPSender(ss,ns) is assigned to a variable and if it is false, it will
skip further evaluation and directly assign the value to the variable representing the first
argument of the or statement.
b0 = { b1 = WDPSender(ss ,ns ) ;
i f ( !b1) b2 = f a l s e ;
e l s e b2 = sr .equals(nr ) ;
return b2 ; } ;
i f (b0) b3 = true ;
e l s e b3 = { b4 = WDPReceiver(ss ,ns ) ;
i f (b4) . . .
The rules defined for the symbolic execution of the if statements will force the creation
of two separate goals, one where WDPSender(ss,ns) holds and one where it does not.
Within each of these cases it will have to evaluate WDPReceiver(ss,ns) . The number of
goals increases with each branching point added to the transition relation.
When running fully automatically, KeY should be able to dispatch most of these
goals. However, in the proofs we sometimes need to choose between regular method
expansion and the use of an operation contract. On its own, KeY prefers the regu-
lar method expansion. For the proofs to succeed, sometimes the operation contract is
needed. The KeY theorem prover can be instructed to halt at points where it needs
to expand methods in order to let the user choose. Combined with branching factor,
the user is quickly overwhelmed by the amount of manual labor needed to complete
the proof goals. By hiding the branching points behind pure function definitions, it is
possible to delay the branching until a more opportune moment.
Not all of the invariants of the original PVS specification have been completely ver-
ified in Key. However, the experiment gave us sufficient confidence in our proposed
approach. That is, with some more sophisticated support from the KeY prover environ-
ment a semi-automatic proof of all the invariants for the WDP as well as for the GDP
protocol should be feasible.
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6.5.3 Feasibility Case Study Evaluation
The case study shows that generating Java code from the PVS models for small to
medium sized models is definitely feasible. The translated model roughly doubled in
size by translating it into Java. Generating annotations made it possible to prove parts of
the properties of the original model. However, generating annotated Java for the current
set of Java code verifiers is still a cumbersome process. There were some issues we ran
into when using KeY to prove the generated Java code correct.
• KeY only supports Java 1.4 language constructs. Specifically the use of generics
is not allowed. Although it has a built-in procedure that can remove generics,
this did not seem to work properly for our model. Instead we removed it using
Declawer, a tool used to strip the generics from Java source code.
• Proving properties of complex Java code statements is cumbersome when there
are multiple branching points in the code. These branching points multiply goal
generation in the KeY theorem prover. However, using pure Java methods it
is possible to postpone evaluation of these branching points until evaluation is
opportune.
• KeY has no problem with defining static abstract functions, while Java does. This
is not directly an issue, but might lead to proving programs correct that do not
compile.
• KeY properly demands that references to fields within an object can only happen
when the object itself is not null. These checks make up a great deal of the prover
activity. This condition can be relaxed, however, only for regular method calls.
When used in conjunction with operation contracts, the user still has to prove the
existence of the object.
• KeY sometimes refuses to load saved proofs due to parser issues.
Although the translator supports all executable language constructs that PVS provides,
some minor changes had to be made to the original models in order to be successfully
translated. The changes all have to do with clashing name spaces, non-translatable
characters in identifiers and the fact that the translation requires all fields of a record to
be updated. All these issues can be easily resolved. Furthermore, the generation of pre-
and postconditions is still work in progress.
The case study presented in the previous section should be viewed in terms of “proof
of concept.” Although several features are still missing, the case study demonstrates the
potential for integrating heavy-weight formal methods tools into the software develop-
ment cycle.
6.6 Related Work
Two major fields of computer science come together in generating code from formal
specifications: theorem proving and compiler construction.
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Within the theorem proving community all the major theorem provers have some form
of code generation to a functional language from their specification language. The
theorem prover Isabelle/HOL even provides two code generators. There is the original
generation from higher-order logic to ML, described by Berghofer and Nipkow [BN02].
A second translator, developed by Haftmann [HN07], targets multiple languages. Un-
like our generator, however, these languages are all functional programming languages
like Haskell, OCaml and SML. ACL2’s [KMM00] specification language is a subset
of Common Lisp. The theorem prover Coq [BC04] has its generator [Let03] that ex-
tracts lambda terms and translates them in either Haskell or OCaml. As mentioned
before, PVS [ORS92] provides a code generator for Lisp. A PVS translation into the
functional programming language Clean is in its prototype stage [JSS07]. Using se-
mantic attachments or analog mechanisms to tie executable code and logical statements
together has been studied by Ray in ACL [Ray04], and by Rushby et al [COR+01] and
Mun˜oz [Mun˜03] in PVS.
Integrating formal methods into the software engineering process has been the main
goal of the B-method[Abr96], a collection of mathematically based techniques for the
specification, design and implementation of software components. The main difference
with our method is that PVS as a specification language allows for higher-order func-
tional specification and is a more powerful theorem prover than those that come with
the B-tool suite. The added expressiveness of the specification language allows for code
generation to functional languages, unlike the B-method where only C or ADA code
can be generated. A similar approach is taken with the Vienna Development Method
(VDM) [Jon90]. This also is a collection of formal methods and tools that aim at using
mathematical techniques in the software development process. It does support higher-
order functions and can generate Java as well as C++ code. However, their code gener-
ator uses a standard library of VDM concepts, instead of translating more directly into
the target language. Both VDM and the B-method do not annotate their generated code,
which makes it harder to check whether the generated code is indeed correct.
From within the compiler construction community, work has been done on source
to source translators from functional languages to imperative ones: A source code trans-
lator between Lisp and Java has been constructed by Leitao [Lei07]. However, not all
language constructs of Lisp are supported. Another translator from ML to Java was
proposed by Koser et al in [KLV03]. Instead of Java, Ada has also been used as a target
language by Tolmach [TO98].
6.7 Conclusion and Future Work
Integrating formal methods into the software engineering process requires tools that
provide support without unnecessarily constraining the design and implementation choi-
ces. We present an approach designed to generate annotated code from declarative PVS
specifications for multiple functional and imperative target languages. We reported on
a feasibility study using a prototype tool. The key advantages:
• Independently verifiable code: The generated code is accompanied by anno-
tations that allow for proof obligation generation. The generated code can be
verified, changed and verified again.
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• The generated code is readable and it allows for integration with existing code.
• The generated code is reasonably efficient, due to the nature of the translation
from an executable subset, as well as by using destructive update optimization
techniques. Since we are using an intermediate language, further optimizations
such as tail recursion elimination can be easily added.
The attractiveness of our approach is that we have tied together existing techniques into
a complete package targeting both functional and imperative languages in such a way
that maintenance and verification can be done on the target language level.
Future Work
The code generator presented in this paper is still a proof of concept. Many features
have to be improved to be really useful in a large scale software engineering process.
For example, currently, only a subset of the specification language of PVS can be trans-
lated. Many models are only partially executable. In particular, formal models of proto-
cols typically use a relational specification style to describe functional behaviors. These
models cannot directly be translated into an executable program. Being able to generate
code for these models, by providing syntactic restrictions on their specification, is one
of our next goals. For this we need to add support for guarded non-determinism.
In the spirit of proof carrying code [Nec97], another venue of progress would be to
extend the Why logic and the extraction mechanism so that annotated programs carry
with them a reference to the correctness lemmas in the original specification and enough
information for discharging the proof obligations from these lemmas. Thus, eliminating
most of the burden of mechanically proving the correctness of the generated code.
Another interesting issue that can be addressed is whether it is possible to maintain
a correspondence between the proofs in the original PVS model and the generated Java
code, JML specifications and KeY proofs.
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SUMMARY
Our society is still increasingly dependent on computer systems. As a result, mistakes
in these computer systems can have dire consequences: large monetary damage can
occur, or human lives can be endangered. In these cases, the traditional error preven-
tion methods are often insufficient. However, employing formal methods can help to
achieve the desired safety level. Formal methods in software engineering are mathe-
matical techniques that are used in the design, implementation and testing of computer
systems. The application of mathematical methods in the development and verification
of software is very labor intensive, and thus expensive. Therefore, it is not feasible to
check all the wanted properties of a complete computer program in detail. It is more
cost effective to first determine what the crucial components of the software are. These
parts can then be isolated and studied in detail by creating mathematical models of these
sections and verifying them. In order to reason about mathematical models, several dif-
ferent techniques have been developed. In this thesis we will focus mainly on model
checking and theorem proving.
The first method takes a finite transition system and systematically checks whether
all the desired properties hold for every state of the system. Because the number of
states increases exponentially with the size of the model, this method will often have to
limit itself to small variants of the system that is under investigation. An advantage of
model checking is that, when it finds a problem, it can indicate how it got into an error
state. This information can be used to improve the model.
The second method uses general mathematical techniques to reason about the mod-
els. This makes it possible to reason about systems of which the number states is un-
limited. For this a price must be paid: the reasoning cannot occur fully automatically.
By combining the strong points of model checking; automation and finding counter
examples, with the more general mathematical power of theorem proving, it takes less
effort to guarantee the reliability of the investigated systems.
The thread that runs through the different parts of this thesis is the software surgery
methodology. This is a methodology in which critical software components are inves-
tigated, improved and verified, using the earlier mentioned formal methods. Subse-
quently, the verified models can be used to derive (fragments of) computer programs,
that satisfy high reliability demands. These fragments can then replace the original
components.
The specific contributions of this thesis are the following: A model has been con-
structed in the theorem prover PVS of a smartcard personalization machine. This ma-
chine was extensively investigated using model checking techniques in the past. The
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earlier attempts had led to the verification of the machine’s scheduling algorithm for
a limited amount of cards and personalization stations. By using PVS, the schedul-
ing mechanism has been found to be correct for an unlimited amount of cards and an
indeterminate number personalization stations.
This thesis also provides a model and an algorithm for the reentrant readers-writers
protocol, that is used in, among others, the Qt toolkit. This solution is accompanied
by a proof that it does not have any deadlock and starvation issues for an indeterminate
amount of processes.
Furthermore, in order to combine the use of the model checker Spin and the theorem
prover PVS more easily a framework is presented. This framework offers a translation
from the modeling language Promela, which is used by Spin, to the specification lan-
guage of PVS. It also gives support in the proving process by supplying a number of
generally applicable lemmas.
Finally, this thesis describes a translation that can be used to generate Java code
from verified PVS models. The Java code is augmented with annotations. These can be
used to verify that the generated Java code is a correct translation.
The articles that describe these results contribute as a whole to combing different
formal methods in order to increase the reliability of computer systems.
SAMENVATTING
Onze maatschappij is nog steeds in toenemende mate afhankelijk van computersyste-
men. Het gevolg daarvan is dat fouten in deze computersystemen grote gevolgen kun-
nen hebben: er kan grote financie¨le schade optreden, of mensenlevens kunnen in gevaar
komen. In dat soort gevallen voldoen de traditionele methoden om fouten te voorko-
men vaak niet. Het inzetten van formele methoden kan wel de gewenste veiligheid
bewerkstelligen. Formele methoden binnen de informatica zijn mathematische technie-
ken die gebruikt worden bij het ontwerpen, realiseren en testen van computersystemen.
Omdat het toepassen van wiskundige methoden bij het ontwikkelen en verifie¨ren van
programma’s arbeidsintensief en dientengevolge duur is, is het niet mogelijk om voor
een compleet softwarepakket alle gewenste eigenschappen tot in details te controleren.
Het is kosten-effectiever om eerst te bepalen wat de meest cruciale onderdelen van de
software zijn. Deze gedeeltes kunnen dan geı¨soleerd worden om vervolgens in detail
bekeken te worden door er wiskundige modellen van te maken en deze te verifie¨ren.
Om over de mathematische modellen te kunnen redeneren zijn er verschillende tech-
nieken ontwikkeld. Dit proefschrift concentreert zich voornamelijk op de methoden:
model checking en theorem proving.
De eerste methode neemt een eindig toestandstransitiesysteem en gaat systematisch
na of alle gewenste eigenschappen gelden voor elke toestand in het systeem. Omdat het
aantal toestanden exponentieel toeneemt als het model groter wordt, zal deze methode
zich vaak moeten beperken tot eindige varianten van het systeem dat onderzocht wordt.
Een voordeel van model checking is dat als het een probleem vindt, het kan aange-
ven hoe het in die fouttoestand is terecht gekomen. Deze informatie kan dan gebruikt
worden om het model te verbeteren.
De tweede methode gebruikt algemenere wiskundige technieken om te redeneren
over de modellen. Hierdoor is het mogelijk om over systemen te redeneren waarbij het
aantal toestanden onbeperkt is. Hiervoor moet een prijs betaald worden: het redeneren
kan niet volautomatisch gebeuren.
Door de sterke kanten van model checking, de automatisering en het vinden van
tegenvoorbeelden, samen te voegen met de algemene wiskundige kracht van theorem
proving kan men met minder inspanning een grote betrouwbaarheid van de onderzochte
systemen garanderen.
De rode draad in de verschillende hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift is de software
surgery methodologie. Dit is een methodologie, waarbij essentie¨le software componen-
ten met de eerder genoemde formele methoden onderzocht, verbeterd en geverifieerd
worden. Uit de geverifieerde modellen kunnen vervolgens (gedeelten van) computer-
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programma’s afgeleid worden die voldoen aan hoge betrouwbaarheidseisen. Deze on-
derdelen kunnen dan de oorspronkelijke componenten vervangen.
De specifieke bijdragen van dit proefschrift zijn de volgende:
Van een smartcardpersonalisatie-automaat, die in het verleden uitgebreid onderzocht
is met model checking technieken, is een model in de theorem prover PVS gemaakt.
De eerdere pogingen hebben het planningsalgoritme van de machine voor een beperkt
aantal kaarten en personalisatie-stations geverifieerd. Door het gebruik van de theorem
prover PVS is het planningsmechanisme voor een ongelimiteerd aantal kaarten en een
willekeurig aantal personalisatie-stations correct bevonden.
Het proefschrift levert ook een model en een algoritme voor het reentrant readers-
writers locking protocol, dat onder andere in de Qt toolkit gebruikt wordt. Voor deze
oplossing wordt bewezen dat het geen deadlock en starvation problemen kent voor een
willekeurig aantal processen.
Ook wordt er, om gemakkelijker het gebruik van de model checker Spin en de the-
orem prover PVS te kunnen combineren, een framework beschreven. Dit framework
biedt een vertaling van de modelleertaal Promela, welke door Spin gebruikt wordt, naar
de specificatietaal van PVS. Ook geeft het ondersteuning bij het bewijsproces door mid-
del van het beschikbaar maken van een aantal algemeen toepasbare lemma’s.
Als laatste wordt een vertaler beschreven die gebruikt kan worden om vanuit ge-
verifieerde PVS modellen Java code te genereren. De Java code bevat annotaties, die
gebruikt kunnen worden om te verifie¨ren dat het gegenereerde Java programma een
correcte vertaling is.
De artikelen die deze resultaten beschrijven, leveren als geheel een bijdrage aan het
combineren van verschillende formele methoden om de betrouwbaarheid van computer
systemen te verhogen.
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This appendix provides the technical background to many of the properties of the trans-
lation from PVS to Java as described in Chapter 6 of this thesis. The appendix is a
revised version of an unpublished technical report.
A.1 Introduction
Chapter 6 introduced a translator that transforms a specification written in a subset
of the Prototype Verification System (PVS) specification language [ORS92] into Java
code. In that chapter, we focused on verifying the correctness of the translation by gen-
erating JML [BCC+05] contracts and assertions from the PVS specification and then
using the KeY [ABHS07] framework to produce and prove verification conditions. Al-
though the current prototype produces Java code, the code generator uses an interme-
diate representation that enables multiple target languages. This appendix provides the
reader with additional technical details about translation process from PVS to Java with
less focus on the verification and many more details on the algorithms and on the data
structures employed. In designing the translator, our main goal is to generate code that
has the following properties:
• Integrable: The generated code should facilitate easy integration in existing and
new code bodies.
• Efficient: The generated code should reflect the structure of the original declara-
tive specification. However, it should use more efficient imperative features, such
as loops and side effects, whenever possible without compromising the correct-
ness of the generated code.
• Verifiable: The translation process should maintain the verified properties of
the original model. Elimination of errors introduced during a manual translation
from a model to a program should not be replaced with defects introduced by the
code generation.
In its current form, the translator is a prototype intended to demonstrate the feasibility
of translating PVS specifications into an imperative, object-oriented programming lan-
guage. The specification language is quite expressive in that it extends classical higher-
order logic with dependent types and predicate subtyping and in the current stage of
development the translator handles a considerable subset of the language, but there are
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limitations. For instance, it cannot translate relational specifications. It does trans-
late all functional language constructs that PVS employs, including control structures,
higher order functions, abstract datatypes, records, arrays and basic types. It also is able
to translate quantifiers over simple finite domains into Java statements. Moreover, the
translation is able to use type and proof information to generate annotations in JML.
The annotations are not complete in the sense that they do not necessarily capture all
information that is present in the PVS models and proofs. However, they can be used
as a starting point to prove that the generated code satisfies its specification.
The translator was built in collaboration with researchers at the NASA Langley
Research Center. At present, we can report that the prototype translator described here
has been used by NASA researchers on projects ranging from spacecraft avionics to air
traffic management.
We begin with a brief overview of the proposed methodology for translating PVS
into Java in Section A.2. Section A.2.1 provides an overview of the internal represen-
tation of PVS structures in the language of Common Lisp [Ste84]. In Section A.2.2,
we describe the intermediate language used by the translator and the translation from
PVS into it. Section A.3 gives a detailed explanation how destructive updates are gen-
erated. Details on the generated Java code for most of the language structures are given
in Section A.4. The contents of the appendix are summarized in Section A.5.
A.2 From PVS to Why
The input to our code generator is a declarative specification written in PVS, a higher
order logic specification language and theorem prover [ORS92]. Since we aim at a wide
range of applications, we do not fix the target language. Indeed, the tool first generates
code in Why, an intermediary language for program verification [Fil03b]. Our current
prototype generates Java annotated code from the Why code. In the future, we may
implement outputs for other functional and imperative programming languages.
In addition to enabling multi-target generation of code, another benefit of an in-
termediate language is that transformations and analyses that are independent from the
target language can be applied to the intermediate code directly. This saves a lot of opti-
mizations that otherwise have to be performed for every target language. Furthermore,
our code generator exports Why code into XML. This liberates the developer of the
translation to a specific target language from delving into the internals of the generator
or having to write a custom parser. Any modern programming language provides an
off-the-shelf XML parser.
In order to increase the confidence on the generated code, the generator annotates
the code with logical assertions such as pre-, post-conditions, and invariants. These
assertions are extracted from the declarations, definitions, and lemmas in the formal
model. Therefore, the generated code can be the input of a verification condition gen-
erator, in our case Krakatoa [FM07]. Krakatoa generates proof obligations for several
theorem provers, including PVS. We remark that the generated PVS proof obligations
are different from the original PVS specification. However, if the original specification
has been shown to be correct, discharging the proof obligations is a relatively easy task.
The annotated code is also amenable to static analysis, software model checking, and
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Figure A.1: Multi-target generation of verifiable code.
automated test generation.
The proposed approach is illustrated by Figure A.1, where the dashed line encloses
the functionality currently implemented in our prototype. The rest of this section gives
a short overview of PVS and Why.
A.2.1 PVS
PVS is an interactive environment for writing formal specifications and for checking
proofs. It contains an expressive specification language and a powerful theorem prover.
It has been applied to large applications both in academic as well as industrial set-
tings [ORSSC98].
The specification language is based on classical higher order logic, augmented with
a sophisticated type system. The type system uses predicate subtypes and dependent
types. It also has a mechanism for defining algebraic data types. All functions that are
defined in the specification language must be total. However, partial functions can be
defined by restricting the domain of the function to a subtype using predicate subtyping.
The many features of the PVS type system make it very powerful, but also makes type
checking in general undecidable. The theorem prover generates type correctness con-
ditions (TCC’s) for the undecidable parts of the type checking mechanism. In practice,
most of the TCC’s are automatically discharged by the system.
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The theorem prover is used either interactively or in batch mode. The basic deductive
steps range from small inferences to use of decision procedures for, among others,
arithmetic reasoning and propositional simplification. Using a scripting language, these
basic steps can be built into larger procedures. The proof checker manages the proof
construction by asking the user to supply a proof command that will either prove the
current goal or generate one of more new goals. Once all goals have been reached, the
theorem is considered proven.
Internal representation of the PVS language
The translation from PVS to an intermediate language requires us to either construct a
parser for the specification language, or to use the parser that is provided by PVS. We
have chosen for the latter.
The PVS theorem prover is written in Lisp and the specification language is en-
coded in Lisp classes in the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS). Unlike in many
other object oriented languages, these classes do not provide a namespace for methods.
Instead, methods are defined as generic overloaded functions, that can be specialized
for classes using one or more parameters.
The instances of these classes are effectively an abstract syntax tree (AST) of the
theory that is defined in PVS. The following excerpt from the PVS grammar defines the
syntax of the different declarations that make up the body of a PVS theory. The syntax
of macros, formulas and function definitions are given.
〈TheoryDecl〉 ::= 〈LibDecl〉 | 〈TheoryAbbrDecl〉 | 〈TypeDecl〉 | 〈VarDecl〉
| 〈ConstDecl〉 | 〈RecursiveDecl〉 | 〈InductiveDecl〉 | 〈FormulaDecl〉
| 〈Judgement〉 | 〈Conversion〉 | 〈InlineDatatype〉
〈ConstDecl〉 ::= 〈IdOp〉 [ { 〈IdOps〉 } | 〈Bindings〉+ ] : 〈TypeExpr〉 [ = 〈Expr〉 ]
〈MacroDecl〉 ::= 〈IdOp〉 [ { 〈IdOps〉 } | 〈Bindings〉+ ] : MACRO 〈TypeExpr〉 = 〈Expr〉
〈FormulaDecl〉 ::= 〈Ids〉 ’:’ 〈FormulaName〉 〈Expr〉
〈FormulaName〉 ::= AXIOM | CHALLENGE | CONJECTURE | COROLLARY
| CLAIM | FACT | FORMULA | LAW | LEMMA | THEOREM
| POSTULATE | PROPOSITION | SUBLEMMA | OBLIGATION
The definitions of the syntax for identifiers, bindings, expressions and type expres-
sions are as one would expect. The complete syntax is given in the PVS language
reference[OSRS01].
Internally, PVS represents the declarations as declaration objects. The attributes
that they all have in common are defined in this class, which is a subclass of the syntax
class. Besides syntax information, the classes usually contain meta-information like
dependencies, derived type information and presentation information.
(defcl declaration (syntax)
(newline-comment :restore-as nil)
(id :type ( or symbol number) :parse t :restore-as nil)
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(formals :type l i s t :parse t)
(module :restore-as nil)
(refers-to :type l i s t :restore-as nil)
(chain? :type symbol :parse t :restore-as nil)
(typechecked? :type symbol :restore-as nil)
(visible? :type symbol :restore-as nil)
(generated : documentation "a list of declarations"
:restore-as nil)
(generated-by : documentation "a declaration instance"
:restore-as nil)
(semi :parse t :restore-as nil)
(tcc-form :fetch-as nil :ignore t)
(typecheck-time :restore-as nil ) )
Each of the different types of declarations are defined as subclasses of the declaration
class. For instance, the formula declaration is encoded using the formula-decl sub-
class. The definition of the formula is stored in the closed-definition slot as a
closed lambda term.
(defcl formula-decl (declaration)
(spelling : documentation "One of formula, axiom, lemma, etc."
:parse t
:restore-as nil)
(definition :parse t)
; ; The universal closure of the de f in i t i on , used in create−formulas
(closed-definition :fetch-as nil)
(kind :restore-as nil)
(default-proof :restore-as nil)
(proofs :restore-as nil ) )
The macro and function definitions are stored as typed-declaration subclasses
that contain the declared and the derived type. A macro is considered to be a spe-
cial case of a function definition as is demonstrated by its declaration as a subclass of
the const-decl.
(defcl typed-declaration (declaration)
(declared-type :parse t)
(declared-type-string :fetch-as nil)
type)
(defcl const-decl (typed-declaration)
(definition :parse t)
def-axiom
(eval-info :fetch-as nil ) )
(defcl macro-decl (const-decl) )
When a PVS program is loaded, the classes are instantiated with only the declared
types. After type checking, the objects are enriched with type checking information.
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Figure A.2: Why’s tools suite.
A.2.2 Why
Why is a multi-target verification condition generator developed by Jean-Christophe
Filliaˆtre et al. [FM07, Fil03a, FM04]. The Why tool generates proof obligations for
different kinds of existing proof tools, including proof assistants such as PVS but also
automated first order theorem provers and SMT solvers.
Why builds a functional interpretation of the imperative program given as input.
This interpretation contains both a computational and a logical part. Using this infor-
mation, the tool applies a Hoare logic and Dijkstra’s calculus of weakest preconditions
to generate proof obligations. Why’s input language, which is also called Why, is based
on ML and has imperative features, such as references and exceptions, and functional
features, such as higher-order functions. In contrast to ML, aliasing between mutable
variables is not allowed. This constraint is guaranteed by the typing rules of the Why
language [Fil03a].
The Why tool is used as the back-end of verification condition generators. In-
deed, the same team that develops Why, develops the tools Krakatoa and Frama-C,
which are front-ends for Java and C VCG’s, respectively. Figure A.2 illustrates the
Why/Krakatoa/Frama-C tools suite.
In order to ease the translation, we have extended the Why language with several
features. For instance, we have added records, tuples, and a simple notion of modules.
Records are treated similarly to arrays. Although we could have defined them into
the logic part of the language, we have chosen to add them as syntactic sugar. Tuples
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Figure A.3: Class diagram of the Why-declarations.
are treated the same as records. Modules provide a naming scope for a set of Why
declarations. They correspond directly to the parametrized theories in PVS and allow
for modularity in the generated programs. We note that a more general notion of module
that includes the notion of interface has been added to the Why core language [Urr08].
In Figure A.3 an overview is given of the main class- and attribute definitions in
Lisp that represent the declarations in our variant of the Why language. The classes
and its attributes are shown as boxes and the inheritance relations as edges that link the
classes.
As of 2011, the entire Why software stack has been re-implemented as Why 3. The
language is now called WhyML and has been enriched with several language features
that were not present in the previous Why version that was used for the development of
our translation from PVS to Java.
A.2.3 From PVS to Why
The translation from a PVS specification into the Why language is fairly straightfor-
ward. Each language construct in the functional subset of the PVS specification lan-
guage has an almost immediate counterpart in the Why language. Indeed, like PVS,
Why can be used as a purely functional programming language.
An important difference between the PVS and the Why logical frameworks is that
Why distinguishes between logical and computational values. For example, the PVS
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Figure A.4: Class diagram of the Why-expressions.
code
is_square(x,y:real):bool = (y*y=x)
defines a function that returns true when the second argument is the square root of the
first argument. That function can be translated into Why as a proposition:
predicate is_square(x:real,y:real) = (y*y=x)
This proposition can be used in logical assertions, or it can be translated as a program:
l e t is_square(x:real,y:real):bool
y*y=x;
This function can then be used in other programs.
The same distinction applies to general functions which can be defined as logical
functions, to be used in propositions, or as programs. This is reflected in Figure A.3,
where there distinct declarations for the logic and program parts. However, unlike
the Why definition we use the same definition for expressions in both the logic and
program declarations. Figure A.4 gives an overview of all the class definitions in Lisp
that represent expressions in Why.
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The set of propositions and programs is disjoint, e.g., propositions cannot appear in
programs and programs cannot appear in propositions. Therefore, we have to generate
the appropriate Why code depending on how PVS expressions are being used in the
formal model. We discuss at the end of this section which parts of PVS specifications
are used to generate logical assertions.
Internal representation of Why
Since the basis of the translation from PVS to Why is the abstract syntax tree (AST)
defined in PVS, the construction of an AST for the Why language is performed in Lisp
as well.
Declarations are a subclass of named objects. And, as earlier mentioned, there is a
separation between logic and program declarations, although that distinction is blurred
again in the translation to Java and JML. As an example, the Lisp definitions of some
of the classes from Figure A.3 are presented below:
(defcl why-named-object ( )
(why-identifier :type why-identifier) )
(defcl why-declaration (why-named-object) ; Declarations
(defcl why-logic-declaration (why-declaration) ) ; Logic declarat ions
(defcl why-function (why-declaration)
(parameters :type l i s t ) ; L i s t of bindings
(return-type :type why-type)
(type :type why-type)
(body :type why-expr)
(precondition :type why-expr)
(postcondition :type why-expr ) )
(defcl why-logic-predicate (why-logic-declaration)
binders
predicate
type
)
The translation from the PVS syntax tree to the Why syntax tree is done using a generic
overloaded pvs2why∗ function. It is defined for all the constructs in the PVS speci-
fication language and translates it to Why. The pvs2why∗ function always returns an
element of the Why syntax tree. The example below shows how an if-then-else expres-
sion is translated into Why.
defmethod pvs2why∗ ( (expr if-expr) bindings livevars declared-type)
( cond ( (branch? expr)
( l e t ( (condition (condition expr ) )
(then-part (then-part expr ) )
(else-part (else-part expr ) ) )
(mk-why-conditional (pvs2why∗ condition bindings
( append (updateable-vars then-part)
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( append (updateable-vars else-part)
livevars ) ) declared-type)
(pvs2why∗ (then-part expr) bindings
livevars declared-type)
(pvs2why∗ (else-part expr) bindings
livevars declared-type)
(pvs2why-type declared-type ) ) ) )
(t (call-next-method ) ) ) )
The branching condition, as well as both branches are recursively translated into their
why counterparts. From these elements a new conditional is constructed using the
mk-why-conditional function.
The bindings, livevars, and declared-types variables track meta informa-
tion used in the translation. The bindings contain the free variables in the expression
and the livevars contain the mutable variables. The significance of these is explained in
Section A.3. The declared type is used to identify when a type coercion may be needed.
The translation of all the individual language elements using the pvs2why∗ func-
tion is fairly straightforward, as shown by the previous example. The translation of
non-destructive updates into destructive ones is an exception however. Another more
complicated issue is the translation of type information present in the richer PVS de-
pendent type system. Both are discussed in the next subsection and section.
Assertions
The predicate subtyping capability of PVS allows for the precise specification of func-
tions akin to pre- and post-conditions in traditional Hoare logic-based specification lan-
guages [ROS98]. For instance, the square root function in PVS can declared as follows:
sqrt(x:real | x ≥ 0) : {y:real | y ≥ 0∧ x = y*y}
This declaration states that sqrt is a function that takes a non-negative real x and
returns a non-negative real y such that x=y*y.
The PVS to Why generator uses the type information of PVS declarations to extract
pre-and post-conditions for the Why version of these declarations. In the particular case
of recursive declarations, the type of the arguments are extracted as invariants, and the
measure information is extracted as the termination argument. Furthermore, functions
used in type definitions are extracted as logic functions rather than programs. This
overcomes the Why restriction that forbids the use of programs in logical statements.
The Why language does not have the means to specify proofs. However, it allows for
the specification of axioms, which are used by automated theorem provers to discharge
the proof obligations. We translate all the lemmas and TCC’s into axioms in the Why
logic.
A.3 Destructive Updates
One of the main concerns in generating code from a declarative specification is the effi-
ciency of the resulting program. The obvious difference between PVS and Why is that
Why supports imperative features such as references and side effects. The efficiency
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of the generated Why code could be significantly improved if some PVS constructs
are translated into imperative Why code. For instance, PVS supports record and array
overriding, e.g., if A is an array of integer values, the PVS expression A WITH [(0)
:= 10] denotes an array that is equivalent to A in all indices except 0 where it has the
value 10. Overriding keeps the original array intact and modifies a copy. It is particu-
larly tempting to translate the PVS overriding feature using destructive updates in Why:
A[0] := 10. In this case, the index 0 of the array A is set to 10. Why destructive
updates are more efficient than PVS overriding, because it does not keep the original
array. However, a careful analysis has to be performed to guarantee the correctness of
this translation.
The PVS ground evaluator includes a highly efficient code generator that translates
PVS expressions into Lisp [Sha99]. In the generated Lisp code, a PVS overriding ex-
pression is translated into two variants. One that destructively updates the data structure
and one that constructs a new copy. If the variable being overridden is not aliased, the
destructive version is chosen, otherwise the safe version that makes a copy is used. The
analysis is a conservative approximation. Especially nested applications and higher or-
der operations will make the alias analysis difficult or even impossible. Furthermore,
the PVS ground evaluator does not attempt to transform the program in order to make
possible a more accurate analysis.
Take for instance the following PVS function that negates each element of an array
of 1000 elements:
Arr : TYPE = ARRAY[below(1000) → int]
negate(A:Arr,i:below(1000)) : RECURSIVE Arr =
IF i=0 THEN A
ELSE negate(A WITH [ (i-1) := -A(i-1) ] ,i-1)
ENDIF
MEASURE i
The destructive update of the array A can be done safely because the update of element
i-1 is done after the value of the element has been read and there is no reference to
i-1 afterward. If the update is done non-destructively, an array copy would have to be
performed 1000 times with disastrous performance results. On the other hand, since it
is not always possible to use the destructively updating variant of the function negate,
the translator generates a destructive and a non-destructive version of each function that
updates a variable.
The translation from PVS to Why uses a similar mechanism. However, due to the
aliasing exclusion mechanism built into the type system of Why, it is impossible to
directly translate array updates in PVS into their counterparts with references in the
Why language. In our case, we only generate a destructive variant of every function. If
the alias analysis determines that a particular variable cannot be destructively updated,
we create a deep copy of this variable before performing any destructive update. Hence,
we safely perform the computation without destroying the initial object and we avoid
introduction of aliasing.
Suppose we have a function f that destructively updates some array A, in a context
E. If this context contains another reference to A, first a copy of the variable A has to
be made and f has to be called with the fresh copy. If a mutable variable, like A, is
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present in a context, it is called live.
The algorithm that computes these live variables and decides whether to make a
copy is described in an article by Shankar[Sha02]. The essence of the algorithm is that
one determines which variables are live at the point in the execution path of a function
where a destructive update appears. Take for example the following function:
Update(A:ARRAY[nat → nat] , i:nat) : nat = A(i) + A WITH [ (3) := 4](3)
The algorithm has to figure out whether the PVS update denoted by the WITH keyword,
must copy the contents of reference A, on which it performs the update. Its context
consists of the arguments to the WITH statement and the addition to A(i) . Since argu-
ments to functions are evaluated left to right in the semantics of PVS, the reference to
A(i) is already evaluated at the time of the update and therefore not part of the set of
live variables of that context. A destructive update can safely be performed and no copy
of the contents of A to a fresh reference has to be made.
However, the Update function can appear in other contexts and also perform a de-
structive update after translation to Why. Suppose the Update function is called in the
following context: A(Update(A, 3 ) ) . The context of the Update function contains the
array variable A, while it destructively updates the contents of A. Therefore, a copy must
be performed when this expression is translated to Why.
The mutable variables that are passed as arguments to a function and that are possi-
bly updated are called the output variables of that function. In the case of the WITH and
Update function, the set of output variables contains onlyA. More complicated functions
may contain multiple output variables. In general, the translation can safely generate
destructive updates for functions in an expression without first copying the mutable
variables, if the intersection of output variables and live variables in the context of the
application of that function in that specific expression is empty.
A.4 Generation of Java
This section describes the generation of Java code. As explained in previous sections,
the translation from PVS to Java uses the intermediate language Why. However, to
emphasize the syntactical relation between the source language, i.e., PVS, and the target
language, i.e., Java, we illustrate this translation with examples of PVS constructs and
the resulting Java code without providing the intermediate representation in Why. The
examples, in particular the communication protocol discussed in Chapter 6, are taken
from the case studies performed by the first author while visiting the NASA Langley
Formal Methods group.
Several techniques have been proposed to provide support for higher-order func-
tions in Java. We use a special class Lambda that encodes closures as objects. Then,
every function in Why is translated into a Java function and an object of type Lambda
that encodes the closure of the function. Overloading allows us to use the same name
for the Java function and for its closure.
Inheritance and abstract classes are used to enable the integration of the generated
code with existing code. This integration is particularly useful when a given function
is uninterpreted in the original specification. Take for example the case of the square
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root function in PVS. Since a constructive version of this function is not available, this
function and the class where it appears are declared as abstract in Java. This means that
the program that invokes the generated code must supply a concrete sqrt function in
order to execute the code. Since the pre- and post-conditions of sqrt are still generated,
Key and Krakatoa, or any other VCG for Java, should generate proof obligations that
guarantee that the provided function satisfies the specification of the uninterpreted one.
A.4.1 Primitive types
The PVS specification language contains the normal range of primitive types: nat,
number, boolean. Although usually included as a primitive type, chars and strings are
not primitive types in PVS. Instead they are modeled as ASCII numbers and finite
sequences of characters respectively. The immediate counterparts of the PVS primitive
types are in Java: int , float and boolean . At this point, we are ignoring the
obvious difference between PVS’s real and Java’s float . This difference may be
addressed in the future as the PVS NASA Libraries includes a specification of the IEEE
854 Floating Point standard [BM06, Min95].
A.4.2 Subtypes
In Section A.4.13, we already mentioned that PVS allows predicate subtyping. Types in
PVS are much more expressive than what is common in a programming language and
using these types is one of the prime methods of specifying the properties of a model.
For instance, it is possible to specify that the argument of a function is a natural number,
but also, that the number has to be in a certain range.
Consider the PVS declaration that restricts the length to a natural number (the type
of maxsize) upto maxsize.
length : upto(maxsize)
In most programming languages, there is no direct support for these kinds of types, so
all subtype declarations are translated into its supertype. In this case:
in t length ;
The type information contained in the subtype expressions is used to generate anno-
tations in Java that will help in ensuring that the generated code is indeed correct. In
Section A.2.3, a more detailed explanation of the method to generate JML assertions is
given.
A.4.3 Records
Records are one of the most widely used structures in PVS specifications. For instance,
a state space is often encoded as a record. Records are translated into Java classes,
where each field of the record corresponds to an attribute of that class in Java. For
instance, the record
WinReceiverPrivate : TYPE = [#
nd : nat, %nd = Next to be Delivered
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%Msgs below nd have been delivered
%nd is base of receiver window
la : upto(nd) , %Last to be Acknowledged
%Msgs below la have been delivered and acked
lr : subrange(nd,nd+rw) , %lr = Last Received
%Msgs upfrom lr have NOT been received.
rcvd : (max_window?(lr-nd) ) %Receiver window
#]
translates into the following java class:
s t a t i c public c la s s WinReceiverPrivate implements Cloneable {
in t la ;
in t lr ;
in t nd ;
WindowTheory .Window rcvd ;
public WinReceiverPrivate( in t la , in t lr , in t nd
, WindowTheory .Window rcvd) {
t h i s .la = la ;
t h i s .lr = lr ;
t h i s .nd = nd ;
t h i s .rcvd = rcvd ;
}
public WinReceiverPrivate update( in t la , in t lr , in t nd
, WindowTheory .Window rcvd) {
t h i s .la = la ;
t h i s .lr = lr ;
t h i s .nd = nd ;
t h i s .rcvd = rcvd ;
return t h i s ;
}
public Object clone ( ) {
try { return super .clone ( ) ; }
catch (CloneNotSupportedException e) {
return t h i s ;
}
}
public s t a t i c WinReceiverPrivate[ ]
new_WinReceiverPrivate( in t size
, Lambda<Integer,WinReceiverPrivate> lambda) {
WinReceiverPrivate[ ] arrayWinReceiverPrivate =
new WinReceiverPrivate[size ] ;
for ( in t i=0;i<size ;i++)
arrayWinReceiverPrivate[i] = lambda .apply(i ) ;
return arrayWinReceiverPrivate ;
}
}
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Note that the subtypes of the individual fields are translated into their supertypes in
Java. The supertype of the rcvd field is a record that is defined in a different theory.
Besides the attributes, the generated Java class also contains other functions.
• First of all, a constructor that will instantiate the particular record with the values
that are passed to it. This allows the creation of new records when a record literal
is encountered in the PVS specification.
Consider the following example:
init_win_receiver : WinReceiverPrivate = (#
nd := 0 ,
la := 0 ,
lr := 0 ,
rcvd := init #)
This record literal, which initializes the state of the receiver to a starting state is
translated into java by means of a function call to the constructor. A new record
will be instantiated and returned to the caller.
public WinReceiverPrivate init_win_receiver( ) {
return new WinReceiverPrivate(0 ,0 ,0 ,windowtheory .init ( ) ) ;
}
• Secondly, an update function is generated that will perform destructive updates
of the record if it is determined to be allowed. Updates in PVS are done using the
WITH operator. Consider the case of theWinReceiverPrivatevariableprivdefined
as follows:
priv WITH [ nd := priv‘nd + ff,
lr := max(priv‘lr, idx+1) ,
la := priv‘la,
rcvd := slide(nrcvd, ff) ]
Using the generated update function this is straightforwardly translated to:
priv .update( priv .la
, Math .max(priv .lr ,idx+1)
, priv .nd+ff
, windowtheory .slide(nrcvd ,ff ) ) ;
• Thirdly, the clone function is generated to make copies of existing records. This
is needed because using a destructive update on a variable is not always safe. It
is not allowed if an updated variable is referenced later. In PVS, a variable has a
static semantics. This will clearly not be the case if a destructive update is used.
An analysis, explained in Section A.3 is used to determine if a destructive update
can be used or whether a copy should be made.
• Finally, we must include the capability to translate arrays of records. In order
to provide such support, a function is generated within the class declaration to
construct an array of records of a certain size. A initialization function for the
array can be passed to this function.
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A.4.4 Tuples
At the moment there is no support for the translation of tuple types to Java. Implemen-
tation is fairly easy since semantically they are equivalent to records where each field is
denoted by the position of each element in the tuple.
A.4.5 Arrays and Function Types
In PVS, arrays and functions are identical types. An array is interpreted as a function
from the natural numbers to a certain range. Arrays over an infinite domain cannot be
translated into a Java array. Also, it is usually more efficient to translate functions that
act as arrays into Java arrays. Therefore, we create an array in Java if the domain of the
function is finite and a (higher-order) function if the domain cannot determined to be
finite. For instance, in the example that follows,Window contains a record definition that
contains a pair of arrays for both the mask and data fields.
Window : TYPE = [#
length : upto(maxsize) ,
mask : { seq : ARRAY[below(maxsize)→bool] |
∀ (i:subrange(length,maxsize-1) ) : ¬seq(i) } ,
data : ARRAY[below(maxsize)→Data]
#]
Since Window is a record, a class is generated. Because the mask and data fields are
declared as function types with a finite domain due to the below(maxsize) restriction,
both fields are declared as Java arrays.
s t a t i c public c la s s Window implements Cloneable {
in t [ ] data ;
in t length ;
boolean [ ] mask ;
public Window( in t [ ] data , in t length, boolean [ ] mask) {
t h i s .data = data ;
t h i s .length = length ;
t h i s .mask = mask ;
}
Depending on the context of the update, an array update will either be translated into a
predefined function that updates an array value, or into a common array update. For in-
stance, x WITH [ (n) := data] can be translated into a function call to the provided pre-
lude library using Prelude .update(x ,n ,data) or x [n] = data;. The first trans-
lation will be used when the update occurs on an expression position like happens for
instance in the SlidingWinReceiver class:
LET x1 = x WITH [ (n) := data] IN [...]
Will be translated to
f i n a l in t [ ] x1 = Prelude .update(x ,n ,data) ;
The latter translation will only be used if the update occurs on a position that allows for
a translation into a Java statement instead of an expression.
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A.4.6 Abstract Datatypes
Abstract datatypes that are recursively generated using constructors are translated into
Java. This includes datatypes like trees and lists.
Consider the case of a datatype definition that is composed of constructorsDataFrame
and AckFrame, recognizersisDataFrame andisAckFrame and accessors index, data, lb
and ub.
WindowFrame : DATATYPE
BEGIN
DataFrame(index:nat,data:Data) : isDataFrame %Regular data
AckFrame(lb:nat,ub:upfrom(lb) ) : isAckFrame %Acknowledgment
END WindowFrame
The translation to Java uses a class to store all the information of the abstract datatype.
In case of a recursively defined datatype, one of the attributes of the class will be of the
same type as the class.
public c la s s WindowFrame {
boolean isDataFrame = f a l s e ;
in t index ;
in t data ;
boolean isAckFrame = f a l s e ;
in t lb ;
in t ub ;
}
All the constructors, recognizers and accessors are generated as functions.
public WindowFrame DataFrame( in t index , in t data) {
WindowFrame WindowFrame = new WindowFrame ( ) ;
WindowFrame .isDataFrame = true ;
WindowFrame .index = index ;
WindowFrame .data = data ;
return WindowFrame ;
}
public WindowFrame AckFrame( in t lb , in t ub) {
WindowFrame WindowFrame = new WindowFrame ( ) ;
WindowFrame .isAckFrame = true ;
WindowFrame .lb = lb ;
WindowFrame .ub = ub ;
return WindowFrame ;
}
public in t index(WindowFrame WindowFrame) {
return WindowFrame .index ;
}
public in t data(WindowFrame WindowFrame) {
return WindowFrame .data ;
}
public in t lb(WindowFrame WindowFrame) {
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return WindowFrame .lb ;
}
public in t ub(WindowFrame WindowFrame) {
return WindowFrame .ub ;
}
public boolean isDataFrame(WindowFrame WindowFrame) {
return WindowFrame .isDataFrame ; }
public boolean isAckFrame(WindowFrame WindowFrame) {
return WindowFrame .isAckFrame ; }
Not shown, but also generated are higher-order versions of these functions.
A.4.7 Enumerations
Enumeration types are supported by taking advantage of the fact that they are internally
represented as abstract datatypes. Consider the following definition of an enumerated
type:
WinReceiverAction : TYPE = { Receive, SendAck }
This is equivalent to the abstract datatype:
WinReceiverAction : DATATYPE
BEGIN
Receive : isReceive %Regular data
SendAck : isSendAck %Acknowledgment
END WinReceiverAction
The mechanism that generates Java for abstract datatypes can subsequently be invoked.
Java supports enumeration types since version 1.6. A future enhancement will be to
make use of this native support.
A.4.8 Generic Types
It is possible to create generic types in PVS by parameterizing the type definition. Con-
sider the following definition of a generic fifo queue parameterized by a type T that may
be instantiated with any type.
fifoTheory[T : TYPE] : THEORY
BEGIN
fifo: TYPE = [# lenth:nat, seq:ARRAY[nat → T] #]
nfx : VAR [ nat → T]
[ .. ]
topof(nfx) : T = nfx(0)
END
The same functionality can be achieved in Java with generics, supported since JDK 1.5.
The generic theory will be translated into a generic class in Java. The type parameter in
Java will be used at all the places it is used in the original PVS specification.
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public c la s s fifoTheory<T> {
public c la s s fifo implements Cloneable {
in t lenth ;
T [ ] seq ;
public fifo( in t lenth ,T [ ] seq) {
t h i s .lenth = lenth ;
t h i s .seq = seq ;
}
public fifo update( in t lenth ,T [ ] seq) {
t h i s .lenth = lenth ;
t h i s .seq = seq ;
return t h i s ;
}
public Object clone ( ) {
try { return super .clone ( ) ; }
catch (CloneNotSupportedException e) {
return t h i s ;
}
}
}
public T topof( f i n a l T [ ] nfx) {
return nfx [ 0 ] ;
}
}
A.4.9 Control Structures
Being functional in nature, PVS does not support the wide array of control structures
of an imperative language. The most important control structure is conditional choice
using an IF .. THEN .. ELSE construction.
LET x = w‘mask IN
If n < w‘length∧ x(n) THEN
best_prefix(w,n+1)
ELSE n
ENDIF
The translation is straightforward.
f i n a l boolean [ ] x = w .mask ;
i f (n < w .length && x[n ] ) {
return best_prefix(w ,n+1);
} e l s e {
return n ;
}
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Slightly more intricate is the CASES case distinction. This allows for simple pattern
matching on constructors of abstract datatypes. Although not used in our model, pattern
matching is simulated by the Java if (..) { .. } else { .. } construct and by
using local variables.
A.4.10 Quantifiers
In general, logical quantification cannot be translated. However, if the domain is finite,
universal and existential quantifiers are translated into loops that will either test for all
values or test until a true value has been obtained. Consider the following example:
%n is a prefix of window w if all masks below n are true
isprefix(w:Window, n:upto(w‘length) ) : bool =
LET x = w‘mask IN
∀ (i:below(n) ) : x(i)
The forall quantifier is translated into a Prelude .forall function call.
public boolean isprefix( f i n a l Window w ,
f i n a l in t n) {
f i n a l boolean [ ] x = w .mask ;
return Prelude .forall(0 ,n−1,new Lambda<Integer,Boolean>(){
public Boolean apply( f i n a l Integer i) {
return x[i ] ; }
} ) ;
}
Where Prelude .forall is defined as a loop over the finite domain that returns false
if the predicate, that is passed as a higher-order function, fails. Otherwise true is re-
turned.
public s t a t i c boolean forall( in t lb
, in t ub ,Lambda<Integer,Boolean> lambda) {
for ( in t i=0;i < ub−lb ;i++) {
i f ( !lambda .apply(i ) )
return f a l s e ; }
return true ;
}
The ∃ quantifier is defined analogously.
A.4.11 Functions
Most function definitions can easily be translated into functions in Java.
Consider the following example:
%Window of length n
iswindow(n:upto(maxsize) ,w:Window) : bool =
w‘length = n
The translated Java function will be almost identical:
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public boolean iswindow( f i n a l in t n ,
f i n a l Window w) {
return w .length == n ; }
The main challenge in translating functions from PVS to Java is that the former is a
functional specification language and allows higher-order functions. In Chapter 6, we
have briefly shown how the translation of higher-order function definitions into Java is
implemented.
In Java, higher-order functions do not exist. This means that functions cannot be
passed as arguments. However, Java does have objects that can be passed as arguments.
These objects can act as a wrapper to the functions that need to be passed. We create a
special Lambda class:
public abstract c la s s Lambda<T1 ,T2> {
abstract public T2 apply(T1 obj ) ;
}
This parametrized class demands that on instantiation an anonymous inner class is
passed that defines the apply function. This function will call the original function.
For all functions that are defined, a higher-order version is automatically generated.
/ / Higher−order funct ion iswindow
public Lambda<Window,Lambda<Integer,Boolean>> iswindow
= new Lambda<Window,Lambda<Integer,Boolean>>() {
public Lambda<Integer,Boolean> apply( f i n a l Window w) {
return new Lambda<Integer,Boolean>() {
public Boolean apply( f i n a l Integer n) {
return iswindow(n ,w ) ; }
} ;
}
} ;
As can be seen in this example for the automatically generated higher-order version
of the iswindow function, the function is automatically currified. Thus for each of the
variables of the original function, an inner function is created that applies a parameter
and returns a new function which subsequently can be applied to next variable.
Some functions are naturally defined as higher-order in PVS. Consider the example
given below that taken from a theory that defines a bag.
remove_if(p:[LinkFrame→boolean] ,b:bag) (e:LinkFrame):nat =
IF p(e) THEN 0
ELSE b(e)
ENDIF
Using the Lambda class, this is translated into
public Lambda<LinkInterfaceTheory .LinkFrame,Integer> remove_if(
f i n a l Lambda<LinkInterfaceTheory .LinkFrame,Boolean> p ,
f i n a l Lambda<LinkInterfaceTheory .LinkFrame,Integer> b) {
return new Lambda<LinkInterfaceTheory .LinkFrame,Integer>() {
public Integer apply( f i n a l LinkInterfaceTheory .LinkFrame e) {
return (p .apply(e) ? 0 : b .apply(e ) ) ; }
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} ;
}
Anonymous functions, or lambda expressions are translated similarly.
These kinds of translations are not the most efficient possible. In a functional lan-
guage compiler, closures and higher-order function calls are typically removed by trans-
forming the program into a program in continuation passing style. This would however
destroy the structure and readability of the transformed program.
A.4.12 Modules
The PVS specification language allows for a modular organization of all the theories.
Each theory can import other theories which exposes the definitions of the imported
theory. It also exposes the declarations that are visible to the imported theory if it is
using an import statement as well. Theories can be parameterized by regular parameters
or by type parameters.
WindowFrameTheory[ rw : posnat] : THEORY
BEGIN
IMPORTING WindowTheory[rw]
[..]
END WindowFrameTheory
PVS theories are translated into Java classes. The parameters are translated into at-
tributes of that class. If the parameter is a type variable, the class will be a generic
class, as discussed in Section A.4.8. Whenever a class is imported, it is instantiated
using the parameterized constructor.
public c la s s WindowFrameTheory {
in t rw ;
WindowTheory windowtheory ;
public WindowFrameTheory( in t rw) {
t h i s .rw = rw ;
windowtheory = new WindowTheory(rw ) ;
}
In this case, the class WindowFrameTheory is parameterized with rw and it passes
this parameter on to the imported class WindowTheory.
A.4.13 Assertions
Since Java 1.4 it is possible to use asserts to force the Java virtual machine to check
assumptions about a program. This mechanism is limited in its expressiveness, so we
have opted to use the extended possibilities that a markup language like JML offers.
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In JML, one can specify pre- and postconditions and invariants. One of the design
goals was ease of use for Java programmers. The specifications are written as Java
comments and the properties are specified as a Java boolean function.
The (sub)-type information present in the PVS model is extracted and translated
into JML assertions. Whenever a type definition is encountered, a boolean function is
generated that checks whether a given argument satisfies the properties of the subtype.
For instance, all the indices of the arrays in the verified distributed communication
protocol are bounded by a maximum size.
uptoMaxSize : TYPE = upto(maxsize)
belowMaxSize : TYPE = below(maxsize)
These definitions are translated into boolean functions that check whether the argument,
which is translated to its supertype in Java, satisfies the restrictions imposed on it by the
subtype definition.
public boolean uptoMaxSize( f i n a l in t x) {
return Prelude .nat(x) && Prelude .upto(x ,maxsize ( ) ) ;
}
public boolean belowMaxSize( f i n a l in t x) {
return Prelude .nat(x) && Prelude .below(x ,maxsize ( ) ) ;
}
The prelude functions nat , upto and below are defined as one would expect.
public boolean nat( f i n a l in t x) {
return x >= 0; }
public boolean upto( f i n a l in t x , f i n a l in t r) {
return x <= r ; }
public boolean below( f i n a l in t x , f i n a l in t r) {
return x < r ; }
Record type definitions can have type restrictions on their fields, so any recordtype
definition generates a boolean function as well.
Window : TYPE = [#
length : uptoMaxSize,
mask : { seq : ARRAY[belowMaxSize→bool] |
∀ (i:subrange(length,maxsize-1) ) : ¬seq(i) } ,
data : ARRAY[belowMaxSize→Data]
#]
Java already typechecks whether an object is a Window class, so the only checks that
have to be added are to verify that the fields are satifsying their types.
• This means that the length field of the Window w must satisfy uptoMaxSize.
• The set-like notation for the type of themaskfield defines a restriction on the sub-
type ARRAY[belowMaxSize→bool] . Besides belowMaxSize(w .mask.length),
the set predicate must also hold for w .mask.
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• The data field again has only a simple bounds restriction.
public boolean Window(Window w) {
return uptoMaxSize(w .length)
&& (belowMaxSize(w .mask .length) &&
Prelude .forall(w .length , maxsize()−1 ,new Lambda<Integer,Boolean>(){
public Boolean apply( f i n a l Integer i) {
return !w .data[i ] ; }
} ) )
&& belowMaxSize(w .mask .length ) ;
}
Although JML supports a \forall statement, at the moment we use the translation
we already have for the PVS ∀ statement. These generated boolean functions are then
used as a predicate on the types of the functions that define the model.
%Window of length n
iswindow(n:upto(maxsize) ,w:Window) : bool =
w‘length = n
For instance, the function that checks whether a window is of a certain size is trans-
lated into a common Java function with the precondition that the parameters satisfy the
generated functions for a Window recordtype and an uptoMaxSize type. The result of the
function must be a boolean, the returntype of the function.
/ /@ requires uptoMaxSize (n) && Window(w)
/ /@ ensures Prelude . boolean(\ resu l t )
public boolean iswindow( f i n a l in t n ,
f i n a l Window w) {
return w .length == n ; }
A.5 Conclusion and Future Work
Integrating formal methods into the software engineering process requires tools that
provide support without unnecessarily constraining the design and implementation choi-
ces. We presented a tool designed to generate annotated code from declarative PVS
specifications for multiple functional and imperative target languages. The key features
of our tool are:
• Independently verifiable code: The generated code is accompanied by annota-
tions that allow for proof obligation generation.
• The generated code is readable and it allows for integration with existing code.
• The generated code is reasonably efficient, due to the nature of the translation
from an executable subset, as well as by using destructive update optimization
techniques. Since we are using an intermediate language, further optimizations
such as tail recursion elimination can be easily added.
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The tool is able to translate functional language constructs used in the PVS specifi-
cation language into Java. This includes control structures, abstract datatypes, higher
order functions, records, arrays and basic types. It also provides a translation of quan-
tifiers over a simple finite domain. Type information and proof information is used to
generate annotations that supplement the Java code. These annotations can be used
to independently verify the generated program. A preliminary prototype of the tool
has been implemented to generate Java code. This prototype was demonstrated on a
sliding-window protocol, as well as a collision detection and avoidance algorithm.
The code generator presented in this paper is a proof of concept. Many features
have to be improved to be really useful in a large scale software engineering process.
For example, currently, only a subset of the specification language of PVS can be trans-
lated. One feature that limits the applicability of our code generation process is that
many models are only partially executable. In particular, formal models of protocols
typically use a relational specification style to describe functional behaviors. These
models cannot directly be translated into an executable program. Being able to gener-
ate code for these models, by providing syntactic restrictions on their specification, is
one of our next goals. For this we need to add support for guarded non-determinism.
In the spirit of proof carrying code [Nec97], another venue of progress would be to
extend the Why logic and the extraction mechanism so that annotated programs carry
with them a reference to the correctness lemmas in the original specification and enough
information for discharging the proof obligations from these lemmas. Thus, eliminating
most of the burden of mechanically proving the correctness of the generated code.
We recognize that all the individual elements are not really novel by themselves,
as demonstrated by the related work. However, we believe that tying them all together
in a complete package and targeting both functional and imperative languages, is an
important, and needed, contribution in the area of code generation from proof assistants.
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